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FOREWORD

The present report is the twenty-fourth in the series of Surveys published
annually by the United Nations in response to General Assembly resolution
118 (!I)o   As requested in the resolutiomÿ it reviews current trends in the
world economy°  The report is factual in nature and is intended this year to
complement the documents prepared in connexion with the biennial appraisal of
progress under the International Development Strategy° ÿ/  One of its main purposes
s-thus to bring up to date the information presented in the appraisal documents°

The reportÿ which was prepared in the Centre for Development Planningÿ
Projections and Policies of the Department of Economic and Social Affairsÿ is
divided into four chapters°   The first presents an overview of world production
and trade°  The other three examine the salient features of the current economic
situation relating to the supply and use of resources and the state of internal
and external balance in the developed market economiesÿ the centrally planned
economies and the developing countries°  The analysis is based on the data
available to the Secretariat in March 1973o

i/   These documents are the Secretary-Generalÿs reportÿ The International
Development Stratÿgyÿ  First Over-all Review and Appraisal of Issues and Policies
(United Nations publicationÿ Sales Noo Eo73o!IoAo6ÿ and the two volumes of
supporting ps@ers entitledÿ Implementation of The International Development
Strategy:   Papers for the First Over-all Review and Appraisal of Progress durinÿ
the Second United Nations Development Decadeÿ volso I  and II (United Nations
publicationsÿ Sales Noso Eo73olI.Ao2 and 3)o
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

The following symbols have been used in the tables throughout the report:

Three dots (ooo) indicate that data are not available or are not separately
reported

A dash (--) indicates that the amount is nil  or negligible

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable

A minus sign (-) indicates a deficit or decrease9 except as indicated

A full stop (.) is used to indicate decimals

A comma (9) is used to distinguish thousands and millions

A slash (/) indicates a crop year or financial yearÿ eogoÿ 1960/61

Use of a hyphen (-) between dates representing yearsÿ eogoÿ 1961-19639
signifies the full period involvedÿ including the beginning and end years°

Reference to V'tons" indicates metric tonsÿ and to "dollarsv' ($) United States
dollarsÿ unless otherwise stated°

The term V'billionÿv signifies a thousand million.

Annual rates of growth or changeÿ unless otherwise statedÿ refer to annual
compound rates.

Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totalsÿ because of
rounding.

The following abbreviations have been used:

CMEA  Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
EEC   European Economic Community
EFTA  European Free Trade Area
FAO   Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
grt    gross registered tonnage
IBRD  International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
IMF   International Monetary Fund
ISIC  International Standard Industrial Classification
OECD  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
OPEC  Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
SDR   special drawimg rights
WFP   World Food Programme

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the
Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country
or territory or of its authoritiesÿ or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers°
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Chapter I

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE WORLD ECONOMY

An over-all view

Recent developments in the world economy present a picture of unusual
contrasts°  Notwithstanding the persistence of acute imbalancesÿ both within
most of the major countries and between some of themÿ an upsurge in production
which got under way in the second half of 1971 has continued into the early
months of 1973 and is projected to continueÿ at least through this year°   In
many of the market economies inflation emerged as the prime economic problem in
the course of 19729 yet in very few cases were resQurces being fully utilizedÿ
and unemployment had either increased or remained unacceptably high°  Despite
the breakdown of the international monetary system in August 1971 and the
uncertainty that has prevailed ever sinceÿ international trade expanded with
grÿat vigour in 1972 and seems likely to continue upward in 1973.  While
industrial production has increased strongly almost everywhereÿ agricultural
performance has been extremely erraticÿ   some important countries that had enjoyed
several years of steady progress on the farmsÿ experienced poor growing conditions
in 1972 and hence disappointing harvests°  And the conflict between the growth
of material production and the enhancement of the quality of life began to
assume tangible form in at least one area of economic activityÿ name!yÿ the
generation and use of energy°  Although vast deposits of fossil fuels have been
discovered in recent years and the means of transporting these fuels greatly
improvedÿ and although progress has continued in exploiting nuclear and other
non-conventional sources of powerÿ energy shortages have emerged in a number of

places°   In the face of a continuing high rate of increase in demandÿ there is
now growing concern about an energy crisis°

The year was one of extensive experimentation that brought no assurance of
solution 'to any of the principal problems°  The expansionary policies that
facilitated the rapid growth in demand did not succeed in fully harnessing the
available capacityÿ and almost all the market economies entered 1973 with levels
of unemployment that were regarded as unacceptably high°  And coexisting with
these relatively high unemployment rates were rates of price inflation that were
also regarded as above tolerable limits°   Among the developing countries this
was generally recognized as a major structural problem andÿ as 1973 openedÿ its
structural characteristics in many of the more advanced countries were coming
under closer scrutinyÿ   In the meantimeÿ a large variety of policy mixes were
being practisedÿ  most countries were supplementing their fiscal and monetary
measures with wage and price administration of different degrees of severity° ÿ/

i/    See chapter II below for a discussion of the search for effective
incomes policies in the developed market economies.



The widespread nature of this double form of internal imbalance and its
manifest links to the unsolved problems of external imbalance led to a number
of efforts to improve the co-ordination of domestic policiesÿ first among the
six members of the original European Economic Community (EEC)then9 after
October 1972ÿ among the nine members of the expanded Communityÿ and in December
through a recommendation of the Council of the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)o  The general approach included the setting
of a target for the maximum increase in consumer prices in 19739 restraint on
money supply and on public expenditure (to keep them in line with the  real growth
in total output)9 more intensive official consultation with the main interest
groups (particularly labour and management)ÿ increased training efforts to improve
labour mobility9 and liberalization of imports to eÿand supplies (particularly
of consumer goods)°

On the international monetary froÿtÿ the stability hoped for from the
Smithsonian currency realignment of December 1971 did not last longo  The initial
effect of the dollar devaluation was more perverse than had been expected:  with
imports costing more and a strong upsurge in demand under wayÿ the United Statesÿ
trade deficit increased sharply and its current account deficit even more
sharply°  At the same timeÿ slower growth in the Federal Republic of Germany and
Japan combined with cheaper imports gave rise to a further buildÿup of their
external surpluses°  Given the large overhang of footÿioose funds9 there was
ample scope for doubts about the permanence of the new alignment to generate
both precautionary and speculative movements from currencies thought to be weak
and overvalued to those considered strong and undervalued°   Sterling9 which had
been marked up by 8 per cent against the dollarÿ was the first victim of these
doubtsÿ with its trade account moving into deficit9 the United Kingdom responded
in June 1972 by floating the pound and its value drifted erratically downward
until by the end of the year it was below its preÿSmithsonian relationship with
the dollar°  The tightening of monetary policy in some European countries and
disappointing reports on trade and price movements in the deficit countries
combined to induce larger capital movements in the second half of the yearÿ and
at times there was strong selling of the dollar and the lirao   Early in 19739
Switzerland relieved the pressure on the franc by letting it float°  February
brought renewed capital flows ÿ in the first i0 days the Bundesbank purchased
$6 billion in an effort to keep the mark under its Smithsonian ceiling - and these
precipitated a further i0 per cent devaluation of the dollar and the floating
of the lira and the yen°  Even this did not stem the movement of fundsÿ howeverÿ
and with the free market price of gold fluctuating around $90 an ounce9 the
exchange markets were closed for the first half of March while arrangements were
made for a joint float of the six stronger EEC currenciesÿ the Deutsche mark -
valued upwards 3 per cent in relation to special drawing rights (SDR) ÿ being
linked with the guilderÿ the Danish kroneÿ and the Belgianÿ Luxembourg and
French francs°  Subsequently9 the Norwegian krone and the Swedish krona were also
linked to this float.

With the major currencies floating9 the risk in speculation is increased
and this may serve to circumscribe the movement of shortÿterm fundsÿ even though
sheer mass continues to pose a threat°   In these circumstances exchange rates will
depend much more on the impact of domestic policies on exports and imports and
on the flow of long-term capital°   If policy harmonization among the countries
forming the EEC nucleus can maintain the conditions necessary for the joint floatÿ
realistic rates of exchange between all the major currencies should emerge in the
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course of !973ÿ  This should facilitate the process of devising a new international
monetary systemÿ negotiations for which were resumedÿ at the ministerial levelÿ
in March in the Tnternational Monetary Fund Committee of 20°

Notwithstanding all the uncertainties that characterized the international

scene in 1972ÿ there was a major expansion in world trade°   The volume of exports
from the developed market economies increased by about 9 per centÿ above the
average rate for the 1960sÿ -which itself was a high figure by historical
standards°   Centrally planned economy exports were also about 9 per cent higher
(measured in SDR) -while the volume of exports from the developing countries was
between 4 and 5 per cent above the 1971 level°  Andÿ swollen by the effects of
the widespread inflation and of the currency adjustmentsÿ the dollar value of total
trade was more tham a sixth higher in 1972 than in 1971o   It is clear that
tradersÿ who have been amomg the strongest advocates of an international monetary
system based on fixed exchange rates between currenciesÿ were able to surmount

the difficulties posed by the ending of dollar convertibility°

The upsurge in trade reflects the recovery in the demand for industrial
imputs and the rapidÿ and fairly generalÿ rise in disposable incomes.   It was
magnified by some further liberalization of imports ÿ in terms of the final
stage of the Kennedy Round tariff cutsÿ for exampleÿ and the introduction of
preferemtial schemes for imports of manufactures from developing countries andÿ
in some casesÿ as a means of containing the rise in prices of particular
commodities°  A decline in agricultural production in a number of countries also
gave rise to additional international tradeÿ   shipments of wheatÿ for exampleÿ
reached the record level of 72 million tons in 1972 ÿ over a fifth more than
the average for the 1960so

For many countries the agricultural outturn was the most disappointing
feature of 1972o   In the Union of Soviet Socialist Republicsÿ a poor wheat and
potato harvest had a negative effect on industrial production and was the main
factor holdimg back the growth in national income to a modest 4 per centÿ well
below both the planned figure and the average achieved in the 1960so  Grain
production was down 2°5 per cent in China and the cotton crop was also smaller° 2/
Poor riceÿ barley and maize crops in India and several other Asian countries also
affected overÿall growthÿ  preliminary figures suggest that the increase in
gross product in the developing countries of southern and southÿeastern Asia
was again below 4 per centÿ as against a 5 per cent annual average for the 1960so

As some of the major grainÿexporting countries also reaped smaller crops in
1972 ÿ notably Australia (barley and wheat)ÿ Canada (barley and maize) and the
United States (wheatÿ barley and maize) ÿ supplies were maintained only by
drawing on stocks°  There was a particularly sharp reduction in wheat stocks which
by the end of the 1972/73 season had fallen below 30 million tons in the exporting
countriesÿ well below the 36 million tons to which they were reduced in the
1965/66 foodÿgrain crisis°   In view of the growth of population and incomesÿ world

2/    See chapter III below for a review of production in the centrally
planned economies°



cereal stocks may have become seriously inadequateÿ given the continued scale of
year-to-year fluctuations in the wake of weather changes and natural disasters°

The poor agricultural performance - in Latin America as well as in southern
and south-eastern Asia - was a serious drag on the over-all growth of production

of the developing countries°  Under the influence of favourable developments in
other sectorsÿ howeverÿ this recovered somewhat from the deceleration experienced
in 1971ÿ though it still fell short of the 6 per cent rate set in the
International Development Strategy as a target for the 1970so  With import demand
rising rapidly in virtually all the more advanced countriesÿ the developing
countries again participated in the  upsurge in trade°  Early estimates suggest
thatÿ in current dollarsÿ the increase between 1971 and 1972 exceeded
16 per centÿ well above the 12 per cent gain recorded in the previous interval®
Much more of the increase was attributable to price changesÿ howeverÿ and it is
proba01e that in real terms the average gain in the first two years of the
Second Development Decade was appreciably below the International Development
Strategy target of rather more than 7 per cent a year°  3/

World production

World production in 1972 was about 5°5 per cent above the 1971 level° ÿ/
The increase was substantially above the average for the 1960s and reflects the
vigorous recovery from the 1970-1971 recession staged in the developed market
economiesÿ  A slight acceleration in growth was registered by the developing
countriesÿ where preliminary estimates indicate an increase of 5°4 per cent°   The
lagging group in 1972 was Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union where the combined
output was not quite 5 per cent above the 1971 levelÿ well below the previous
yearÿs gain and the longer-term growth rate (see table I).

The main source of the differences among the three country groups in 1972
was agriculture:  production declined in the developing countries and also in
the Soviet Union - more than offsetting a 7 per cent gain in Eastern Europe -
whereas there was a small over-all increase in the developed market economies.

Thusÿ after an over-average expansion in 1971ÿ world agricultural output was
almost i per cent lower in 1972 (see table 2).

Industrial Droduction

Industrial production expanded at a remarkably uniform rate of between
6 and 7 per cent.  This was slightly below the longer-term growth in the centrally
planned economies but fractionally above it in the market economies°   In the
case of the developed market economies it represents a notable increase from
the depressed figure  of 1971.

Among the developed market economiesÿ the recovery was most marked in the
United States where industry had stagnated in 1971o  The increase in North Ameriÿal

3--/    See chapter IV below for a discussion of the export performance of the
developing countries in 1972o

4/   Excluding Chinaÿ for which comparable data are not available°



industrial output in 1972 was 7°6 per cent°  Though there was also a recovery
in Western Europeÿ the gain was not quite 5 per cent in !972ÿ somewhat below the
longer-term average°  Among the centrally planned economiesÿ the lag was in the
Soviet Union where industrial groÿich decelerated to 6°5 per cent in 1972o   In
Eastern Europe there was a slight acceleration to a high 8°2 per cent increase
over 1971 (see table 3)°

In North America the recovery was generalÿ but it was particularly striking
in the heavy manufacturing industriesÿ most notably basic metals and
metal productsÿ output of which had declined in 1970 and 1971o   In the light
industriesÿ productionÿ which had declined in 19709 increased by about
2.5 per cent in 1971 and by more than twice that amount in 1972o   In Western
Europe the recovery was also most marked in the heavy industriesÿ particularly
basic metalsÿ output of which had declined in 1971.   In the light industriesÿ
the rate of growthÿ which had dropped below the long-term average in 1970 and
1971ÿ rose to nearly 5 per cent in 1972 (see table 4)°

In Eastern Europe and the USSRÿ growth in the heavy industries recovered
to more or less the longer-term average after a slight deceleration in 1971o  In
the case of light inÿistriesÿ howeverÿ the poor agricultural outturn in the Soviet
Union exerted a negative influence:  growth decelerated during the yearÿ and
for 1972 as a whole the increase in production was not much more than i per centÿ
compared with a longer=term rate of nearly 5 per cent°

The agricultural vicissitudes in the developing countries of the western
hemisphere and south-eastern Asia were also reflected in the performance of
light industries:  the increase in production in the food branch between 1971
and 1972 seems to have been considerably less than in the preceding period and far
below the 5 per cent longer-term average°  The impact of this slowdown was
softenedÿ howeverÿ by the rapid growth of the textile branch in 1971 and 1972 at
well above the longer-term rate.  For light manufacturing as a wholeÿ the gain
in 1972 was below both the high 1971 figure and the longer-term average.   The
growth in heavy industry accelerated in 1972ÿ howeverÿ particularly large
increases being recorded in the output of basic metals and metal products.  Thus
for manufacturing as a wholeÿ the developing countries seem to have maintained
the rate of increase at about 7.5 per cent. 5/  Mining production was something
of a drag on the industrial averageÿ however: the rate of expansion dropped
sharply in 1971 and againÿ slightlyÿ in 1972.

Althoughÿ for the world as a wholeÿ the output of metal products recovered
strongly from the recession of 1970-1971ÿ some of the component branches of the
industry followed a different pattern°

Vehicle production  and shipbuildingÿ for exampleÿ experienced their major
upsurge in 1971 and there was a slowing down in the rate of increase in 1972ÿ
reflecting a reduction in automobile production in the Federal Republic of Germany
and in shipbuilding in most of the European yards°  Thoughÿ in the aggregateÿ a
record number of cars were produced (26 million passenger cars and over
7 million commercial vehicles) and a record tonnage of merchant shipping was

5--/    This estimate is based on fairly comprehensive data for the first half
of the year and preliminary estimates for the second half.
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launched (almost 27 million gross tons) the expansion between 1971 and 1972 was
below the longer-term growth rate°   This was true of electricity productionÿ tooÿ
which increased by about 7 per cent in 1972o

Construction was one of the most active sectors in 1972 and the demand for
lumber increased steeply°   Production followedÿ but not rapidly enough to avert
a considerable rise in prices°   Cement production was also stimulatedÿ world
output expanding by about 6°5 per centÿ somewhat above the !onger-run trend
(see table 5)°

The deceleration in world mining production was fairly general in 1971:  the
output of goldÿ coalÿ iron ore and most of the non-ferrous metals was down in

absolute terms and there was a marked reduction in the rate of increase in

petroleumÿ aluminium and tin production°   In 1972 there was a notable recovery
in most of the metals and a small gain in coal productionÿ but the growth in
aluminium and petroleum production slowed down still further°

The increase in coal production was concentrated largely in the United States
where there was a partial recovery from the sharp (9 per cent) dip that had
occurred in 1971o   There was also a partial recovery - towards the 1969 peak - in
India°   Expansion continued in two of the exporting countries - Australia and
Poland - and also in Canada andÿ on a smaller scaleÿ Argentinaÿ Brazi!ÿ Norway
and Zambia.   In Japan and most of Europeÿ howeverÿ coal output continued to
declineÿ though lignite production was higher in Czechoslovakia and the Federal
Republic of Germany°

The increase in petroleum production was the smallest for many years and
it was achieved in the face of sharp cutbacks in !raq (a fourth)ÿ the Libyan Arab
Republic (a fifth) and Venezuela (a tenth) and a further decline in Bahrain and
Oman°   There was a partial recovery in the United States and continued expansion
in the Soviet Unionÿ but the major gains were in Iran and Saudi Arabia andÿ on
a smaller scaleÿ Abu Dhabiÿ Indonesiaÿ Qatar and Nigeria°  A!so contributing to
exports was a further (but small) increase in Kuwait and a sharp recovery in
Algeria°

Iron ore production continued to increase in some of the exporting countriesÿ
notably the Soviet Union as well as Australia and South Africaÿ offsetting a
further reduction in Europe and the United States°

The main swing in copper production - down in 1971 and up in 1972 - was in
North Americaÿ but after a two-year declineÿ Zambian production recovered to
the 1969 level°   The new mine in Papua-New Guinea made its first contribution -
of about 121ÿ000 tons - to world supply°   Chile was one of the few producers
to register a reduction in 1972o   In the case of aluminiumÿ the deceleration in
growth reflects slightly lower production in  Canadaÿ the Soviet Union and a
number of European countriesÿ more developing countries are entering the industry
in the wake of electric power developmentÿ the most recent facilities are those
in Bahrain and Iran.   The recovery in lead and zinc production was fairly
generalÿ though the output of lead declined in the Federal Republic of Germany
and one or two smaller producers in Europe as well as in Argentinaÿ Brazil and
Moroccoÿ and the output of zinc declined in the United ÿingdom and the United
States°   The increase in tin supplies originated chiefly in soÿh-eastern Asia.
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Agricultural Droduction

The range of agricultural performance was as diverse as ever in 1972o  There
was a sharp recovery from a 1971 decline in production in Japan and West Asia
and the opposite swing - from an over-average expansion in 1971 to a contraction
in 1972 - in Latin America and the southern hemisphere countries°  After a major
expansion in 1971 there was virtually no increase in 1972 in North _America and
Western Europeÿ andÿ on a reduced sca!eÿ a similar pattern was followed in the
developing countries of Africa°  Eastern Europe enjoyed a second significant
gain while in the Soviet Union and the developing countries of southern and
south-eastern Asiaÿ a very modest increase in 1971 was followed by serious
reduction in 1972o

Among the crops of particular significance to world trade and to the
developing countries in particularÿ there wÿre reductions in the case of cerealsÿ
cocoa and wool and increasesÿin the case of cottony jute and rubber among the raw
materials and teaÿ oilÿseedsÿ coffee and sugar among the foodÿstuffso  Most of the
changes were appreciably smaller than those that had occurred in the previous
crop year°

Most serious in its impact was the reduction in world grain production°   The
decline followed sharp increases in 1971/72 in the case of wheatÿ  barley and
maizeÿ but it was the second contraction in the case of rice°   In southern and
southÿeastern Asiaÿ the 1972/73 rice crop was below the average for the second
half of the 1960So  Maize production was also down in this region and in Africa°
The effect of the reduction in cereal supply was aggravated by a second decline
in the potato harvest in most parts of the northern hemisphere and also in
South America°   Another exacerbating feature was the further increase in the
demand for meat in the higher-income countries and the consequent expansion in
coarse grain requirements for livestock feed°

After three years of rapid increaseÿ the cocoa crop reached a record
1o55 million tons in 1971/72o  Dry weather in West Africa in midÿ1972 was harmful
to growthÿ howeverÿ and the 1972/73 crop is expected to be appreciably smaller°
Industrial production ÿ that isÿ cocoa grindings - increased less than the bean
crop in 1972 but is expected to exceed the new crop in 1973ÿ thus drawing down
inventories and providing a firm market for the coming into effect of the
International Cocoa Agreement in October°

The 1972/73 season is expected to end with the third successive decline in
world wool production°  The proportion of the total contributed by the two main
developing country producersÿ Argentina and Uruguayÿ has been diminishing
slowlyÿ  it dropped below i0 per cent in 1971/72ÿ though their clip appears to
be slightly higher in 1972/73.

In contrast to woolÿ cotton production has registered three successive
increases.  The gain in 1972/73ÿ howeverÿ is concentrated very largely in the
United Stsÿesÿ where higher 1971/1972 prices encouraged a 15 per ceÿt expansion in
planting°  There was also a record crop in the Soviet Union°  Production in Africa
and Latin America remalned more or less at the 1971/72 level while unfavourable
weather was responsible for an appreciable decline in output in China and India.
There was a much sharper decline  in jute production in India in 1972 but the
effect of this on world supply was more than offset by recovery in Bangladeshÿ
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There was also a significant increase in the kenaf cropÿ particularly in Thailandÿ
though the combined output of the two fibres did not regain the 1966 peak°

There was a further small increase in the output of natural rubberÿ raising it
above the 3 million-ton level in 1972o  The production of synthetic rubber
continued to increase fasterÿ howeverÿ exceeding 5 million tons for the first time
in 1971o   In 1972ÿ the natural product contributed only 36 per cent of the total
supplyÿ compared with over 50 per cent l0 years earlier°

Tea also continued its slow increase in production°  There was another
significant expansion in Africaÿ particularly Kenyaÿ while in southern and
south-eastern Asia - which still accounts for about 70 per cent of world supply
a small gain in India was partly offset by a reduction in Sri Lankao

The production of oilÿseeds continued its more vigorous exÿansionÿ the
main contribution coming from soya beans (notably in the United States andÿ smaller
in absolute terms but growing fasterÿ in Brazi!)ÿ copraÿ coconut oil and palm oil
(particularly from Malaysia and the Philippines) and cottonÿseed (in the United
States)°   Sunflower seed production seÿis to have been at the low 1971 level
and rapeseed production was sharply reduced (particularly in Canada)°  There was a
marked increase in groundÿnut oil outputÿ from the 1971/72 cropÿ but the 1972/73
crop is appreciably smallerÿ because of poor growing conditions in India and West
Africa°

The 1972/73 coffee crop is expected to be fractionally larger than the record
out-turn of 1971/72ÿ which exceeded 5 million tons for the first time since
19ÿ5/6ÿo  The only significant gains are in Colombia (recovering after two poor
seasons)ÿ India and Indonesia (recovering after a dip in 1971/72) and Mexico
and Venezuela (where slow expansion is continuing)°  With exportable supplies
more or less in balance with consumption in 1972ÿ there was a fairly steady rise
in the dollar quotations for coffee in the wake of changes in exchange rate
relationships.  This exacerbated disagreement on quota policy under the
International Coffee Agreementÿ and in December 1972 restrictions on coffee
movements were eliminated for the remainder of the 1972/73 season°

After three seasons of virtually unchanged ÿroductionÿ the output of
centrifugal sugar increased by about 5 per cent in 1972/73o  The gains came
chiefly from the developing countries of the western hemisphere and Asiaÿ notably
Brazilÿ which was again the world's largest cane producer°   Beet production was
lower in both North America and Europeÿ it recovered somewhat from the poor
1971/72 harvest in the Soviet Union but was well below the average for the second
half of the 19G0So

In 1972ÿ tobacco production registered the first increase since 1967ÿ and
that only a marginal one.  The expansion was chiefly in Indiaÿ where a record crop
was harvestedÿ and in Eastern Europeÿ the Republic of Korea and Cubaÿ and it more
than counterbalanced a sharp contraction in the  Soviet Union andÿ to a less extentÿ
Canada and the Philippines.



World trade

Measured in current United States dol!arsÿ world trade expanded by more than
a sixth between 1971 and 1972o  This was almost twice the average rate of increase
recorded in the 1960s and well above the 12 per cent gain of the previous yearÿ
It raised the total value of world exports above $400 billion for the first time.
Preliminary information suggests that the combined effect of inflation and exchange
rate changes was to raise the average unit value of traded goods by almost
i0 per cent°  This means that the quantum of world trade increased by about
8 per centÿ slightly more than in 1971 when the increase was below the average
rate of growth in the 19ÿ0so

Exports from the developed market economies increased by about 18 per cent
between 1971 and 1972ÿ half of the increase reflects price and currency changes.  A
large quantum increase (between II and 12 per cent) was registered by the
six-member European Economic Community whose current dollar earnings rose by over
22 per cent - almost double the longer-term rate of increase.  The primary-
exporting countries in the developed market economy groupÿ benefiting from improved
coÿodity pricesÿ registered a similar gainÿ with an ii per cent increase in
quantlnu.  There was a 13 per cent increase in the export earnings of North
Americaÿ a fourth of which was due to higher prices.  Japanÿ whose currency had
been valued upwards to the greatest extent in the Smithsonian realignment of
December 1971ÿ raised its current dollar earnings by 19 per cent through a
6 per cent expansion in export quantum (see table 6)°

The value of exports from the developing countries increasedby about
16 per centÿ appreciably more than in 1971 but less than the increase registered by
the more advanced countries.  There was a marked contrast between the results in
Africa and those in West Asiaÿ reflecting the reduction in oil shipments from the
Libyan Arab Republic and the offsetting expansion in shipments from Iran and Saudi
Arabia.  The largest increase in volume was from southern and south-eastern Asiaÿ
where major increases in shipments from Hong Kongÿ Indiaÿ Indonesiaÿ the Republic of
Koreaÿ Singapore and Thailand far outweighed an indifferent export performance in
most of the other countries in the region°  In terms of valueÿ the expansion was
more than double the 1970-1971 rate.  A sdmilar improvement was  achieved by Latin
America whereÿ with the exception of Chileÿ Jamaicaÿ Uruguay and Venezuelaÿ most
countries shared in the expansion which was characterized by a new degree of
diversification in a number of casesÿ particularly in Brazil and Ecuador.

With supplies of most primary ccmmodities increasing only modestly and demand
strengthening in the more advanced countries during 1972, markets were generally
firm and prices tended to be pushed up to the full extent of the dollar devaluation
and in many cases beyond it.  On the averageÿ export prices were between Ii and
12 per cent higher in 1972 than in 1971o  The increase among the developing regions
was more uniform than that of 1971 when the revision of petroleum prices had a
special impact on West Asia°  Thus the rise in prices played a much more important
part in the increase in developing country export earnings in 1972.  It is probableÿ
indeedÿ that the volume of exports was less than 5 per cent above the 1971 level,
well below the longer-run rate of expansion.  0nly  Asia achieved an increase in
line with the International Development Strategy target for the developing countries
in the 1970s.
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Exports from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union increased to much the same
extent as those from the developed market economies:  they were about 18 per cent
above the 1971 level in current United States dollars or - in the absence of
data on volume - about 9 per cent in SDR (1971 dollars)°  The main increase was in
shipments from Eastern Europeÿ which rose by about 23 per cent in current dollars,
13.5 per cent in SDR - well above the long-term rate.  Exports from the Soviet
Union were about Ii per cent higher in current dollarsÿ only 2°5 per cent in SDR -
not much above a fourth of the long-term rate°  Trade with the centrally planned
economies of Asia increased considerably:  trade between China and the Soviet
Union was about 50 per cent above the 1971 figure.  China exported much more to the
developed market economies also:  shipments to the United States began to rise
steeply and sales to Japan exceeded $i billion for the first time°

The expansion in imports between 1971 and 1972 was roughly in line with that
in exports in the various regions.  In the case of North America, howeverÿ imports
increased appreciably more than exports, particularly in terms of current dollarsÿ
while in EEC, export growth exceeded import growth.  These were changes tending to
accentuate rather than alleviate the state of external imbalance°  Imports also
increased much less than exports in most of the primary-producing regions, notably
southern and south-eastern Asia as well as the developed market economies of the
southern hemisphere where they actually declined (see table 7).

Import unit values increased less sharply than export unit values in the
industrialized regions other than North America.  The contrast was greatest in
the case of Japan whereÿ though in dollar terms imports and exports expanded
equally (19 per cent)ÿ in terms of quantum the rise in imports (13 per cent) was
more than  twice the rise in exports (6 per cent).  In the developing regionsÿ tooÿ
the rise in import unit values fell somewhat short of the rise in export unit
values and there was probably an improvement in the terms of tradeÿ around
2 per cent in most cases but less than that in southern and south-eastern Asia
where the prices of some of the major exports - tea, copra and coconut oil and
palm oil andÿ in the first half of the year, rubber - were below 1971 levels.

In the aggregateÿ in dollar termsÿ the unit value of manufactureed exports
increased by 8 per cent between 1971 and 1972 while the export price index of
primary commodities increased by 13 per cent.  Almost all the major primary
commodities moving in international trade shared in this price increase:  minerals
were up ii per cent, food-stuffs 13 per centÿ and agricultural raw materials
15 per cent (see table 8).

With the exception of teaÿ all the principal food-stuffs were being traded at
substantially higher prices in 1972 than in 1971.  Averaged over the yearÿ the
increases were 13 per cent for coffee, 19 per cent for meat, and 28 per cent for
sugar.  There  were steep upswings  in the course of 1972 in the prices of cocoa
and all the cereals; only the price of butter was lower at the end of the year
than at the beginning.

Among the raw materials there was a marked contrast between the price
movements of vegetable oils on the one handÿ and vegetable seeds, on the otherÿ
With the exception of olive oil and linseed oilÿ the oils were in good supply
in 1972 as a result of generally large seed crops in 1971; as indicated aboveÿ
the seed crops were generally poorer in 1972 while the demand for oilscake



increased considerably in the wake of the failure of fishmeal production in Peru 6--/
and an upsurge in the feed requirements of the livestock industry.  While
ground-nuts and soya beans ended the year at a substantially higher price, most
oil prices were below the corresponding 1971 level.

On average, textile fibre prices remained at about 30 per cent above the
1971 level throughout the year.  In the case of cotton and jute there was a
fairly steady deceleration in the rate of increaseÿ in the case of wool and sisal,
by contrast, the price rise accelerated from the low levels recorded in 1970 and
1971.  There was a similar acceleration in the rise in the price of natural rubber,
though for the year as a whole it averaged no more than in 1971 and less than
half the high figure prevailing at the beginning of the 1960s.

The price of coal continued the slow climb that has characterized recent
years.  Petroleum prices rose more sharply in the wake of the 1971 agreement
between the major international companies and the Organization of Petroleum-
Exporting Countries (OPEC) which provided for higher posted prices, an annual
increment in the posted price (2.5 per cent plus 5 cents per barrel) and an
automatic adjustment to take account of changes in the exchange rate of
the dollar in which prices are denominated.  This adjustment amounted to
8.49 per cent for Persian Gulf crude in January 1972 and 6.4 per cent in April 1973.

Metal and ore prices were generally higher in 1972, in response to stronger
demand, but changes in production capacity and supply also had some influence,
reducing aluminium and copper prices (though not that of bauxite, which had more
than doubled in the course of the 1960s) and also the price of manganese ore
(which dropped to a new low).  The price of chrome ore remained more or less
stable in 1972, while in the case of zinc there was a clear deceleration in the
rate of price rise in the course of the year.

Altogether, the mineral price index for developing country exports was
12 per cent higher at the end of 1972 than a year earlier, while that for the
exports from the more advanced countries was 7 per cent higher.  The developing
country index also advanced more rapidly in the case of agricultural commodities,
both food-stuffs (22 per cent as against 17 per cent) and raw materials (19 per cent
against 17 per cent).  In the case of the major non-ferrous metals, the diverse
price movements tended to counterbalance one another and the over-all index showed
relatively little change for exports from either the developing countries or the
developed market economies.

6__/  In mid-1972 a shifting of ocean currents prevented the anchovy from
reaching Peruvian waters.  Exports were maintained from inventories  for a while,
but they were halted at the beginning of October.
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Table io  World productionÿ  annual growth ratesÿ by country group 1961-1972
(Percentage)

Item and country group
Average annual

rate of changeÿ
1961-1970

Change from Dreceding year
1971         1972 a/

Gross domestic ÿroduct b/

Sum of country groups  .........

Developed market economies c/  ....

Centrally planned economies d/ÿ e_/  °
Developing countries f/  .......

5°4          4ol          5°5

5°0           3°3          5.6
6.7         6°0        4.9
5.5           5.2          5.4

Industrial Droduction g/

Sum of country groups  .........

Developed market economies c/  ....

Centrally planned economies d/  .  .  .
Developing countries f/  .......

6.7         4.4        6.6

5.8          1.7          6.4
8.3           7°7          7°0
7.1          7.0          7.2

Agricultural Droduction h/

Sum of country groups  .........

Developed market economies c/  ....

Centrally planned economies d/     .  .
Developing countries f_/  .......

2.6           3.2         -0°8

2.5         5.7        0.7
3°O           2.6         -O.8

2.8          1.6         -1°6

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics and Yearbook of National Accounts Statisticsÿ
Economic Commission for Africaÿ 'ÿSummaries of economic data"ÿ Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far Eastÿ "Economic Survey of Asia and the Far Eastÿ 1972ÿ Part
Twov' (preliminary version) (E/CN.II/Lo350/B)ÿ Economic Commission for Latin Americaÿ
'VEconomic Survey of Latin Americaÿ 19729 Summary" (preliminary version)
(E/CN.12/954)ÿ Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nationsÿ Monthly
Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics (Rome)ÿ information supplied by
the United States Department of Agricultureÿ and national sources.

Note:  Methods of estimation differ among the production components and among
the country groups.  For this reason and because of the problem of assigning
weights to the country groupsÿ the aggregated changes should be interpreted with
due caution.  The over-all figures provide no more than a rough and ready
indicator of the magnitude of yearmto-year changes.

(Foot-notes on following page)
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(Foot-notes to table !)

a/  PrelSÿ,iÿJaryÿ based in some cases on less than 12 monthsÿ data andÿ in
some of the developing countries, on i.ndicators.

I  Eb/  Measured at constant market orices% .,_9o0 in the case of the 1961-1970
averageÿ various years in the case of 1970 and 1971o

c!  North Americaÿ northernÿ southern and Western Eo.ropeÿ Austraiiaÿ Japanÿ
New Zealand and South Africa°

d_!  Eastern Europe and the USSRo

e!  Data refer to net material product and are not strictly comparable to
those of the other country groups.

f/  Latin America and Caribbean areaÿ Africa (other than South Africa) and
Asiaÿother than China, Democratic People's Republic of Koreaÿ Democratic
Republic of Viet-Namÿ Japan and Mongolia).

/  Based on index of value addedÿ except in the centrally planned economies
forwhich the index is based on gross output at constant pricesÿ in the case of the
German Democratic Republic the index refers to the value of commodity productionÿ
and in the case of Hungary' to output in physical units and other indicators°
In most developing countries the data are for the organized industrial sector and
exclude small-scale and handicraft production.

h_/  Based on index of gross output and hence not comparable with the national
accounts measure of production.  ÿ4ethods of estimation differ among the country
groups.
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Table 2.  World agricultural productionÿ by country group, 1961-1972
(Percentage)

Country group
Average annual
rate of change?

1961-1970
Chanÿe from Dreceding year

1971         1972 a/

Sum of country groups b/  .......

Developed market economies  .....

North America c/  .........

Western Europe  ..........

JaDan  ..............

Southern hemisphere d/  ......

Centrally planned economies
of EuroDe  ............

Eastern Europe e/  ........

USSR  ...............

Dev____eloDing countries  .......

Western hemisphere  ........

Africa  ..............

West Asia  ............

Southern and south-eastern
Asia  .............

2.6         3.2        -0.8

2.5         5.7        O.7

1°5             8.9             -

2.h           5.5          0.8
i.I          -5.5          7.2
2.8           5.5         -1.8

3.0           2.6         -0.8

2.5           5.7          7.1
3.3           1.1         -ÿ.6

2.8          1.6         -1.6

2.9         3.2        -0.8
1.9           3.3          0.8
4.2          -h.l          9.9

3.2          0.8         -4.7

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics (Rome)ÿ
information supplied by the United States Department of Agricultureÿ and national
sourc es.

a/  Preliminary.

b_/  See foot-note b_/ to table 1.

c/  Canada and the United States of America.

d/  Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.

e/  Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungaryÿ Poland
and Romania.
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Table 3o  World industrial growthÿ by country groupÿ 1961-1972
(Percentage)

Country group
Average  annual

rateÿ
1961-1970

Change from preceding year
1971         1972 a/

Sum of country groups b/  ......

Developed market economies  ....

North America c/  ........

Western Europe  .........

Japan  .............

Southern hemisphere d/  .....

6.7           4.1          6.6

5.8          1.7          6.4

5.o           o.7          7.6
5.5          2.6          4.9

13.9         4.7        6.5
6.4           3.9          1.3

Centrally planned economies
of Europe  ...........

USSR  ..............

Eastern Europe e/  .......

Developing countries  .......

Western hemisphere  .......

Asia f_/  ............

8.3         7.7        7.0

8.5         7.7        6.5
7.8           7.6          8.2

7.1           7.0          7.2

6.2          7.2          7.6
7.1         8.7        8.5

Source:  Centre for Developing Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Statistical Office of the United Nations
Monthly Bulletin of Statisticsÿ and national sources.

a/  Preliminary.

b/  See foot-note b/ to table I.

c/  Canada and the United States of America.

d/  Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.

e/  Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungaryÿ Poland and
Romania.

f_/  Excluding Israel.
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Table 4°  World industrial production:   changes by branch and
country groupÿ 1961-1972

(Percentage per annumÿ 1972ÿ change from corresponding
period for 1971)

Country group and
period         Mining

Light manufacturingÿ/    Heavy manufacturingÿ/
Total  Food  Tex-    Total  Chemi-  Basic  Metal

tiles            cals   metals products

Sum of country groups

Average annual rateÿ
1961-1970  .....  5.4

1971  ........  3.3

1972:
First quarter .    ÿ    1.6
Second quarter         2.1
Third quarter . .      3.0

4.5   4°8  4.2    7°9   9°5    5°9   8°1
3.5   4.5  4.5    4°2   6°8   -o.5   4°2

4.2   3.4  5.0    6°i   8°2    2,0   6°3
4.3   4°3  h.h    8°2   9.0    4.2   9.1
4.4   3.8  4.2    8.5   8°6   10.8   8.2

DeveloDed market
economies

Average annual rate
1961-1970  .....  2°8

1971  ........  -

1972:
First quarter .  .     -3°4
Second quarter         0.2
Third quarter .  .      0.4
Fourth quarter         6.3

4.3   4.0  3.8    6.6   9.1    5.1   6.4
2.9   3.2  2.9    0.4   5.7   -4.2  -0.I

4.5   1.7  3.5    3.5   8°0   -i.0   2.4
5.8   4.0  4°0    6.8   8.8    3.3   7.0
5.0   2.7  3.1    7.3   8.6   14.3   5.6
6.o   3.5  4.5   10.2   8.9   19°5   9°6

North America

Average annual rateÿ
1961-1970  .....  3.4

1971  ........  -1.5

1972:
First quarter .       -1.6
Second quarter     .    O. 2
Third quarter      .    2.0
Fourth quarter     .    9.6

3.8   3.4  4°3    5.4   8.0    3°7   5.2
2°5   2.6  2.5   -0.3   5.5   -5.6  -1.8

4.3  -0.3  4.1    3.8  i0.i   -2.9   2.6
6.4   4.1  5.6    8.5  10.9    1.2   9.7
6.4   3.7  5.3   10.2  ii°I   24.3   8.2
7.1   3.3  6.9   12.7  10°9   26.9  12.2

Western Eur ode

Average annual rateÿ
1961-1970  .....  1.0

1971  ........  2.7

1972:
First quarter .       -8.7
Second quarter     .    O. 3
Third quarter .    .  -2.3

Fourth quarter         3.1

4.3   4.3  2.4    6.3   9.5    4.1   5.8
3°2   3°9  3.2    1.8   5.3   -3.8   1.3

5.5   4.2  4o6    3.3   6.1   -0°2   2.1
5.5   3.6  4.3    4.6   6.8    4.5   3.4
3.5   I.i  2.3    3.4   6.5    6.4   1.0
5°1   3.1  3.7    7.0   8.0   11.8   5.5

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 4 (continued)

Country group and
period         Mining

Light manufacturinÿa/
Total  Food  Tex-

tiles

Heaÿ7ÿ manufacturingb/
Total  Chemi-  Basic  Metal

cals   metals products

Centrally ÿlanned
economies

Average annual rate
1961-1970  .....  6,7   5.0   6,1  5.1     10.7  11.7   7.6  11.6

1971  ........  6.6   3.7   6.0  6.3      9.8   9.5   5.8  10o9
1972 :

First quarter          6.0     4.1    6°8   6.1       10,2    9°4     5.5   11.8
Second quarter         4.6     2.4     6.9   3.6       10.4     9.4     5.2   11,9
Third quarter o        5,0    io7     6.4   4.6       I0.3    9o0     5.2   Ii.8
Fourth quarter         7,1   -3o3     1.4   3.9       i0°8     8.5     4.7   12o7

DeveloDing countries

Average annual rateÿ
1961-1970  .....  8o 5   4.8   4o9  4.2      8.4   7.6   7.1   9.7

1971  ........  3.9   6.6   5°4  7°0      8.7   8°4   6°3   9.4

1972 :
First quarter .        3.3     3.7    0o4   8.7        9.8     6.2   18.2     9.5
Second quarter         1.2     3o0   -0.9   7,2       i0.5     9.3     9.6   12.4
Third quarter . o     3.9    4.6    iÿ8   7.1       9.0    6.5    9.8   26°6

Asia

Average annual rateÿ
1961-1970  .....  8°5   4.5   4.7  4ÿi      9°2   7.2   9.5  11.2

1971  ........  12.6   6.6   7.7  3.9      6°7   7.3  -3.1   6.4
1972:

First quarter .       14.0    6.1    2.7  11.5        8.3     8.2   11o8     5.4
Second quarter     .    8.3     2.9   -5.6   9.2        9.3   ii.0   17.2     5.6
Third quarter .       10.9    6.9   -1.5  10.3        9.5    6.9   13,1    9.8

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

a_]  International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) 20-26ÿ 28-30ÿ 39.

b_/ ISIC 27ÿ 31-38.
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b/
Table 5.  Worlda/ production of major commoditiesÿ--

1961-1972

Commodity
1970

(millions of
tonsÿ except as

indicated)

Average annual
rate of change,

1961-1970
(percentage)

Percentage change from
Dreceding year

1971        1972 c/

Coal d/  ............  2,058

Petrol--eum, crude  .......  2,424

Electricity (billions of kWh) .  4,813
Cement  ............  555

Pig iron  ...........  418

1.3       -i.I       1.3

7.9         5.4        4.1
7.9       6.3       6.9
6.2         5.2        6.5
6.1        -2.6        3.2

Steel, crude  .........  573

Copper, smelter e_/  ......  5.3

Zinc e/, f/  ..........  3.9

Lead e/, ÿ/  ..........  2.6

Tin e_ÿ, g_ÿ, hJ  ........  0.2

5.7       -2.8       4.3
3.9       -0.7       9.2
4.6        -4.1       11.4
3°9        -5.0        9.7
2.2         1.1        4.3

Aluminium e_/, fJ  .......  8.1
Merchant vessels iJ

(millions of grt)  .....  21.7
Passenger cars (millions)             22.4
Commercial vehicles (millions)[     6.7
Meat  .............  80

Coffee  ............  3.9

Cocoa beans  ..........  1.5

Tea.  .............  1.3

Sugar (raw)  ....  ......  74.2

Tobacco  ...........  4.5

Cotton (lint)  .........  11.5

Wool (greasy)  .........  2.8
Jute and kenaf  ........  3.6

Oil-seeds ÿ/  .........  108.9

Natural rubber  .........  2.9

Wheat  ...........  319

Barley  ............  139

Maize  .............  261

Rice (paddy)  .........  308

Potatoes  ...........  259

8.2         6.7        6.o

I0.0        14.6        6.7
5.8        13o2        2.4
6.2         5 .i        0.4
2.7         3.5        1.7

2.4       9.8      -3.8
3.8       7.8      -1.5
1.8        14,7       -0.8
2.4        -0.5       -3.1

2.3        -7.6       -4.2

-O.2       23.0       O.8
2.4         4.7       -8.0
2.8         1.5        3.0
2.8          -         5.1
0.9        -i.0        1.0

0.6        11.3        2.6
0.9        -1.1       -0.4

3.3       -8.7       7.1
3.4         2.9        6.0
3.6        2.0       1.6

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Statistical Office of the United Nations,
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, Production Yearbook and Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and
Statistics (Rome); information from World Bureau of Metal Statisticsÿ United States
of America, Department of Agriculture, World Agricultural Production and Trade
(Washington, D.C.), March 1973.                r

(Foot-notes on following page)
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(Foot-notes to table 5)

a/  Not including production of China, exceptÿfor agricultural products.

b/  In the case of agricultural commoditiesÿ the data refer to the calendar
year in which the bulk of the crop was harvested.

c/  Preliminary.

d/  Including coal equivalent of brown coal and lignite.

e_/  Excluding production of USSR.

f/  Excluding production of Democratic Peoplets Republic of Korea and
German Democratic Republic.

g/  Excluding production of German Democratic Republic.

h/  Excluding production of Czechoslovakia and Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam°

i/  Tonnage launched outside German Democratic Republic and USSR.

J_/  Cotton-seed, linseedÿ ground-nuts in shellÿ rapeseed, soya beans,
sesame seed, sunflower seed and castor beans.
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Table 6. Exports of market economies, by country group 1961-1972
(Percentage)

Quantum
Unit value in

dollars

Country group
Average
annual
rate of
change,
1961-1970

Change
from

precedi!1g
year

1971 1972 Pi

Value f.o.b. in
dollars

Average Change
annual from
rate of preceding
change, yea:!.'
1961-1970 1971 1972 pj

Average
annual
rate of
change~

1961-1970

Change
froID

preceding
year

1971 1972 p./

Total. . . . .. .. .. 8.0

Developing countries 6.5

Western hemisphere 3.9
Africa .. .... 7.8
West Asia .. 9.2
Southern and south-eastern

Asia . . .. ... 6.1

I
I\)
o
I

Developed market economies.

North America
Europe

EEC
EFTA
Other Europe

Japan .....
Southern hemisphere

8.5

6.5
8.8

10.3
6.4
9.0

16.4
6.8

6.9

'7.3

0.6
7.2
7.7
2.8

15.3
17.5

6.3

6.5

3.0
2.8

17.7

5.1

7.6

9.1

7.9
9.8

11. 5
5.5
8.1
5.8

11.3

4.6

3.3
0.9
7.3

7.8

10.1

8.5
10.3
11.6

8.1
11.0
16.8

7.2

7.0

5.7
9.1
9.1

5.7

12.0

12.0

4.1
14.0
14.5
11.9
21.3
24)1-
7.4

12.1

6.6
6.2

32.5

8.8

18.1

18.4

13.1
20.0
22.4
15.2
19.4
19·2
23.3

16.4

15.8
12.7
19.0

18.6

1.3

1.5

1.9
1.4
1.2
1.7
1.9
0.4
0.4

0.6

1.8
1.2

-0.1

-0.4

4.4

4.4
3.3
6.3
6.3
8.8
5.1
5.8
1.0

3,)

9.2

3.2
10.1
9.3

10.5
10.5
12.6
10,8

11. 5

12.1
11. 7
10.9

10,,9

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on Statistical Office of the United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics; International Monetary
Fund, International Financial Statistics (Washington, D.C,).

~ Based, in the case of the developed market economies, on the weighted average of individu.al country
unit values; in the case of the developing countries, on the price index of selected commodity groups 
food-stuffs, agricultural raw materials, petroleum and crude minerals, non-ferrous metals and manufac-cui'ed
goods - weighted for region in accordance with the composition of trade in 1970.

E..! Preliminary, based in some cases on less than 12 months! data and on estimates.



Table 7.  Imports of market economiesÿ by country groupÿ 1961-1972
(Percentage)

Country group

Value c.i.f, in
Quantum                          dollars

Average       Change          Average       Change
annual         from            annual         from
rate of      preceding        rate of      preceding
changeÿ         year             changeÿ         year
1961-1970 1971 1972 a_/   1961-1970 1971 1972 a/

Unit value in
dollars

Average       Change
annual         from
rate of      preceding
changeÿ         year
1961-1970 1971 1972 a/

Total  ............  8.2     6.2    8.5 9.4      12o0  17.2       I.i     5.4   8°0

l
POH
I

DeveloDed market economies.  9.1       5.8    9.9       10.3

North America  .......  8ol     10.9   13.7        9.7

Europe  ...........  9.2       6.1     8.3       10.2

EEC  ...........  10,5     8.2   9.8     11.6

EFTA  ..........  6°4     2.6   6.6      7.6

Other Europe  ......  12o0      I0.0     4.0       13.5

Japan  ...........  14.7      i.i   12.8      15,5

Southern hemisphere  ....  5.8       0.9  -11.3        7,0

Developing countries     .     5.3      7.6    3.0        6°4

Western hemisphere  ....  4.9       7.2     1.9        6.3

Africa  ..........  3°7     10.7    0.5       5.5

West Asia  .........  7.2       9.0   10.9        8.6

Southern and south-eastern

Asia  ..........  6.1      5°8    2.5      6.3

11.5  18.3       i.i     5°4   7°6

16.6  22.0       1.5     5.1   7,3

11.9  17o6       1.0     5,5   8.6

13.1  19.4       0.9     4.5   8ÿ7

9.1  15o7       i°I     6.3   8°5

15.0  12o3       1.3     4°5   8.0

4.4  19.1       0.6     3°3   5°7

7.7  -3.0       ioi     6°7   9.4

14.2  12o7       1.0     6.1   9.4

14.1  11.5       1.3     6°4   9.4

17.4   9.7       1.7     6.1   9.2

15°6  21.2       1,3     6.1   9°3

11.8  12.3       0°2     5°7   9°6

Source:   Centre for Deve!opment Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on Statistical Office of the United Nations ÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics ÿ International Monetary
Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoC. ÿ.

a/  Preliminaryÿ based in some cases on less than 12 monthsv data and on estimates.



Table 8.  Export price indices of primary commodities
and non-ferrous base metalsÿ 1970-1972

Commodity group
Index (1960 = 100)
1970  1971  1972

Index (corresponding quarter of
Drevious year = 100)

1972 ÿuarters
First   Second   Third   Fourth

Primary commodities  .....  109    ll6    131    lll lll   ll4    ll6

Food  . ° o ÿ  .......  107    12h    140

Cereals  .........  I04    108    ll7

108     llO    ll5     ll9

97    i00   llO    132

Wheat  .........  96   102   113    97
Rice  .....  . ° . ]  i13    109    122    108
Maize  .........  119     118    120      86

i00    Iii    141
iii      ii0       i18
93    109     124

Beverages  ........  128    113    125      96 107    120    122

Coffee  ........  146    127    143     95
Tea.  ........  . .   80     79     78    102
Cocoa  ........  118     93    109     94

108   124    121
97     96     100

ii0   119    151

Meat  ..........  136    155    18h   114 121   125    117

Beef  ........  143   179   217   113
Mutton and lamb  ....  127    131    143    107

123   131    118
106    109     ll5

Dairy products  .....  llh    136
Sugar  .........  118    130

Other food  .......  116    129

151   132     123    102     92
167   137     125    123     127
lhO   107     105    i12     ll5

Agricultural non-food  ....  97    i00    115

Fats, oils and oil-seeds     119    119    117

ll2     llh    115     119

91     99     96     104

Olive oil  ........  119    124    160
Copra  ..........  10h     88     66

Coconut oil  .......  116    i01     72
Ground-nuts  .......  121    128    149

Palm kernels  ......  103      87      74
Palm kernel oil  .....  108      99      75
Palm oil  ........  114    114    102

Linseed oil  .......  74      68      79
Linseed  .........  i00      86      96

Soya beans  .......  130    lhl    153
Soya bean oil  ......  142    149    124
Cotton-seed oil  .....  131    149    Iii

i14     124    143     133
65      58     74     92
70     75     66     75

136     122    114     128
77     89    83     93
73      80     72      81
80     93     90     96

IIi     107    120     133
90     108    109     lhh

lO6     113    lO5     Iii
92     97     72     74
79      81     68      70

Textile fibres  ......  89     91    119'    130 132   130    131

Wool  ..........  75     67    95   121
Cotton  .........  102    112    lhl    132

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 8 (continued)

Commodity group
Index (1960 = i00)

1971  1972

Index (corresponding quarter of
Drevious year = i00)

1972 ÿuarters
First   Second   Third   Fourth

Jute  ..........  93

Sisal  .........  59

Wood and wood pulp  ....  113

75           72           87             113             115           125           131

Minerals .........  iii   127   141     116

Metal ores  ........  122    126    136      108

Iron ore  ........  95    i00    II0       i04
Bauxite  ........  191    236    254       128
Copper ore  .......  214    167    165       105
Lead  ..........  149    128    151      iii

Zinc ore  ........  120    128    157       140
Tin ore  ........  168    161    172      i07
Nickel ore  .......  175    180    189       i00
Manganese ore  .....  65     79     75       104
Chrome ore  .......  I18    141    141       I00

Fuels  ..........  109    127    143      118

Petroleum  .......  98    115    133       122
Coal  .........  153   179   186     i07

Crude fertilizer  .....  iii    107    115       iii

Non-ferrous base metals  . .  170    146    145       105

Aluminium  .......  Ii0    ii0    i00        99
Copper  .......  207    160    156      lOb
Lead  ..........  152   124   147     108

Tin  ..........  168   160   172     107
Zinc  ..........  121    129    154      134

Other agricultural
non-food  ........

91   98
66    92

124   137

41    41Rubber  ..........  51

i17    ii0   102    100
ll8     138    145    155

lll     109    108    ii0

92     9O   i01   125

ii0    109    II0

i07   i08   I08

114   113   107
90     97    122
96      97      97

119    118    126
131   116   107
1o9   !09   lO3
lO0   105   115
94    94    88

I00      i00      i00

Iii      II0      Ii0

114    112    112
102    103    105

105   108   107

98      97      98

88      86      87
95    95    96

119   119   132
108    108    106
129   ll3   105

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on data from the Statistical Office of the
United Nations.
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Chapter II

RECENT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPED MARKET ECONOMIES

The recovery that began in the United States of America in 1971 continued
throughout !972ÿ gathering strength not only in North America but also in Western
Europe and Japan°  As a resultÿ the year-to-year growth in the developed market
economies as a group - at 5°6 per cent - was well above the long-term average andÿ

indeedÿ was the highest recorded since 1968.  While the main impulse came from the
United Statesÿ where gross production in 1972 was 6.4 per cent above the 1971 levelÿ
Japan and most of the countries of Western Europe regained much of the buoyancy
that had been lost in 1971o  Outside of North Americaÿ howeverÿ only a few of the
smaller countries around the European periphery achieved a 1972 expansion above
their longer-run growth rate.

Though the recovery in production implied a much better utilization of
capacity in 1972 than in 1971ÿ average unemployment rates were generally higher
and in some countries there was an increase in the volume of unemployment in the
course of the year.  And many countriesÿ including even some in which there was a
declineÿ ended the year with unemployment figures that were regarded as
unacceptably high.

Despite the persistence of unsatisfactory levels of unemploymentÿ inflationary
forces remained troublesome in virtually all the developed market economies.  The
year-to-year increase in consumer prices was well above the longer-term average in
almost every country and in manyÿ especially in Europeÿ the rate at which prices
were rising accelerated during the year:  in the last quarter of 1972 the combined
index of consumer prices was almost 7 per cent above its corresponding 1971 level.

The coexistence of unemployment and inflation to this degree is a recent
phenomenon and most countries have been seeking the appropriate mix of policies
to deal simultaneously with these two opposite problems.  The search has led
beyond conventional monetary and fiscal measures to the institutions which
influence the determination of both wages and prices.  Though no definitive
solution is in sightÿ the need for some permanent means of ensuring the equitable
distribution of increments to the national income is now widely recognized.

The difficulty of internal management of economies subject to these
manifestations of imbalance was accentuated in 1972 by the continuance of severe
external disequilibrium.  The realignment of currencies arranged in December 1971
at the Smithsonian meetings provided only temporary relief.  By the middle of
1972 pressures had again begun to mountÿ partly from the continuing (and indeed
even larger) current account deficit of the United States and partly from the
great overhang of mobJ±e funds capable of being deployed across the exchanges.
Though strenuous efforts were made by several countries - notably the Federal
Republic of Germany and Japan - to defend the new "central rates" and to
discourage or even prevent the inflow of short-term capitalÿ the period under
review ended with a further i0 per cent devaluation of the United States dollar
and most of the other currencies floatingÿ jointly in the case of the EEC core
currencies.
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If 1972 brought no solution to the problems of imbalance - internal or
external - it did accustom Governments and traders alike to operate fairly
successfully in the imperfect environment.  The international uncertainties
were not allowed to immobilize decision-making in pursuit of such national
objectives as economic and social development°

Production and use of resources

The current upswing began in North America where 1970 had seen an absolute
decline in total output°  Canada achieved an expansion of 5°5 per cent in 1971
and continuedÿ though with some deviationsÿ on more or less the same course in
1972.  The United States began its recovery somewhat later and continued to
expand production more vigorously in 1972ÿ achieving a year-to-year increase of
6.4 per centÿ well distributed among the various sectors.  An upsurge in
manufacturing irÿestment stimulated production in heavy industry which had
declined in the two preceding years.

After almost three years of decelerationÿ most Western European economies
began to grow more rapidly in 1972o  The year-to-year expansion was above the
1971 rate in all countries except Cyprusÿ Icelandÿ Irelandÿ the Netherlandsÿ
Norway and Turkey - countries that tend to be more dependent on the demand of major
partner countriesÿ it did not reach the longer-term averageÿ howeverÿ except in
Austria and Switzerland and some of the primary-exporting countries of the south.
In the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ though on a year-to-year comparison the gain
over 1971 was minlmalÿ production began to rise significantly as the year advanced.

In Italyÿ labour strikes and social unrest added to economic uncertainty and
it was not until the last quarter of 1972 that industrial production exceeded the
1971 level.  The increase in total output between 1971 and 1972 (3.O per cent)ÿ
though double the previous year's figureÿ was not much more than half the longer-
term growth rate.  The United Kingdom was also affected by strikesÿ especially
in the first half of the yearÿ and although manufacturing activity picked up
laterÿ the over-all expansion for the year as a whole was only a modest
2.5 per cent (see table 9)°

Among the major countriesÿ only France managed to maintain a rate of growth
fairly close to the long-run trend during the recent cycle:  on a year-to-year
comparison it remained between 5 and 6 per cent.   In Japanÿ industrial productionÿ
which had almost stagnated in 1971ÿ began to surge ahead again in 1972 and the
rate of increase in total output climbed to over 9 per cent.  The southern
hemisphere countriesÿ more dependent on the export sector than most of the more
industrialized developed market economiesÿ had a year of slow growth  in 1971/72ÿ
though as 1972 advanced production began to respond to favourable external
developments as well as to internal stimuli.

In most of the developed market economiesÿ the 1972 upswing reflects the
growth of domestic demandÿ though in someÿ especially among the smaller
economies - Denmarkÿ Finlandÿ Irelandÿ Italyÿ the Netherlands and South Africaÿ
for example - the main stimulus came from abroad.  In a few cases - notably
Austria and Switzerland - all the principal components of demand were expansionary°

Under the influence of official policyÿ private consumption increased faster
than total production in most countriesÿ most markedly in Canada and the
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United Kingdom.  There was a particularly sharp increase in private consumption in
Japan where the wage rise accelerated and the price rise decelerated°  The
exceptions were Denmarkÿ where the stimulus came chiefly from the external sectorÿ
and Spain and the United Statesÿ ,ÿlhere fixed investment played that rO!eo   Im
these countriesÿ consÿJrrÿ,pt.'.on} though ].ncreasin@ less bhan productlonÿ registezed a
larger gain than in 1971o  ThJ.s was mob the case in Norwayÿ howeverÿ where
recessionar:f forces were still strong in 1972ÿ

Public consumption generally increased in line wiÿh the growth in production°
In Japan and the United Statesÿ it expanded less than other components but much
more than in the previous period.  In Franceÿ it was something of a restraining
influenceÿ in Swedenÿ its rate of increase was severely reducedÿ while in the
Netherlands and South Africaÿ its role was contractionaryo

Higher rates of investment played an important part in the upswing in Japan
and the United States and in both cases residential construction was a major
contributor°  Active business investment helped to sustain the relatively high
rates of growth in iustriaÿ France and Switzerlandÿ while a turnaround in
investment was a significant factor in the recovery in Spainÿ Swedeÿ and the
United Kingdom°  Elsewhereÿ investment was more hesitant and in general increased
less than total production and less in 1972 than in the preceding period.  In
Canada this reflects a reduction in residential construction from the high levels
of 1971.  More generallyÿ it reflects the continued existence of under-uti!ized
capacity.  In a few countries - Italyÿ Luxembourgÿ Netherlands and Norwayÿ for
example - there was actually a decline in fixed investment between 1971 and 1972
(see table iO)o

Relatively little came from the accumulation of inventories in 1972:  where
they were increasing it was usually at a rate lower than in previous years and in
a number of countries they were drawn down.  As the year advancedÿ however: the
state of business expectations improved and the pace of investment picked up in
Europeÿ following the North American leado

The state of internal balance

The 1970-1971 recession was induced in part by efforts to reduce the
inflationary pressures that had emerged at the end of the 1960s.  In general
these efforts were far from successful.  In the United Statesÿ the rate of
increase in consumer prices was moderated - from nearly 6 per cent between 1969
and 1970 to 3°4 per cent between 1971 and 1972 - but with larger increases being
registered in the early months of 1973 it was far from clear how permanent the
improvement was.  In Western Europe the price increase from 1971 to 1972 -
measured by a consumption-weighted index - was virtually the same as in the
previous interval and the year ended with the index almost 7 per cent above the
corresponding 1971 figureÿ well above the long-run trend of about 4 per cent a year
Only in Japan was there a distinct slackening of the price rise - from 7.7 per cent
in 1970 to 4°3 per cent in 1972ÿ compared with a longer-term average of 5°7 per cen
a year (see table ii).

One of the results of the disinflationary policies pursued in the early 197Os
was a steep rise in unemploymentÿ especially in North America but also in a number
of European countries.  Indeedÿ except for Austriaÿ there was virtually no
developed market economy in which the rate of unemployment had not increased
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significantly between 1970 and 1972o  While the number without jobs declined in the
course of the year in some of the countries in which demand had swung upwards
(Denmarkÿ Swedenÿ the United Kingdom and the United Statesÿ for example)ÿ it
continued to increase in othersÿ including Belgiumÿ the Federal Republic of
Germanyÿ Italy and the Netherlands (see table 12)o

In most of the developed market economies the commitment to strive for full
employment has proved a stronger policy determinant than the desire for price
stability°  But the recognition of the damaging impact of inflation not only on the
fair dzstribution of real incomes but also on external equilibrium has prompted an
earnest search for means of simultaneously meeting these opposite challenges°

Both problems were aggravated by special circumstances in 1972.  The task of
providing employment was made more difficult by an unusually large increment in the
labour force.  And the price level was affected - adversely in most countries - by
the changes set in motion by the currency adjustments of August and December 1971.

The number of new entrants on the labour market was particularly largeÿ
reflecting in many countries the demographic consequences of the post-war "baby
boom" and in some countries a significant rise in the participation rate in the
wake of the new interest in feminist and other activist movements.  In the United
Statesÿ the running down of the conflict in Indochinaÿ changes in the pattern of
military conscription and the need to reabsorb returning servicemen all added to
the total job requirements°  In the eventÿ the United States registered the
largest increase in civil employment since 1955 - about 3 million or 3.5 per cent.

In Western Europeÿ the established patterns of labour migration also tended
to complicate the problem.  Notwithstanding the general increase in the number of
registered unemployedÿ there was little evidence of any reduction in the inflow of
migrant workers or in the number of jobs.  In the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ for
exampleÿ the number of employed migrants (a fifth from Turkey and the rest from
southern Europe) increased by 9 per cent between March 1971 and March 1972 and a
further 6 per cent by September 1972.  In Austriaÿ the proportion of foreigners
in the working force rose from under 7 per cent in September 1971 to over 8 per cent
in September 1972.  The proportion of migrants in the labour force was over
14 per cent in Franceÿ 26 per cent in Luxembourg and almost 30 per cent in
Switzerlandÿ which is one of the few countries to have taken steps to limit the
further dilution of the indigenous labour force.

The continued absorption of foreign workers reflects one of the structural
characteristics of the employment problem.  The upsurge in migration in the past
15 years has been related to the growth of mass production industries.  With the
general rise in the level of education and in incomes and social security benefits
over this periodÿ indigenous workers seem to have become increasingly selective in
their work choices,  The great bulk of the 9 million "foreign" workers in Western
Europe in 1972 were engaged in unskilled and semi-skilled occupations.  The fact
that in several countries in 1972 there was a simultaneous increase in the number
of job vacancies and the number of unemployed is one sign of this structural
problem. ÿ/

/  In the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ for exampleÿ unemployment in 1972 was
a third higher than in 1971 and it was increasing slowly during the yearÿ yet at
the end of the year the job vacancies outnumbered the unemployed by about three
to one.
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The rise of both vacancies and unemployment reflects not only a skill and
training problem but also one of geography and physical mobility°  Not only do
most of the developed market economies have T'depressed areasYÿ or regions of
declining industries and high unemploymentÿ but during the 1971-1972 recession
unemployment in such areas often rose much more rapidly than the national average°
While there has been a certain amount of out-migration from such areasÿ official
policy has usually tended to avoid adding to the build-up of population in better
favoured placesÿ aiming rather to create more employment opportunities in situ by
offering incentives to new investment in the region concerned°

Paradoxicallyÿ thusÿ 1973 opened with a call for greater harmonization among
developed market economies of national measures to restore and maintain economic
stabilityÿ and at the same time a move to differentiate more purposefully in the
policies applied to problem areas°  This dual development has been most explicit
in EEC whose enlargement provides greater scope both for national harmonization of
policies and for regional differentiation of measures to deal with lagging parts of
the economy°

Because of the unsatisfactory employment situationÿ most countries pursued
expansionary economic policies in 1972.  Fiscal measures were designed to transfer
purchasing power to consumers (as in the United Kingdom) to encourage business
investment (by rapid capital write-offÿ for example)ÿ or to increase public
expenditure (as in Japan where the first steps were taken to give substance to
new social priorities)°  Money supply was not unduly constrainedÿ though the
United States began the year with a fairly high short-term interest rate (as
befitted its external situation) and Western Europe ended the year with higher
rates (as concern deepened over the continued rapid rise in prices)°

Within this generally expansionary frameworkÿ howeverÿ most Governments
attempted to influence the course of prices and wages with a view to restoring or
at least improving internal stability.  Many of the actions were patterned on the
measures enacted in the United States whichÿ starting with a wage and price freeze
in August 1971ÿ moved through successive phases of re!axationÿ supplemented by a
number of specificÿ pragmatically determinedÿ steps (extending price controls to
unprocessed farm products and soft wood lumber and plywood in mid-1972ÿ for exampleÿ
and suspending import quotas for meat).  By the beginning of 1973ÿ the system had
become largely voluntaryÿ though the original guidelines for permissible wage and
price increases remained in effect and powers for mandatory action were held in
reserve - and indeed used in March when rapidly rising meat prices became a matter
of public concern and ceilings were imposed at the wholesale and retail levels.

Despite the rise in the local price of imports consequent on the dollar
devaluationÿ the expansion in United States production was sufficiently rapid to
hold down the rise in the wholesale prices of manufactures to about } per cent in
1972o  Other countriesÿ with less favourable supply conditionsÿ had greater
difficulty in selecting and implementing effective stabilization measures.  The
degree of co-operation of business and labour groups also differed markedly from
country to country.  There was therefore a greater tendency to depend on the
freezing of particular prices - food-stuffsÿ rentsÿ public services and so on -
for periods whichÿ in the generally inflationary circumstancesÿ could in most cases
be only brief°  In most of the Western European countries consumer prices rose
between 5 and 8 per cent in 1972.  Hourly earnings in manufacturing rose much
morea however:   i0 per cent in Italyÿ 12 per cent in Franceÿ 14 per cent in Sweden
and 18 per cent in the United Kingdom°  The lowest increase (9 per cenZÿ not much
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above that registered in the United States) was in the Federal Republic of Germany
where the recession was deepest in 1972 and stabilization was sought through
conventional fiscal and monetary policy°

Conventional measures were also stressed by EEC in urging a co-ordinated
attack on inflationary forces by member Governments in 1973:  the increase in
public spending and in the money supply is to be held down to the expected rate
of over-all economic growth°  Improvements in training were recommended to raise
labour mobility and help to meet job vacancy requirements°  It was suggested that
tariffs might be reduced and quotas augmentedÿ if only temporarilyÿ in order to
increase supply through imports - especially of consumer goods°  Recommendations
on incomes policy concerned better consultation with managementÿ labour and
consumer organizations°  The declared intention was to limit the rise in retail
prices to 4 per cent in 1973o

The state of external balance

The revival of demand in the developed market economiesÿ coupled with
dissipation of some uncertainties by the Smithsonian agreement of December 1971
on new exchange ratesÿ stimulated a rapid expansion in trade in 1972s beginning
with an upswing in imports into North America°  The increase was generalÿ affecting
the trade of the developed market economies among themselves and with the rest of
the worlds including the developing countries whichs as indicated in the previous
chapterÿ benefited from the strengthening of the markets for most primary
commodities°

As 1972 openedÿ it was realized that the currency realignment that had just
been agreed to would have an adverse effect on the United States terms of trade
and hence aggravate the current account imbalanceÿ at least in the first instance.
It was hopedÿ howeverÿ that as the year advancedÿ the new currency relationships
would exert an increasing effect on the flow of tradeÿ encouraging the exports
of the deficit countries and discouraging their imports.

In the eventÿ the recovery in demand in the United States was too strong and
too far in advance of that in the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan to permit
equilibrating changes in trade°  Imports into the United Statesÿ responding to
consumer purchasesÿ increased twice as much as exportsÿ the merchandise deficit
grew from $1.5 billion to $5.9 billion and the current account deficit from
$2.8 billion to nearly $8 billion°

At the same timeÿ the competitive position of the United Kingdom deteriorated
much more rapid!y than had been expected.  With rising domestic demand drawing in
more importss the current account - which had achieved a $2.5 billion surplus in
1971 - moved into deficit in the middle of 1972o   Canadaÿ tooÿ swung into deficit
in the wake of increasing domestic demand.

On the other side of the disequilibriumÿ expectations were also disappointed.
Despite a domestic recoveryÿ Japan increased its trade surplus to $9 bi!lionÿ
though duties were cut by 20 per cent in the second half of the years imports rose
by less than 5 per cent in yen terms°  Over $4 billion of this surplus was with the
United States - accounting for over 70 per cent of the latter's trade deficit and a
fifth of the 1971-1972 deterioration (see table 13)o  The Federal Republic of
Germanys where the recovery was later and slower and exports increased by
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18 per cent in dollar termsÿ also increased its trade surplus in 1972.  In both
countries there was an increase in the deficit on invisible transactionsÿ however -
induced at least in partÿ by the upward valuation of the currency - so that the
over-all current account surplus rose only modestly.  There was an increase in the
surplus in Italyÿ tooÿ reflecting slack internal demand and expanding exports.

The counterpart of the increase in the current deficits of Canadaÿ the
United Kingdom and the United States was widely distributed and hence less
disequilibrating than it might otherwise have been:  there were not only larger
surpluses in Franceÿ the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ Italy and Japan but also
reduced deficits or swings from deficit to surplus in Australiaÿ the Benelux and
Scandinavian countries andÿ as indicated in chapter Iÿ a reduction in the combined
deficit of the developing countries.

In the face of these trade and other current account developmentsÿ capital
movementsÿ whichÿ in the wake of the December 1971 currency realignmentÿ had been
fairly normal in the early part of the yearÿ began to grow more turbulent as
1972 advanced.

The early calm was reinforced by changes in capital market conditions. A rise
in short-term interest rates in North America and the easing of monetary policy
in some European countriesÿ as concern over unemployment increasedÿ materially
narrowed the interest rate differential between the Euro-dollar and United States
markets.

Sterling became the initial focus of trouble.  It had been traded near its
Smithsonian "central rate" while the principal European currencies were close to
their upper limitsÿ and as signs of the deterioration of the United Kingdom
current account became evidentÿ the pound began to be sold on a massive scale.
In one week in mid-June the equivalent of $2.5 billion left the United Kingdom
and rather than defend the new exchange rate (which had been raised by the
Smithsonian agreement) the Government decided to let the pound floatÿ and by the
last quarter of 1972 it had declined by iO per cent.  In the course of the year
there was a large outflow of capital matchingÿ more or lessÿ the inflow that had
occurred in 1971ÿ much of it going to the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ some to
Australia and France.

The June disturbances revealed a lack of confidence in the new exchange
rate structure and led to a tightening of capital controls which had been released
under the Smithsonian arrangement°  The United Kingdom extended its exchange
control to the overseas sterling areaÿ Italy sought to stem the outflow of funds
from the liraÿ and several countries - Belgiumÿ the Federal Republic of Germanyÿ
Japan and the Netherlandsÿ for example - took further action to discourage the
inflow of foreign funds. ÿ/  At the same time some of the surplus countries -

/ These measures included the institution of a floating exchange rate for
capital transactionsÿ limitation of interest payments on non-resident depositsÿ
the raising of reserve requirements on the foreign liabilities of financial
institutionsÿ control over foreign borrowing and restriction on non-resident
acquisition of various forms of assets.  Some were of long standingÿ many had
been introduced in 1971 and were reinforced in 1972.  One new measure in the
Federal Republic of Germany was the call for a cash deposit against companies'
foreign liabilities from whatever source.
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Franceÿ Japanÿ the Netherlands and Switzerlandÿ for example - took steps to
increase the outflow of capital.  Later in the year the German long-term capital
account moved into deficit and for 1972 as a whole the increase in foreign
investment and development assistance from Japan was such thatÿ despite the
inflow of short-term fundsÿ that country's capital account showed a deficit of
over $2 billion°

By the autumn there were signs of greater stability:  the stronger European
currencies had dropped from their upper limits andÿ where dual exchange markets
had been createdÿ the free rate moved closer to the (controlled) trade rate.  In
these circumstancesÿ several Governments felt less inhibited about using monetary
policy to combat the rising inflation°  Interest rates were raised in a number of
countriesÿ including Belgiumÿ Franceÿ the Federal Republic of Germany and the
United Kingdom°

Given the enormous overhang of mobile fundsÿ howeverÿ the stability again
proved fragile°  Exchange dealings reacted strongly to each piece of evidence that
the original disequilibria had not been overcome:  news of the increase in the
Japanese surplusÿ disappointing trade returns from the United Statesÿ signs of
continued inflation in the United Kingdom and the United Statesÿ a report on the
current balance in the Federal Republic of Germany for 1972o  The price of goldÿ
which had drifted erratically downward from about $70 per fine ounce in mid-year
to about $60 in Novemberÿ started rising again and stood at $65 as 1973 opened.
A new spate of turbulence was touched off on 20 January 1973 when a two-tier
exchange system was introduced in Italy.  There was a sudden outflow of lire for
the purchase of Swiss francs - the currency that was at its Smithsonian ceiling at
the time - and to protect domestic economic policyÿ the Government let the franc
float.  There was thus a massive movement from the weaker to the stronger
currencies:  in the first week in Februaryÿ some $6 billion was taken in by the
Federal Republic of Germany and over $i billion by Japanÿ and the price of gold
rose above $75 an ounce,

On 12 February it was announced that the United States dollar would be
devalued by i0 per cent and the next day the lira and the yen were allowed to
float (thus joining the Canadian dollarÿ the pound sterling and the Swiss franc).
In the next two weeks a number of other adjustments to exchange rates were made
among the minor currenciesÿ those with close trade links to the United States
following the dollar down the full IO per centÿ others devaluing to a smaller
extent°  On i Marchÿ howeverÿ there was a further rush into the stronger European
currencies with the German central bank absorbing no less than $2.6 billion and
the price of gold rising to $90.  The exchanges were closed and in the two weeks
before they reopened the deutsche mark was upvalued slightly and it was linked
with Frenchÿ Benelux and Danish currencies in a joint float (which the Norwegian
krone and the Swedish krona subsequently joined).

Compared with the Smithsonian structureÿ the currency relationships that
emerged from this frenetic period reflect the changes in the external balance of
the major trading countries.  The pound was marked down slightly relative to the
United States dollarÿ the lira and Canadian dollar were somewhat higherÿ the
others had all appreciated considerably - the Dutch guilder and the Swedish krona
by i0 percentage pointsÿ the stronger EEC currencies by about 15 points and the
yenÿ the Australian dollar and the Swiss franc by over 20 points (see table 14).
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For 1972 as a wholeÿ the United States enjoyed a small net inflow of private
long-term capital - reflecting changes in net direct investment - and the over-all

deficit on long-term capital account was only a fifth of its 1971 figure°  After a
reversal in the direction of flow in the first half of the yearÿ the improvement in
short-term transactions was even more dramatic°  The over-all deficit thus dropped
to $i0 billion on an official settlements basis°  This was a third of the 1971
figure and more or less in line with that of 1970ÿ but whereas the deficit in that
year was on capital accountÿ in 1972 it was largely in current accountÿ reflecting
chiefly the deteriorating trade position (see table 15)o  Thisÿ in turnÿ
represents the steady expansionÿ since the early 1950sÿ in net imports of
non-agricultural primary products and the shrinking of net exports of manufactures°

The international reserves of the United Statesÿ after a reduction of
$1.3 billion in 1971 declined only marginally in 1972ÿ  losses in the second half
of the year exceeded gains in the first half by about $40 million.  Italy and the
United Kingdom were the only other countries among the developed market economies
to lose reserves in 1972:   the Italian losses were spread through the yearÿ those
of the United Kingdom were concentrated in the second hallo  The big gainers were
the Federal Republic of Germany ($5 billion)ÿ Japan (93 billion)ÿ Australia
($2.8 billion)ÿ France and Spain (91o8 billion each) and the Netherlands
(91 billion)°  Except in the case of Japanÿ whose reserves rose chiefly in the
fourth quarter of 1972ÿ these gains were made in the first three quarters of the
year andÿ after a reversal in the fourth quarterÿ continued into the first quarter
of 197]o  Indeedÿ as a result of the hectic dealings of Februaryÿ several of the
European countries absorbed more foreign currency than during the whole of 1972:
98o7 billion in the case of the Federal Republic of Germany and over 91 billion
in the case of Be!giumÿ France and the Netherlands (see table 16)o

In the aggregateÿ developed market economy reserves increased by $32°7 billion
in 1971 and 915.7 billion in 1972o  Very little of this was in gold:  an increase
of 91°8 billion in 1971 was followed by a reduction of over 90o3 billion in 1972o
Borrowing rights in !MF were drawn down in both yearsÿ fractionally in 1972 but
to the extent of 90.8 billion in 1971o  Holdings of SDR rose by 92o8 billion in
1971 and 92.5 billion in 1972.  The great expansion was in foreign exchange -
the equivalent of $28.9 billion in 1971 and 916o6 billion in 1972o  Of the latter
amountÿ the United States deficit contributed $i0 billion°  At the end of 1972
almost half of total foreign exchange holdings - the great bulk of which
consisted of United States dollars - were heldÿ in more or less equal amountsÿ
by the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan (see table 17)o  By the end of 19729
very few of the developed market economies (other than the former reserve currency
countries) had less than the equivalent of three monthsv imports in their official
holdings.  The large dollar component of these holdingsÿ howeverÿ was not
convertible and represented something less than generalized purchasing powerÿ

Outlook

Notwithstanding the unsolved problems of inflation and unemployment and the
seeming lack of progress towards an agreed set of rules for a new international
monetary systemÿ 1972 trends and most economic indicators early in 1973 point to
the continued rapid growth in production and trade in the period immediately ahead°
Most of the developed market economies were still operating at less than full
capacity at the end of 1972 and official policyÿ though alerted to the risk of an
acceleration in the rise in pricesÿ remained generally expansionary°
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Even the countries that achieved a relatively high rate of growth in 1972 -
Canadaÿ France and the United Statesÿ for example - are expected to maintainÿ if
not increaseÿ their expansion in 1973.   The EECÿ benefiting from its enlargement
from six to nine membersÿ is likely to improve on its 1972 performance:  higher
rates of investment are foreseen in some of the smaller members (especially
Denmark and Ireland) and higher rates of capacity utilization in some of the
larger (especially the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy)°  The recovery staged
by Japan in 1972ÿ on the basis of a different demand pattern from that
characterizing previous upswingsÿ is expected to continue and perhaps accelerate
to the higher raÿes of growth recorded in the 196Os under the influence of fiscal
stimulation and monetary ease.

In Japanÿ the expansion seems likely to come chiefly from consumption
(especially in the public sector)ÿ home building and investment outside the
manufacturing sector°  In most other developed market economiesÿ the swing in
demand is likely to be in the opposite direction:   away from consumer expenditure
and residential construction (whose high 1972 share may be cut by anti-inflationary
policies) towards business investmentÿ as existing capacity nears full utilization°
Almost everywhereÿ stock buildingÿ which lagged behind in 1972ÿ is expected to add
to the expansionary factors.

The emerging pattern of demand and the vigorous over-all growth should provide
powerful stimuli to international trade.  Western Europe is likely to make a
greater contribution to this than it did in 1972ÿ not only in respect of
intra-trade - especially within the enlarged Community - but also in respect
of its imports from the rest of the world.  The primary-producing countries should
share fully in this expansionÿ not only as sources of the raw materials for
increased industrial activity but also as importers having at their disposal not
only a greater flow of current earnings but also the sizable increment in their
international liquidity that accumulated in 1972,

Perhaps the biggest question hanging over the economic scene concerns the
method of dealing with price inflation.  This will almost certainly persist and
may indeed become more acute.  Tight supply conditions prevail in most primary
commodity marketsÿ and international prices seem likely to be pushed up to the full
extent of the dollar devaluation and in many cases well beyond°  In most developed
market economies wage rates rose considerably in 1972 and hourly earnings increased
by 6-7 per cent in North America and 10-12 per cent elsewhere.  Though output was
greaterÿ labour costs also rose.  The rise in consumer prices was accelerating in
most of the ÿstern European countries in 1972 and even in North America in the
first quarter of 1973ÿ  Consequentlyÿ most countries were experiencing great
difficulty in keeping wage settlements in line with growth and productivity normsÿ
particularly as one of the most rapidly rising components of the price index was
foodÿ the cost of which had already increased by nearly 8 per cent in Western Europe
in 1972.

While the problem of ensuring the equitable distribution of the annual
increment in output has been more explicitly posed than ever before in a number of
countriesÿ formulae and institutions for achieving this had not yet been agreed to.
Since there are often wide disparities among economic sectors and branches in
personal income levelsÿ in workers' bargaining power for wage negotiations and in
productivity gainsÿ as well as in the industryVs ability to pass increases in
cost on to its customersÿ compromises have been slow in coming.  The risk remains
therefore thatÿ in the effort to cope with inflationÿ Governments may resort to
more general monetary curbs or fiscal action that will slow down the growth in
productionÿ if not in 1973 then in 1974.
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The second major question that remains unresolved in 1973 is the reconstitution
of an international monetary system.  This question appears somewhat less urgent
than it did a year agoÿ satisfactory increases in production and trade having been
achieved despite the currency upheavals of 1972.  It can be expectedÿ perhaps
more reasonably than after the Smithsonian settlementÿ that the exchange rate
adjustments that have now been effectedÿ coupled with - and ultimately confirmed
by - the floating of the major currenciesÿ will begin to reduce both the deficit
of the United States and the surplus of the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan°
The recent food crisis and the strength of the United States agricultural sector
may be expected to help in this regardÿ especially if the trade negotiations that
are due to begin in the autumn of 1973 make some headway in devising other means
than production constraints to maintain the incomes of those now engaged in farming°

The dialogue on the monetary problem has continuedÿ notably in the IMF
Committee on Reform of the International Monetary System and Related Issuesÿ which
met at the ministerial level for the first time in March 1973.  While opinion
appears to be converging in several areas - the desirability of stable but
adjustable exchange ratesÿ for exampleÿ the need for action by surplus as well as
deficit countriesÿ the increasing use of SDR as a major reserve asset and the
need for Iÿ surveillance of exchange rate policies - there are still wide
differences on other matters.

One such matter is the degree of symmetry - between deficit and surplus
situations - and the degree of automaticity of required actions.  At the one
extreme are those who think that specific changes - in exchange quotations within
the prescribed band or in official reserve ratios - should automatically set in
motion designated defensive or remedial actions.  At the otherÿ are those who
favour a more discretionary system such as would be appropriate for the regulatory
function of a world central bank.

The extent to which various possible short-term defensive trade measures should
be linked with the control of capital movements for the maintenance of exchange
rates is also a matter of controversy.  There is agreementÿ howeverÿ that if the
use of defensive trade policies is accepted they should not be invoked against
the developing countries.

Another unsolved problem is how to prevent the movement of short-term funds
from disrupting the exchange rate nexus.  In some ways this is the most urgent of
the many questions connected with the setting up of a new monetary systemÿ for
the events of the past 18 months have provided ample evidence of the size and
mobility of the funds that stand ready to move across the exchanges.  Part of the
danger of disruptive movements - for defensive purposes - will presumably disappear
when a credible set of currency relationships is agreed to and cemented by an
appropriate schedule of rules for monetary behaviour within a determined
international institutional framework.  But the risk of speculative movements
will remain.  Its reduction will depend on immobilizing the enormous overhang
of non-resident dollars and curbing the United States deficit.  The former is
largely a technical problem linked to decisions regarding the role of the dollar
among the reserve assets in the new system.  The latter depends on the restoration
of a better balance between some of the major trading countries:  unless it is
accomplished through action by surplus countries as well as deficit countriesÿ
it will exert a negative impact on world trade.
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Table 9.  Developed market economies:  growth of gross domestic
product in constant market prieesÿ 1970m1973

(Percentage)

Region and country
Average

annual rateÿ
1970-1972

Range of growth
Chanÿe from preceding year  forecasts for
1970      1971     1972 a_/  1973 b/

North America  .....

Canada  .......

United States  ....

2.9      -0.3      2.7

4.5        2.6      5.5
2°8      -O.5       2.5

6.3   6.1-6.6

5.5 cj  5.5-6.0
6.4cj  6.2-6.7

Western Europe  ....

EEC  .........

Belgium  ......

France  ......

Germanyÿ Federal
Republic of    .

Italy  .......

Luxemb ourg  ....

Netherlands  ....

4.1       5.2       3.2

4.3      5.8     3.3

4.6       6.1      3.7
5.5        5.9       5.1

3.8    4.9-6.o

3.7     5°0dJ

4.0
5.5   5.8-6.2

3.8       5.9       2.7
3.2      5.0      1.5
2.4       3.4       0.7
4.8      6.3     4.5

3.7       4.2      2.9

6.2       7.8       5.2
7.8       3.8      12.1
3.9        3.3       4.0
5.2       8.3      2.3
7.7       7.5       7.0

Spain  .......

Sweden  ......

Switzerland £/.
Turkey  ....  .  .

United Kingdom

Iceland  ......

Ireland  ......

Malta  .......

Norway  ......

Portugal  .....

7.8       6.1      9.9
3.2       2.9       3.8
9.5      10.4      9.O
4.2       3.5       5.o
7.4       8.5       6.2

5.8       6.o       4.5
2.4       5.o      o.2
4.3       4.2      3.8
6.8      5.6     7.9
2.1       2.2      1.6

Other Europe  ....

Austria  ......

Cyprus  ......

Denmark  ......

Finland  ......

Greece  ......

2.8 c_/ 4.5-6.0

3.O £/ 4.3-6.0
3.0
3.5 c_/  4.0-5.0

4.0

5.5    5.0-5.5
7.5
4.5   4.5-5.5
4.9    5.5-6.0
8.5      8.o

7.3   5.0-6.0
2.8    4.5-5.2

9.0
4.0    4.o-4.6
7.5

7.0 e/ 6.0-7.0
2.1    4.0-4.5

4.8    4.0-4.7
7.0
2.5    5.0-6.3

Asia

Japan  ........

Southern hemisphere

Australia 9_/  .....
New Zealand e_/.  . .
South Africa  ....

8.7       10.5       6.3

4.2       5.4       4.0

4.4      5.8     4.3
3.3      4.O      3.5
4.I      4.8     3.6

9.2 c_/ 10.7-11.9

3.4    5.0-6.5

3.2   5.0-7.2
2.5    3.5-4.0

4.o      5.5

Total, 27 developed
market economies 3.9       2.9       3.3 5.6    6.1-6.9

(Source and foot-notes on following page)
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(Source and foot-notes to table 9)

Sourceÿ   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Yearbook of National Accounts Statisticsÿ 0rganisation for Economic Co-operation
and Developmentÿ Economic Outlook (Pa-ÿ-ÿs)ÿ and national sources.

/  Preliminary.

b/  Forecasts for 1973 made since December 1972 by national authoritiesÿ
EECÿ OECD (in its Economic Outlookÿ Noa 12ÿ 1972) and the National Institute of
Social and Economic Research in National Institute Economic Review (London)ÿ
No. 63ÿ February 1973).

c/  Gross national product.

d/  Including Denmarkÿ Ireland and the United Kingdom°

e/  Fiscal year ending 30 June of the indicated year for Australiaÿ
31 March for New Zealand°
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Table i0o Selected developed market economies:   changes in major components
of gross domestic product in constant pricesÿ 1970-1972

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Country and
year

Gross

Private       Public       Fixed     Changes in  .                    domestic
a!consumption consumption investment inventories-- Exports Imports product

Australiab-/

Austria

Belgium

1970
1971
1972

Canada

1970
1971
1972

Denmark

1970    o
1971
1972

Finland

1970
1971
1972

France

197o
1971
1972

1970
1971
1972

1970  °
1971
1972

5.8       2.6       5.4        io 7      18o9   io. 2   5.8c/ÿ
3°2        5.5       3.4         1.3       8.4    3.4   4o3c6
3.4        2.5       o.7        -o.i       8.6   -2ol   3o2cJ

6.0       2.3      11.6        3.1      18.5   18.6   7.8
7.2       3.5      12.o        1.0       4.7    6.9   5.2
6.2       6.o       8.o       -o.5       9.o   11.5   5.5

4.3       3.1      9.8        1.5      9.8    7.0   6.1
4.6       4°8      -3.1        1.2       8.2    6.2   3.7
4.5        6.0       1o5         ...       5.o    6.5   4.oc-I

2.0        9.1       0.9         0.2       9.3   -1.3   2.6

5.5        5°3       5.7         0.i       5.7    8.9   5°5c/
7°6        5.0       4.1        o.i       6.2   lO.9   5.5-

2.9       10.5       6.0        0.4       5.9    8.0   3.3
2.4       8.9       1.9       -0.8       4ol   -0.6   4.o
3.5       5.O       2.5       -0,2  ......  4.5

6.7       5.6      12.9        7.1       7.7   19.0   8.3
3.0       4.5       2.7        6.5      -I.i   -0°4   2.3

5.2        5.4       2.9         3.7      15.1    4.1   4.9

4.3       3.8       7.4        2.9      17.0    8.5   5.9
6.0        3.6       5.0       -0.3      12.5   12.0   5.1
5.5       2.5       6.5        0ÿ2      12.5   13.0   5.5

(Table i0 continued on following page)
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Table i0 (continued)

Country and
year

Private      Public       Fixed    Changes in a/
consumption consumption investment inventories-- Exports

GROSS
domestic

Imports product

Germanyÿ
Federal
Republic of

1970        7 °0       4.9       Ii. 4       2.2       8.7
1971        5.5       7.2       4.5       0.8       6.2
1972    .   3.6       4.2       1.6       0.8       7.4

Iceland

1970       12.2       4.5       8.0      -0.7      17.7
1971 .      14.0       6.4       44.5       3.0      -3.4
1972       ii.8       5.6       2.4      -0.9       9.4

Ireland

1970    .   3.0       7.0       -1.3      2.1       4.4    2.4    2.9
1971 . .     3°3       3.3       8.9       i.i       5.0    4.1    3.8
1972  .......  2.0       ...      16.8    4.0    2.8

Italy

1970        7.8       1.9       3.4      1.6      5.9
1971 . .     2.6       4.2       -4.9       0.4       6.8
1972        4.0        3.5       -2.5       0.5      11.5

1970        7.6       7.0       13.7      h. 5      16. i
1971        7.2       7.9        8.3       1.7      18.1
1972        9.3       7.9       10.7       1.7       7.4

Luxembourg

1970  .     5.5       2.2       16.4       -       i. 3
1971        h.0       1.5       8.0       0.6      -3.5
1972        4.0       1.5       -i.0       . ..       1.0

Netherlands

1970  .
1971
1972  .

1970 °       7.6       4.8       2.0       1.3
1971 . . .   8.4       5.3       i0.0      -0.5
1972        8.6       6.0        8.4      -0.5

. . o

7.4      5.8      8.3
3.0      3.5      1.7
5.o       -o.5       -4.0

(Table I0 continued
-38-
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2.2      12.8
1.2        Ii.0
...        i0.0

following page)

Greece

15.4   5.9

i0.2    2.8-%7/
8.9    2.

• ..     7.5

°oo      7.0

oo.     8.5

27.8    6.1
24.4    9.9
9.4   7.3

16.3    5.0

-       1.05c/
8.5   3.-

20.8   10.5
3.2    6.3
8.5   9.2e/

5.3   3.4
1.5    0.7
2.0    3.0

13.9   6.3
6.o    4.5 I
2. o    3.5c"



Table i0 (continued)

Country and
r <: &V

Private       Public      Fixed    Changes in a/
_      ,.ÿ ÿump  ........  investment inventories-- Exoorts

Gross
domestic

mports product

Lol ÿray

97o         ÿ. o        4o o       16o 0       3. z       z. 5
i971        5o4       4,5       !1.9       1o8       3o5
1972          2.0         , o o        -4.0  ......

Spain___!

1970 .       3ÿ9       9.3       3.8      1o8      18ÿ3
1971 .       3.1.       6.3      -1.9       1.7      13.6
1972 .       5.5       4,5       14.0       1.2      20,0

Sweden

1970        2o4       7o 3       3.1      2.9       9.1
1971       -0.8       4.1      -1.4      0.7       5.8
1972        3.5       2.6        3.5       ° .°       4,8

Switzerland

1970    ,   5.3       2.3       8.0       1.7       7.2   13.7    4.2
1971    o   5.5        3.7       7.9       io0       2,5    6.1    3.8
1972 o       5.7        4.5        6.3       ...       4.2    6.5    4.8

United Kingdom

1970        2,7       i.i       2.5       0.7       5.5    5.3    2.2
1971  .     2.6        3.6       -0.6       0.i       4.9    4.6    1.6
1972        6°2       3.2       2.6      -1.2d/     1.5    9.3    2.5

United States

1970        1.7      -3.7      -3.5       0.4       8.6
1971 .       3.9       -1.4       5.1      0.4      -0.7
1972 .       5.9        3.8      12.7      0.5       8.0

1970   o     7ol       6.0       12.7       4.3       -
!971 o       4.4       9.6       7°0       3.1       5.2
i9_ 72       ,         ÿ,ÿ 8                 -ÿ_ÿ, n.ÿ.        O o 6      -2° 3      I0, .8

South Africa

13.3     3o 5
[ÿo I     5.0

°..     4.0

16o 4    -4.8
6.3   3.6

-13o9   3° !

!o5    6.o
oÿ2    4°5

23.0    7. oc-'

9.7    5.0
-3.1    0.2

4.6    2.1

3.8   -0.5

11.8     . -

(Source and foot-notes on following page)
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(Source and foot-notes to table i0)

Sou rceÿ   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat based on Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Yearbook of National Accounts Statisticsÿ Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Developmentÿ Economic Outlook and Economic Surveys (Paris)ÿ and national
sour ce s o

a/  At current pricesÿ as percentage of gross domestic product°

b/  Fiscal year ending 30 Jumeo

c/  Gross national product.

d/  Three quarters comparison°
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Table i!°  Developed market economies:  rate of increase in consumer pricesÿ 1961-1972
(Percentage)

Chan gÿ from corres ondin  quÿ

Countryÿ/
Average annual rate

1961-1970 1970-1972

I

I

France  .....

Australia
Germany ÿ Federal

Republic of
Italy  .....

Belgiÿ  ....

Luxembourg
Canada  .....

Cyprus  .....

Greece  .....

Switzerland   .
Denmark  ....

South Africa .
Austria  ....

Sweden  .....

Turkey  .....

Portugal  ....

Iceland  ....

Ireland  ....

Spain  .....

Netherlands   .
Norway    .    o
Finland  ....

United Kingdom °
New Zealand   .

Chanÿe from ÿrecedinÿ year
1970   1971   1972

1972ÿters
First      Second       Third         Fourth

6o0      13.4  8.1   16o 3   15.8      17.5      14.2       o ° o
4°5      9.7  6,4   11o9   10°7     14°2     12o4      9°7         6[9

11o9       9.5       13o0    6°4    9°2       2.4      i000      13o8        12o8
4°8       8°6        8.3    8.9    8°7       9°3       8°0       8°9         8.2
6.0       7.4        5°7    8°3    8.3       8.6       7.2       9.2         8ol

4ol      6.6        4°4    7.6    7.8       8.0       8.0       7.1         7°0
4.5       8.0       10.6    6.3    7.2      6ol       7°0       7.9         7.7
5.0       5.4       2°7    6.5    7ol       6.7       7°9       6.9         7.2
4.1       7°7       6.4    9°5    7.1       7°9       6.2       6°5         7.7
3.8      8.0       6°6   10.4    6.9      8°5      7°4      6°5         5°5

3.3       5.6        3°5    6°6    6°7       6°6       6.5       6°6         7°0
5°9       6°3       6°5    5.8    6.6       6.4       6,3       6.4         6°9
2°7       5°9        5.2    6.1    6°5       6.7       5.5       6°4         7.1
3°6       5.1       4.4    4.7    6.3       5.7       6.0       6°3         7.4
4.0       6.8       7.1    7°4    6.0       5.2       6°5       6.5         5.8

4°0       5°5        5.2    5.5    5.9       5.7       5°5       6ol         6°8
2°5       5.2        3.8    6.0    5.9       7.0       6.1       5°7         4o5

2°8       4.9        3.8    5.1    5°8       5°5       5°1       5°9          6°4
3.9      5.1       4.9    4.8    5°7      4°8      5°0      6°0         7.2
3.0      4.6       4.0    4°4    5°4      5.3      4.9       5°5         6ol

2.6      4°9       4.6    4.7    5.3      4.8      4°3      5°8         5.9
2.7      3.7       3°4    2.9    4°8      4°8      4°4      4°8         5°2
i.i      3.8       2.4    4.1    4.8      6.4      4.4      4°4         3.9
2ol      3.5       3.1    3°0    4°3      3.6      3.5      4.0         5.8

(Table ii continued on following page)



Table ii (continued)

Countrya/

Change from corresponding quazter oÿ

Average annual rate    Change from Dreceding year                      !972 quarters
1961-1970  1970-1972    1970    1971    1972      " First      Second     Third       Fourth

Malt a  ......  i. 9

United States o     2.8

North Americab-/    2.8

3.1      3.7    2.3    3.4       -0.6      1.3       5,3       7.5
4.5      5.9    4.3    3.4       3°5      3.2       3.1       3.2

4.4      5.7    4.2    3.4       3.6      3.3       3.2        3.5

Europe, 21 developed
market  h/
economles--        4.i

EEC k/  ....  3.5

!
ro
I

Australiaÿ
New Zealand and
South Africa ÿ/  2.7

Totalÿ 27 developed
market  b/
economles--  .     3.4

Japan  ......  5.7

6.o      5.1    6.5    6.3       6.4      6.o      6.3       6.9
5.2      4.5    5.3    5.9        5.5      5.4       6.0       6.7

6°0      7.7    6.1    4.3       4.3      4.6      4°5       4.4

5.7      4.4    6.4    6,2       7.0      6°0       6°0        5.3

5.1               5.6           5.2          4.6                   4.7               4.4                 4.5                   4.8

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on Statistical Office of the United Nations ÿ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics and Yearbook of National
Accounts Statisticsÿ and on national sources.

/  Countries are arranged in descending order of percentage increase in consumer prices from 1971
to 1972.

b/  Weighted by private consumption in 1970.



Table 12.   Selected deve!oped market economies:  unemployment rates
and changes in unemploymentÿ 1969-1972

(Percentage)

Countrya-/

Annual average   ..
unemployment rat e0-!

i969 1970 1971 1972c/

Percentage change in average
number of unemployed between
1971 and       December 1971

1972               and
December 1972ÿ/

Netherlands  ........  i. 4   i. I   Io 6   2.7

Australia  .........  i. 5   i. 4   i. 6   2.2

Germany ÿ Federal
Republic of  .......  0.8   0o7   0o8   i.i

Belgium  ..........  3.6   2.9   2.9   3.5

Norway  ..........  i. 0   0.8   0.8   I. 0

Finland  ..........  2.8   Io 9   2.2   2.6

Japan  ...........  I.i   1.2   1.2   1.4

It aly  ...........  3.4   3. I   3. i  3.6

Ireland  ..........  6.4   7.2   7.2   8. i

United Kingdom  ......  2.5   2.6   3.4   3.8

74          17
46            62

Sweden  ..........  1.9   I. 5   2.5   2.7

France  ..........  i. 8   i° 7   2. i   2.4

Canada  ..........  4.7   5.9   6.4   6.3

Denmark  ..........  3.9   2.9   3.7   3.6

United States  .......  3.5   4.9   6.0   5.6
Austria  ..........  2.8   2.4   2.1   1.9

33
22                 ii
21                 22

15           3
14           15
14            -1
ii           -!ÿ

6                 -6
5                         °.

2            lO
-2           -44

-3          -12
-6           -15

Source:  Centre for Deve!opment Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Month!F Bulletin of Statistics.

a__/  Countries are arranged in descending order of percentage increase in number
of unemployed between 1971 and 1972.

/  Unemployment rate refers to the number of registered applicants for work or
persons reported unemployed expressed as a percentage of the civilian labour force.
Because of differences in definitionsÿ the data do not permit simple intercountry
comparisons.

c/  Preliminaryÿ average for ii months in the case of Norway and Japanÿ
9 months in the case of Australiaÿ and 6 months in the case of France.

d/  Change between December 1971 and December 1972 expressed as a percentage
of the formerÿ except for Denmarkÿ Finland and Japan (November to November)ÿ Italy
(October to October) and Australia (August to August change).
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Table 13o  United States:  balance of tradeÿ by country group ÿ 1971-1972
(Millions of dollars)

Partner                    1972       1972
group and country       exports ÿ  imports

fooob°     foo°bo

United States trade balance
Change in

balance of
trade

1971    1972 1971 to 1972

Percentage share
in deterioration
of trade balanceÿ

1971 to 1972

Worldÿ/  .......

Other developed
market economies°     2 ÿ204      Iÿ226    iÿ419

Developing
countries  .....

Centrally planned
economies  .....

Unspecified  .....

Developed market
economies  .....  34ÿ077    40ÿ676   -3ÿ510

EEC  .......  o  iIÿ859   12ÿ491     760

France  .....  iÿ6i0      !ÿ368       292
Germanyÿ Federal

Republic of         2ÿ811      4ÿ249      -819
Italy  ......  iÿ425    iÿ756     -92
United Kingdom°       2ÿ658      2ÿ986       -87
Japan  ......  4ÿ941    9ÿ064  -3ÿ206
Canada  .....  12ÿ415    14ÿ909   -2 ÿ396

B

49ÿ676   55ÿ555  -iÿ465  -5ÿ879    -4ÿ414       i00o0

oÿ6ÿ599    -3ÿ089        70°0

-632    -iÿ392        31o5

242      -5o         1ol

-iÿ438      ÿ619        14.0            ÿ8o2
-331      -239         5°4            ÿ6.0
-328      =241         5.5            ÿio5

4ÿ123      -917        20.8           -12o3
2 ÿ494       -98         2°2            ÿ1.9

978      -441        i0.0

14ÿ716   !4ÿ475   iÿ921     241    -iÿ680        38.1

879      353     156     526       370        -8.4

4       51     -33     -47       -15         0.3

Percentage changeÿ/
in exchange rates

between
1971 and 1972

8 o3

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on 0rganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development ÿ Over-all Trade by Countriesÿ Series A
(Paris)ÿ  International Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (ÿasÿngtonÿ DoC°).

a/  Based on averages of monthly rateÿ expressed as currency units per dollar°

b/  Including special cateÿorÿ commodities which are not distributed by aesZÿnÿt{nÿ



Table 14.  Developed market economiesÿ  changes in exchange rates of selected countries
against the United States dollar

naages in exchange rates between 30 Jurÿe 1971 and end
cf quarter

(ÿJerceatages)

1970      1971      1972      1973        1971                    1972                1973ÿ
Coÿnntry                                                             (March)      Third   Fourth     First    Second     Third   Fourth     First

Exchange ratesÿ end of period
(US cents per currency unit)

kÿ

Australia  ......  111.50    119o10    127,50    141.75     2°7     5ÿ7     5.7     5.7     5.7    13ol    25.8

Belgiÿtm  .......  2,01      2.23      2.27      2°53     5.8    11.2    13o2    13.5    12o6    12o9    25.9

Canada  .......  98.98     99,80    100,44    100.09     1.4     2.1     2,7     3.9     4,1     2.8     2°4

Derÿmark  .......  13,35     14,16     14.60     16.13     2.9     6.2     7°5     7.7     8°3     9.5    20.9

France  .......  18o12      19.14     19.51      22.06     -0°3      5.6      9-7    10o3     I0°0      7.6     21.7

Germanyÿ
Federal Republic of    27,41      30.60      31,23      35ÿ17     5,4      7ÿ0    10o4    10o8      9,2      9,2     23,0

Italy  ........  0.16      0o17      0o17      0.17     1o9     5.0     7°0     7,4     7.2     7.0     6°6

Japan  ........  0.25      0°32      0,33      0o38     6.9    13.5    17.5    18,7    18,7    18o3    34.5

Netherlands  .....  27,80      30°73      31.00      33-95      ÿ,7     9°6     11.6     12.4    10o2     10.5     21.0

Norway  .......  14.01     14,90     15o04     16.94     3°5     6,0     7.7     8.9     7°2     6,9    20.5

Sweden  .......  19.34     20.55     21.06     22.25     2°6     6.2     8,0     9,5     8°7     8.8    14,9

Switzerland  .....  23.17     25.54     2g.50     30,$0     3-7     4.6     6.7     8.6     7.8     8°6    26,2

United Kingdom  ÿ . o   239°38    255°25    234.75    247.55     2°7     5,5     8oi     1.0     0°02    ÿ3o0     2,3

Sourceÿ  Centre for Development Piamningÿ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ based on
international Monetary Fundÿ International Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C.)ÿ April 1973ÿ and data from the
international Monetary Fund.



Table 15.  United States :  balance of payments, 1970-1972

(Billions of dollarsÿ seasonally adjusted)

It em 1970   1971

1971 quarters                  1972ÿ/ quarters

1972ÿ/  First Second  Third  Fourth  First  Second  Third Fourth

b!
Merchandise trade balance--.
Balance on current account.

Balance on long-term

capital account  .....
Balance on short-term

transactions c/  .....

Allocation of SDR  .....
Official reserve

transactions balance

2.16  -2.67 -6.82
0.36  -2.82 -7.98

-3.42  -6.46 -1.26

-7.64 -21.20 -1.76
0.87   0.72  0.71

-9.84 -29.77 -10.30

0.15 -0.89 -0.39 -1.53
0.20 -0.69 -0.77 -1.57

-1.62 -2.19 -2.44 -0.20

-4.18 -3.77 -8.90 -4.36
0.18  0.18  0.18  0.18

-5.42 -6.47 -11.93 -5.95

-1.83 -1.78 -1.53 -1o68
-2.29 -2.32 -1.77 -1.61

-1.42  o°66 -0o58  0.08

0.32  0.66 -2.51 -0.24
0.18  0.18  0.18  0.18

-3.22 -0°82 -4°67 -1.58
I
oh
g Settled by:

Official reserve assets,
net  ...........  2.48

Liabilities to foreign
official agencies  ....  7.36

2.35   .03    0.68  0.66  1.19 -0.19

27.42 10.27    4.74  5.81 10.74  6.14

0.43 -0.23 -0.06 -0.ii

2.79  1.05  4.73  1.69

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariatÿ
based on United States of Americaÿ Department of Commerceÿ Surve____ÿy of Current Business (Washington ÿ D.C.).

a/  Preliminary.

b/  Adjusted to balance of payments basisÿ excludes certain transactions by United States military
agencies.

/  Including errors and omissions.



Table 16. Developed market economies: international reserves,~/ 1970-1972

Change during quarters Reserves,
Reserves, end of period (millions of dollars) end of 1972,

Group MHlions as percentage
and Millions of dollars of SDR, 1971 1972 1973, of imports,

country 1970 1971 1972 1972 Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth First c.Lf., 1972

North America

Canada . 4,679 5,701 6,050 5,572 140 709 189 328 3 ~171 103 29
United States 14,487 13,190 13,150 12,112 -1,374 1,060 113 36 -122 -67 1,216 22

vJestern Europe

EEC 30,006 40,707 48,184 44,380 2,900 2,704 2,204 3,788 2,853 -1,368 11,266 40

-;;;elgium~.I. 2,850 3,479 3,878 3,572 228 50 202 171 196 -170 1,109 24
France . 4,960 8,253 10,015 9,224 1,655 943 216 929 621 -4 1,167 37
Germany, Federal

Republic of. 13,610 18,392 23,427 21,578 332 1,401 1,354 2,884 1,535 ~738 8,673 58
Italy 5,352 6,787 6,079 5,599 574 121 -133 -223 -17 -335 165 32
Netherlands 3,234 3,796 4,785 4,407 111 189 565 27 518 -121 1,301 31

other

Austria 1,751 2,343 2,719 2,504 352 112 27 116 452 ~219 228 52
Cyprus. 209 285 319 294 22 27 7 12 15 100
Denmark 484 722 797 734 -2 300 135 -71 -70 81 277 16
Finland 480 715 758 698 52 136 94 -4 47 -94 24

I Greece . 310 525 1,032 951 120 74 36 175 108 188 48.j::"'
-:) Iceland 54 70 84 77 5 -2 4 -3 12 1 36I

Ireland 697 995 1,126 1,037 95 97 68 -24 -54 141 53
Malta 158 198 275 -15 23 39 -5 14 29 157
Norway . 813 1,154 1,325 1,220 163 29 55 80 63 -27 44 30
Portugal 1,504 1,945 2,312 2,130 183 214 26 27 231 83 106
Spain 1,817 3,268 5,014 4,618 590 320 368 468 590 320 75
Sweden . 761 1,110 1,575 1,451 33 U2 225 59 8 173 540 20
Svlitzerland 5,132 6,966 7,488 6,897 1,466 417 -222 274 387 83 388 88
Turkey • 431 761 1,401 1,290 119 199 183 -84 274 267 93
United Kingdom 2,827 6,583 5,645 5,199 1,395 1,568 491 650 -1,635 -444 389 20

Southern hemisphere

Australia 1,693 3,316 6,141 5,656 287 475 564 698 774 789 119
New Zealand 126 315 578 532 36 18 122 122 21 -2 38
South Africa 1,012 711 1,290 1,188 -100 -43 133 225 169 52 32

Asia

Japan . 4,840 15,3t" 18,365 16,915 5,583 1,976 1,304 -820 645 1,876 -240 78

Total 74,271 106,940 125,628 U5,450 12,050 10,525 6,165 6,047 4,785 1,691 40

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund,
International Financial Statistics (Washington, D.C.), April1973.

~/ Including gold, positions in International Monetary Fund, and foreign exchange.

~/ Including Luxembourg holdings of SDR.



Table 17. Developed market economies: international reserves, by type, 1970~1972

(Billions of dollars)

Type of reserve
Reserves , ~nd of period

1970 1971 1972

Changes during quarters
1971 1912

Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

Gold .
SDR .
Reserve position in IMF
Foreign exchange .

Total, above

Foreign exchange:

Australia
Belgium
Canada
France .
Germany, Federal

Republic of
Japan
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden ..
Switzerland

Total, above

United Kingdom
United States

Other developed market
economies . .

33.8
2.6
6.7

31.2

74.3

1.1
0.8
3.0
1.3

8.5
3.2
0.8
1.2
0.4
2.4

22.6

1.2
0.6

6.7

35.5
5.4
5.9

60.1

106.9

2.7
0.7
4.1
3.6

12.3
13.8

0.4
2.5
0.7
3.8

44.6

5.1
0.3

10.2

125.6

5.4
1.1
4.4
5.1

16.8
16.5
1.4
4.2
1.1
4.3

60.4

4.1
0.2

12.0

~0.2

0.0
~0.6

12.8

12.0

0.3
0.1
0.3
1.3

0.3
5.7

~O.l

0.6
0.0
1.4

1.6

2.7
0.5
0.6
6.7

10.5

0.4
-0.1

0.5
0.5

0.9
1.8

-0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2

4.5

1.4
0.0

0,8

6.2

0.5
0.1
0.0
0.0

1.1
1.1
0.5
0.3
0.2

-0.2

3.6

0.2
-0.1

0.4

0.1
-0.4

0.1
6.3

6.0

0.7
0.3
0.4
1.0

3.0
-0.8

0.1
0.5
0.0
0.3

5.5

0.3
0.2

0.3

0.1
0.4

-0.3
4.7

4.8

0.8
0.2
0.0
0.5

1.1
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.0
0.4

4.7

-1.0
~O.l

1.1

0.1
0.0
0.1
1.5

1.7

0.8
-0.2
~0.2

-0.0

-0.8
1.8

-0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1

2.0

-0.5
-0.1

0.1

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies 01" the United Nations Secretariat,
based on International Monetary Fund. TnterD~+ivl1al FiDRncial Statistics (Washington, D.C.), April 1973.



Chapter III

RECENT TRENDS IN THE CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the centrally planned economies of
Eastern Europe showed important advances during the year under review°  Howeverÿ the

economic performance of the group in 1972 was strongly influenced by the outcome
of the agricultural season whichÿ in the countries of Eastern Europeÿ contributed
to a generally very satisfactory record but in the Soviet Union impeded production
growth and necessitated large-scale grain imports with a significant impact on
world mÿrÿets°

In the majority oIÿ thÿ countries of the area the directives for the medium-
term plans for the first half of the 1970s are characterized by a greater emphasis
on qualitative achievements - an aspect whiehÿ despite frequent appealsÿ has not
enjoyed full priority in the past°  Following this chamge in attitudeÿ the plans
of these countries generally gave more attention to closer adaptation of output to
the requirements of domestic and foreign marketsÿ to cost reductionsÿ to more
efficient use of resources andÿ increasinglyÿ to a concern over factor

productivity°  A new concern was juxtaposed to these policies in 1972:  the
attainment or preservation of over-all domestic equilibrium°   Increasing importance
was assigned to the task of balancing the growth of demand and supply - especially
in the consumer sectors - and of achieving a more harmonious development for all

sectors of the economy°

Although decisive effects can be expected only in the lonÿ runÿ since the newly
formulated objectives seem to require extensive changes in planning and management
methodsÿ these bolder attitudes in the field of development strategyÿ together
with some shifts of emphasis in economic thinkingÿ produced a number of positive
results even during the implementation of the 1972 plans in several countries of
the area°

In the sphere of productionÿ groÿ^ÿh rates were somewhat above those prevailing
in the 1960s in most of the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europeÿ though
not in the Soviet Union°  While the performance of individual sectors varied from
country to countryÿ the main contribution to the expansion of the national income
came in all cases from the increase of industrial output.  A salient feature of
industrial development in 1972 was a general narrowing of the gap between the groÿh
rates of producer and consumer goods°  In contrast with the uniformly satisfactory
performance of the industrial sectorÿ agricultural production showed a diversified
pattern.

There is ample evidence thatÿ induced by these developmentsÿ the drive to
improve the technical basis of agriculture continues to gain momentum. There appears
also to be a growing awareness that technical measures need to be supported by
an improved system of incentives if the performance of the agricultural sector is
to be strengthened significantly°
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With respect to the pattern of final useÿ recent trends have varied widely°
Howeverÿ in several countries the shift towards consumption indicated by the annual
plans was only partially maintained durinÿ their implementationÿ and the share of
accumulation in national income seems to have increased in most countries°

Production and use of resources

The growth of aggregate output in the USSR and the Eastern European centrally
planned economiesÿ whichÿ in national income termsÿ amounted to about 5 per cent
in 1972ÿ was disappointing primarily owing to the severe crop  setback in the Soviet
Union°  This was caused by exceptionally unfavourable weather conditions and it
retarded the development of the non-agricultural branches of the Soviet economyÿ
resulting in a growth rate of only 4 per cent in the national income.

The production performance of the countries of Fastern Europeÿ by contrastÿ
was considerably more satisfactory.  The growth rate of national income was well
in excess of the growth targets under both the annual and the five-year plans.
Even though the expansion rate for the group was identical with that attained in
1971ÿ it reflects an improved performance since it was achieved without the aid
of ÿrecoveryw effects in the agricultural sphere of some countries which had raised
the aggregate output growth measure for that year°  Accelerated growth rates of
national income (as compared with the performance of the previous year) were
achieved by Czechoslovakiaÿ the German Democratic Republic and Poland (for the third
year in a row)ÿ while in Bulgaria the growth rate was the same as in the previous
yearÿ and in Hungary and Romaniaÿ where the 1971 growth rates had reflected the
recovery from the severe agricultural downturns in 1970ÿ national income growth
decelerated by a few percentage points (table 22)°

Table 18.
a!

Eastern Europe and USSR:   groÿh of national incomeÿ--
actual and plannedÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

Country or           Average annual rate
country group

1966-1970ÿ 1971-1972ÿ 1971-1975ÿ
actual      actual    planned

Change from preceding years

1971,      1972     1973ÿ
actual Planned Actual planned

Eastern Europe   6.5         7.3       6°7°°7.0      7°3      6.6    7.3      7°9

USSR  .....  7.1       4,8       6o8      5.6    6o2   4.0    6.0

Eastern Europe
and USSR      7.0       5.4     6°7-6.8    6°0    6.3   4.9    6.6

Source:  Table 22.

a/  National income produced (net material product obtained as the sum of
net va--lue added in the sectors of material production)ÿ except for the USSR where
this measure is not available and the reference is to national income distributed
(the sum of final domestic uses of net material product).  The two concepts differ
mainly by the foreign balance.
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Industrial production

Gross industrial output grew more slowly in 1972 than in 1971 under the impact
of the deceleration in the Soviet Unionÿ whereas in Eastern Europe it acceleratedÿ
all countries exceeding their industrial growth targets and all but Bulgaria and
Czechoslovakia bettering their 1971 growth performance°  In the Soviet Unionÿ the
slowdown caused by the shortage of agricultural raw materials for the food and
light industries affected mainly the production of consumer goods (group VVBÿT)ÿ which
increased by 6 per cent - as against a planned rate of 7ol per cent - while the
output of ÿroducer goods (group ÿVAVV) was augmented at the planned rate
(6.8 per cent).  The agricultural setback thus compelled the abandonmentÿ at least
temporarilyÿ in the plan for 1973ÿ of the original intention to accelerate the growth
of consumer goods production beyond that of producer goods output.

The growth of industrial output was accompanied by continued improvement in the
composition of industrial productiomÿ as evidenced by the rising share in total
output of industries which are among the main carriers of technological progressÿ
such as electrical powerÿ metallurgyÿ machine-buildingÿ chemicals and petrochemicals.
Thusÿ in Bulgariaÿ about 60 per cent of the total increment in 1972 industrial output
was attained by enterprises of these branches (excluding electrical power)ÿ and
their share in the gross industrial output rose from 36.7 per cent in 1971 to
38°4 per cent in 1972.  In Czechoslovakiaÿ three branches D rubber and plasticsÿ
other chemicalsÿ and machine-building - contributed about one half of the increment
in total industrial output.  In the CMEA countries jointlyÿ the 1972 increment in
chemical industry output was about i0 per centÿ in this branchÿ production of
mineral fertilizers increased by approximately 7 per centÿ plastics and synthetic
resins by 9.5 per centÿ and chemical fibres by 9 per cent. i_/

In a number of countriesÿ producer goods showed a higher growth rate than
consumer goods.  Howeverÿ in Hungary in recent years and in Poland in 1972 - for

Table 19.  Eastern Europe and USSRÿ  growth of industrial gross outputÿ
actual and plannedÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

Country or
country group

Average annual rate

1966-1970, 1971-1972ÿ 1971-1975ÿ
actual      actual    planned

Change from preceding year

1971ÿ       1972     1973ÿ
actual Planned Actual planned

Eastern Europe        7.9         7.9      7.5-7°8        7.6     6°8    8°2     8.6

USSR  ......  8.5       7.1       8.0       7.7    6.9   6°5    5°8

Eastern Europe
and USSR          8.3       7.3     7.9-8.0      7.7    6.9   7°0    6.6

Source:  Table 23.

i_/  Informatsia o deiatel'nosti Soveta Ekonomicheskoi VzaimoDomoshchi v 1972ÿo
(Moscow)ÿ March 1973, p. 2.
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the first time since the late 1950s ~ the output of consumer goods grew more rapidly
than that of producer goods. In the case of Poland, this reflects a reversal of
priorities which apparently is to be a continuing feature of the new economic policy,
at least in the short run, as the same relationship prevails in the growth targets
for 1973. Since the Polish five-year plan targets accepted last year had envisaged
a slight growth advantage for the producer goods sector over the period as a whole,
the entire development strategy may be under reconsideration.

In Eastern Europe and the USSR, about three quarters of the increments in
industrial output came from increases in labour productivity. The apparent rates
of increase in industrial labour productivity, as measured by the ratio of output
to employment growth rates, were higher than in 1971 in all countries of the region
except Czechoslovakia and the USSR (table 25).

The over-all increase in industrial employment in 1972 of about 1.6 per cent
was slightly higher than in 1971 (1.5 per cent), and - in all countries except
Hungary and Czechoslovakia - higher than planned. Hungary was again the only
country of the region in which the increase in gross output was obtained with a
reduced level of employment. Manpower shortages caused some difficulties in
individual industrial branches in Czechoslovakia and the USSR.

Agricultural production

~lliile the gross agricultural output of the region as a whole declined in
1972, the countries of Eastern Europe achieved very good results in this sector.
Almost all of the Eastern European countries registered record grain harvests as
well as very high output levels in other crops. Good results were generally
achieved also in animal husbandry, with particularly impressive increases in the
German Democratic Republic, Poland and Romania. In Poland, for example, cattle and
pig herds, which after remaining constant in size through most of the last five
year plan period, had declined in the wake of the poor 1969-1970 harvests,
increased considerably (cattle, 2.3 per cent, pigs, 13.8 per cent), and meat
production after three years of stagnation, reached a record level of 2.3 million
tons (13.7 per cent increase). Since, encouraged by increases in purchase prices,
most of the production increments went into the marketable share, state procurements
of some livestock products showed even more dramatic increases (meats, 21.0 per cent;
milk, 20.9 per cent).

Table 20. Eastern Europe and USSR: growth of
agricultural output, 1971-1973

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Country or country group

Eastern Europe

USSR . . . . .

Eastern Europe and USSR

1971, 1972 1973 ,
actual Planned Actual planned

5.4 7.1 7.1 5.6

1.1 -4.6 12.6

2.6 -0.8 10.4

Source: Table 24.
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Soviet agricultural output suffered from the impact of an extraordinary
combimation of unfavourable climatic conditionsÿ in which a cold and snowless winter
was succeeded by an unprecedented drought in a considerable part of the country.
Plantings of grains and other crops (especially potatoes and vegetables) were
killed in large areas of the European part of the USSR which has the most fertile
soils of the country (Ukraineÿ northern Caucasusÿ Volga basin)°   Im spite of the
resulting decrease in gross agricultural outputÿ the 1972 production level was
4°2 per cent higher than the average annual output during 1966-1970o  Separate data
for crop and livestock sectors are not yet availableÿ but incomplete data on
individual items indicate that the output of livestock products remained roughly
at the level of the preceding year while that of the crop sector fell by some
8 per cent.

The gross grain harvest in the Soviet Union totalled 168 million tonsÿ somewhat
above the 1966-1970 average but about 13 million tons below the output of 1971o
State procurements amounted to 60 million tonsÿ which met the minimum level fixed
in the state plan but could not fully satisfy domestic requirements°  To meet
consumer needs and fodder Tÿotas for the maintenance of animal herdsÿ some
20 million tons were purchased in foreign markets.

According to Soviet calculationsÿ the USSR would have harvested only about
90 million tons of grain from the current crop area if the severe 1972 weather
conditions had occurred while the 1955 level of agricultural technology was still
prevailing° 2/

Yields of potatoes and vegetables were belo-ÿ those of 1971 and below the
average for the 1966-1970 periodÿ as the drought had inflicted substantial damage
on these cropsÿ but state procurements were approximately similar to those of
1971o  Despite the unfavourable weather comditionsÿ production of industrial crops
was rather goodÿ  the cotton crop was the largest in Soviet history (7°3 million
tons) and topped the 1971-1975 plan target by more than 8 per centÿ the production
of sugar-beet (75°7 million tons) was also higher than in the preceding year°

Planned production

In most of the countries of the regionÿ the 1973 plans of production envisage
an acceleration of economic growth°  This is reflected in an increase in the
aggregate rate of planned natiomal income growth for the region as a whole to
6.5 per cent (as against the 4°9 per cent increase in 1972)ÿ composed of a modest
acceleration in the countries of Eastern Europe jointly and a much greater
forceful step-up in the Soviet Union°

Most of the Eastern European countries plan to accelerate the growth rates of
industrial production°  The exceptions are Czechoslovakia and Polandÿ where
slightly lower rates are plannedÿ though thereÿ tooÿ the targets are higher than
the planned growth targets of 1972.  In the USSRÿ industrial output is planned to

2/  In this senseÿ Lo Brezhnevÿ Secretary-General of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Unionÿ in his report on the fiftieth anniversary of the Soviet Unionÿ
considered the amount actually harvested in 1972 evidence of considerable
achievementÿ a result of the assistance given the development of agriculture by
the other branches of the national economy (Pravda (Moscow)ÿ 22 December 1972)o
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increase by 5°8 per centÿ which is somewhat lower than both last yearÿs groÿh and
the five-year plan target for 1973.  This reduction reflects delays in the
commissioning of new production capacities in the ferrous metallurgyÿ chemicaiÿ oil-
processingÿ gas and light industriesÿ as well as shortages of various agricultural
raw materials.  In most of the countriesÿ accelerated development is envisaged for
such industries as chemicalsÿ engineeringÿ electric power and oil.

After the good agricultural year of 1972ÿ the German Democratic Republicÿ
Hungary and Poland are planning rather modest growth rates for agricultureÿ while
other countries of the region envisage accelerated growth rates of agricultural
production.  In the USSRÿ gross agricultural output should be increased by
12o6 per cent as compared with 1972.  The grain crop is to be 197.4 million tonsÿ
17o5 per cent more than in 1972.  The Soviet 1973 plan envisages a large increase
in the flow of resources into agriculture.

At the beginning of the third year of the current medium-term planning
periodÿ all the Eastern European countries except Bulgaria appear well on the
way towards satisfying the output targets of their five-year plans and some
countriesÿ notably Poland and Romaniaÿ have felt able to raise these targets in the
wake of exceptionally strong output performance.  In the USSRÿ which has fallen
somewhat behindÿ the implementation of the 1973 plan targets will become decisive
for the fulfilment of the ninth five-year plan of that country.

Use    of   resources

During the period under reviewÿ most countries in the region improved the
balance between the production and the final use of available resources°  Notable
exceptions were the Soviet Union and Poland.  In the formerÿ owing to the poor
performance of agricultureÿ the reduced growth rate of national income produced
could not meet the growing requirements for consumption and fixed investment.  The
resulting imbalance was covered by a deficit in foreign trade and the running down
of stocks (mostly of agricultural products).  In Polandÿ by contrastÿ a similar
discrepancy between production and utilization was intentional and was coveredÿ as
plannedÿ by a considerable foreign trade deficit°

As regards the shares of consumption and accumulation in national incomeÿ in
the majority of countries a shift in favour of the latter seems to have taken
place°  While data on the structure of final use are not yet availableÿ the rate
of growth of the main component of accumulationÿ gross fixed investmentÿ was
relatively high in most countriesÿ and exceptionally high in Poland.  The investment
targets for 1972 were over-fulfilled everywhere with the exception of Hungary and
Romania°  Howeverÿ in the German Democratic Republicÿ this indicator was quite
lowÿ as planned.  In Hungaryÿ a slight reduction of investment expenditures
contributed to the elimination of the imbalance that had developed in that
country in 1970-1971o

Simultaneously with the high growth rates in investmemtÿ the problem of
discrepancy between fixed investment outlaysÿ on the one handÿ and the completion
and commissioning of new productive cÿpacitiesÿ on the otherÿ seems to have
persistedÿ causing the freezing of a considerable volume of resources in
unfinished projects.  This was the case especially in Hungaryÿ Czechoslovakia and
the Soviet Union°
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During the first two years of the current mediÿmoÿerm plan period (1971-1975)ÿ
the growth rate of investment expenditures was above the average annual targets
of the five-year plans in Czechoslovakiaÿ Polandÿ Romania and the Soviet Unionÿ
slightly below the planned average in Bulgaria and Hungaryÿ 3/ and substantially
below in the German Democratic Republic°

The investment plans for 1973 show that all those countries which ÿovershotÿv
their investment outlay targets during the previous two years - Czechoslovakiaÿ
Polandÿ Romania and the Soviet Union - intend to slow down the rate of growth of
fixed investments.  In Polandÿ in spite of the lowering of this rateÿ the growth
will still be higher than the average under the 1971-1975 plan.  The most striking
decrease in the growth rate of investment should take place in the Soviet Unionÿ
where the planned rate (2°3 per cent) is only about one third of the annual average
implicit in the 1971-1975 plan.  At the same timeÿ howeverÿ investment in Soviet
agriculture is to be stepped up very considerably (by 11o7 per cent for state
investment).  In Bulgariaÿ where the growth rate of fixed investment in 1971-1972
lagged considerably behind the planned average of the current medium-term planÿ the
1973 outlays for investment are to remain at about the 1972 level°  This reflects
the shift in favour of consumptionÿ in line with the decisions of the 1972
December Plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Bulgaria which
stressed the task of raising living standards.  In Hungaryÿ 1973 will see only a
slight step-up in investment  though the absolute level of investment should be
somewhat higher than envisaged in the current five-year plan.  The German Democratic
Republicÿ which during 1971ÿ1972 had fallen very much into arrears in comparison
with the fire-year plan targetÿ foresees a large increase in fixed investment
outlays andÿ at the same timeÿ a considerable shift in favour of consumer goods
branchesÿ as shown by the fact that investment in light industry and the foodÿ
processing industry will increase by 63 and 37 per centÿ respectivelyÿ as compared
with 1971.

As regards the development of consumptionÿ in those countries for which data
are currently available (Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ Hungary and Poland)ÿ the results
seem to be generally satisfaetoryÿ the rates of increase ranging from 3.5 to
9 per cent in 1972o  The highest growth rate was achieved by Polandÿ in accordance
with the policy changes introduced at the turn of 1970ÿ1971o  The 9 per cent rate
was considerably higher not only than the planned one but also than that achieved
in the previous year and higher than the average envisaged in the current fiveÿ
year plan.  Hungary had the lowest groÿh rate among the fourÿ it was somewhat
less than planned.

The improvement in living standards can be characterized by the only indicator
so far available for all countries of the regionÿ the change in retail trade
turnover.  This shows generally high groÿh rates ranging from 3.1 to 12o6 per centÿ
with Poland at the high and Hungary at the low end of the listo  With respect to
the formerÿ howeverÿ it should be noted that owing to the overwhelmingly private
character of Polish agricultureÿ the retail trade figure includes a considerable
share (much higher than in the other countries) of sales of agricultural inputs

3/  In the case of Hungaryÿ the comparison between planned and actual growth
rate is deeeptiveÿ because in the base year (1970) the level of investment realized
was actually considerably higher than assumed at the time of the establishment
of the targets for the 1971-1975 period.
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and buÿ!ding materialsÿ in addition to sales of consumption goods°  The plan for
retail trade turnover was over-fulfilled not only in Poland but in the German
Democratic Republic and Bulgaria as wello  Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union seem
to have been exactly on targetÿ while Hungary lagged behind the plano

Per capita real incomes showed somewhat lower rates of growth and remained
behind the planned target in Bulgariaÿ Hungary and Romaniaÿ and also in the Soviet
Unionÿ where this was clearly connected with the poor agricultural performance°
From these incomplete data and from other indicators such as changes in real
wages (see table 27)ÿ the conclusion might be drawn that in the majority of
countries in the region (including the USSR)ÿ the rate of improvement in living
standards slowed down somewhat.   In the two countries which achieved the best
resultsÿ Poland and Czechoslovakiaÿ some imbalance seems to have developed between
the increase in money income and the available supplies of consumer goods°  The
resulting inflationary pressureÿ howeverÿ was reflected not in an increase in
prices but in a greater increase in the amount of money flowing into savings
accounts.

Looking at the first two years of the current five-year plan periodÿ the
results in the field of raising living standards were generally in line with the
averages implicit in the plans.  Poland and Czechoslovakia performed better than
plannedÿ while the Soviet Union was lagging somewhat %ehind the planned target°

The targets in the 1973 plans in respect of consumption and living standards
in general seem as a rule to involve an improvement on the 1972 performanceÿ even
in Polandÿ the country of the highest performance during 1971-1972o   If the Polish
plan is fulfi!ledÿ the level of real wages in 1973 will be higher than that
originally planned for 1975.  A noticeable acceleration in comparison with 1972
results is planned in Bulgariaÿ a consequence of the decisions of the 1972 Central
Committee Plenum°   In Hungaryÿ one of the means of bringing about a similar change
and simultaneously of eliminating certain discrepancies in income levels which had
developed in recent years is a nominal wage increase for industrial workers of
6 to 12 per centÿ which took effect on I March 1973o  In the Soviet Unionÿ the
plan for 1973 envisages an increase in per capita real income higher than that
achieved in 1972ÿ while the increase in retail trade turnover should be less than
in the previous year.  The seemingly paradoxical behaviour of these two indicators
might be explained by the fact that the consequences of the bad 1972 harvest will
be strongly fe]± in the retail trade in 1973ÿ affecting above all the sales of
food productsÿ while a normal agricultural year such as is expected in 1973 will
greatly increase the income of the agricultural sector of the population and thus
the general level as wello

Foreign trade

The foreign trade of the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Unionÿ expressed as trade value measured in terms of special drawing
rights (SDR) or V'transferable roublesÿ the accounting unit of CMEAÿ grew at
an exceptionally rapid pace in 1972ÿ substantially above the planned ratesÿ the
growth experience of the recent past (excluding the abnormal trade spurt in 1970)
and of the last quinquenniumÿ and apparently also above the expansion rate of
non-socialist world trade (though roughly at the same pace as trade of the
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developed market economies)° 4/  While information on price and quantum changes is
lacking ÿ it can be assumedÿ in view of the preponderant weight of intra-CHEA trade
in the foreign transactions of the group9 which is conducted at relatively fixed
pricesÿ that the share of value growth accounted for by imflation is significantly
less tham in the rest of the world markets°

Table 21o  Eastern Europe and USSR:  growth of
foreign trade value9 1966-1975

Country or
country group

Average   annual   rates
!966-!970ÿ 1971-19759 1971-1972

actual    planned     actual

Pereeÿntage change from
precedin& year

19719   19729 actual    1973ÿ
actual  SDR  current   planned

dollars

Eastern Europe
Exports             9°0
Imports             9°7

( 11.6    i0o0  13o5  23°2
9.0

(  9o8     9o6  !0.0  19 °4
13 o2

USSR
Exports o           9°4
Imports             7°8

(4.9     7.9   2°5  11.3
5,9-6.2  (11o5     6°3  18o4  28°6 7.9

Eastern Europe
and USSR
Exports          9ol )     8°9    (  8°9     9ol   9°0  18o3 )   iioi
Imports °         9.0 )             ( 10o4     8°3   13ol   22°8 )

Source:  Data in table 28.  The 1972 growth rate is shown both in terms of
IMF special drawing rights (SDR) 9 which corresponds to an aggregation in terms of
oldÿ; dollars or roubles9 and - to secure comparability with other United Nations

foreign trade series - in terms of current dollars at the official exchange rates
of 1971 and 1972o  The latter measure thus reflects the dollar devaluation of
December 1971o

4/  See table 21 in the present chapter and tables 5 and 6 in chapter Io
Because of the large share of intra-CMEA trade which is performed at unchanged
exchange rates9 and to ensure a modicum of comparability with -the historical data
shown in this and earlier Surveys9 it was considered preferable to express growth
rates of current trade values here in terms of an unchanged value mumÿraire9 as is

the reporting practice of the socialist countries.  Howeverÿ for comparisons with
the trade value changes of non-socialist countries expressed elsewhere in this
Survey in terms of current dollars9 am adjustment (shown in table 21) to reflect
the dollar devaluation is requiredÿ orÿ conversely9 the 1972 aggregate trade value
of non-socialist countries has to be expressed in terms of SDR (or "old" dollars)
which would reduce its growth rates (exports9 17o6 per centÿ importsÿ 16o9 per cent9
as shown in tables 5 and 6) to roughly 8°3 per cent for exportsÿ and 7°7 per cent
for imports.
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In the Eastern European countriesÿ the export performance was especially strong
with a growth rate exceeding both past performance and that of imports°   By
contrastÿ Soviet export growth lagged far behind the long-run trend while imports
expanded at an unprecedented rate°  The slower (though still substantial) import
expansion of the Eastern European group reflectsÿ in partÿ severe constraints
imposed by Hungary (after the preceding yearÿs record trade deficit) which resulted
in a 3 per cent import contraction°  Export drivesÿ aided by favourable price
developmentsÿ especially in agricultural goodsÿ 5/ were particularly successful in
Hungary (21 per cent growth) and Poland (17 per cent)°

Information on the geographica! distribution of foreign trade is at the moment
available only for the Soviet Union and four of the Eastern EUropean socialist
countries (Bulgariaÿ Czechoslovakiaÿ Hungary and Poland)° 6/  As in past yearsÿ
trade among centrally planned economies took the largest share of the socialist
countriesÿ foreign trade - about two thirds in the case of the Eastern European
countries and a somewhat smaller proportion in the Soviet Union°  The aggregate
growth rates of this intra-trade conceal disparate but compensatory developments
in the Eastern European countries (exportsÿ 16 per cent; importsÿ 8 per cent) and
the U$SR (exportsÿ 2 per cent; importsÿ 13 per cent) which can probably be
attributed to sharp reductions in Soviet agricultural exports to other socialist
countries.

Exports to trade partners outside the ÿroup expanded more slowly than total
exports in Eastern Europe and at about the same rate in the Soviet Unionÿ while
imports from the outside increased much more rapidly than total imports im both
cases°  The bulk of this trade expansion with outside partners came in exchanges
with the developed market economiesÿ whereas trade with the developing countries
in 1972 grew at much slower rates and significantly below the long-run trends°
This deceleration is especially noticeable in imports from the developing countriesÿ
which were slightly below the preceding yearÿs level in the USSR and grew by less
than 5 per cent in the Eastern European countries for which data are availableÿ

5/  In Polandÿ where the value of agricultural and food industry exports
increased by 36 per centÿ most available physical series (primari!ÿ° of livestock
products) showed relatively small if any increases; a similar observation can be
made in the case of Hungary°  In both countries agricultural exports constitute an
important part of trade with the developed market economies°  It should be notedÿ
howeverÿ that in both cases the increment in absolute value was far greater for
manufactured and semiÿmanufactured exports than for goods of agricultural origin°

6J Selected Eastern European centrally planned economies and USSR:
growth of foreign trade value by regionÿ 1972

(Percentage)

Exports       Imports

Total  ................  8°2

Centrally planned economies  .....  9°3

Developed market economies  ....  7°4
Developing economies  .......  6o6

13 o8
12 o7
22 o2
1o2

Source:  Country data in table 28°  Czechoslovak growth rates by regional
groups are for ii months onlyo
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but also affected the growth of exports, especially in Eastern Europe
(2.4 per cent growth)ÿ while Soviet exports (8.2 per cent), though significantly
below the trend, appear to have been much less affected by the general slowdown
in the USSR exports than its trade in other directions° 7--/  The devaluation by
most developing countries, which will have made imports from the centrally planned
economies more expensiveÿ and - in Eastern Europe - the good agricultural

performance which might have kept down the demand for food imports that still
constitute a large component of the imports from developing countries, may supply
a partial explanation for this lagging developmentÿ though it should be noted that
an analysis of growth rates in trade with individual developed market economy
partners offers little support for the hypothesis that devaluations have affected
short-term growth rates to any significant extent.

The future growth of trade between centrally planned and developing economiesÿ
which in the past few years has lagged behind past expansion ratesÿ 8_/  should
be spurred by the April 1973 decision of the CMEA's International Investment
Bank to create a special fund for the financing of economic and technical aid to
developing countries.   This is eventually to contain the equivalent of
i billion roubles ($1o2 billion) in transferable roubles and convertible
currencies, and is to start operations with a first contribution by the Bank's
member countries of i00 million roubles at the beginning of 1974.

In trade with developed market economiesÿ exports of the Eastern European
centrally planned economies grew by 16 per cent, much above the trend and at the
same pace as intra-trade exports (though probably somewhat slower in real termsÿ
since the intra-trade growth rate is likely to be much closer to a quantum rate
than the growth rate for trade in external markets), while Soviet exports
contracted by 2 per ceÿto  Imports from the industrial market economies showed
higher growth rates than total imports both in the USSR (22 per cent) and in the
four Eastern European countries (15 per cent), with a particularly rapid expansion
pace in Poland (47.5 per cent).   The most spectacular advances occurred in Polish
ilaports from the Federal Republic of Germany and France (which almost doubled in
each case) and from Japan (which more than doubled)ÿ and in Soviet trade with the
United States of America (which almost trebled), making that country the Soviet
Union's sixth largest non-socialist trade partner (after the Federal Republic of
Germanyÿ Japan, Finlandÿ the United Kingdom and France).   The bulk of the immediate

7_/  The estimate of Soviet export growth to developing countries is somewhat
uncertainas it is strongly influenced by the allocation of an unexplained
residual in Soviet export dataÿ if this residual is ignoredÿ USSR exports to
developing economies decreased by 3.8 per cent in 1972o

8/__Cf°   rÿCentrally planned economies and the International Development
Strategy"ÿ Implementation of the International Development Strategy:  Papers for
the First Over-all Review and Appraisal of Progress during the Second United
Nations Development Decade, vol. II (United Nations publication, Sales No.:
E°73.11°A.3.
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Soviet-United States trade spurtÿ howeverÿ may turn out to be somewhat ephemera!ÿ
as it was caused by the short-run exigencies of the Soviet crop calamity which
induced large purchases of United Statesÿ grains and other crop products in
1972o 9/  Neverthelessÿ trade volume is scheduled to increase significantly under
the provisions of the Soviet=United States trade agreements negotiated last year°
Several important transactions have recently been reported in the industrial
sphere°  A similar effect may be expected from the settlement of outstanding issues
in 1972 and early 1973 between the United Statesÿ Poland and Hungaryÿ and the
negotiations in process or concluded between the Federal Republic of Germany and
several Eastern European centrally planned economieso  Easier access for the
socialist countries to Western financial markets and their increasing willingness
to utilize foreign credit resourcesÿ I0/  the recent opening of several Eastern
European countries to joint=venture investment arrangementsÿ i_ÿi/  and the probable
impending removal of a number of trade impediments and equalization of market entry
conditions (such as the admission of Hungary and the Soviet Union to most favoured
nation status in the United States)ÿ should all serve to expand the scope of
trading possibilities between developed market economies and the centrally planned
economies in the near future°

The commodity trade balances of the group for 1972 show a mixed pictureÿ with
surpluses in most of the Eastern European countries more than offset by large
deficits in the Soviet Union and. Poland°   The group probably incurred a net deficit
with developed market economies on commodity account of close to $2 billionÿ very
much larger than in any preceding year° 12/

9/  According to United States dataÿ about $440 million (or roughly
80 per cent) of total 1972 United States exports to the Soviet Union is accounted
for by deliveries of agricultural productsÿ primarily wheatÿ corn and soyoobeans (The
New York Timesÿ  9 February 1973ÿ and Rynki Zagraniczne (Warsaw)ÿ 24 March 1973)o
Total United States exports to the Soviet Union are reported to have increased from
$161 million to $547 millionÿ while United States imports from the Soviet Union grew
from $57 million to $95 million°   Soviet data differ slightlyÿ probably due to
differences in the timing of the shipments and deliveries°

i0/  During the period under reviewÿ United States trade with Poland and the
USSR was made eligible for Export-lmÿort Bank credits and credit guaranteesÿ
several socialist countries and one of their common institutionsÿ the CMEA
International Investment Bankÿ took up loans or floated bonds in European credit
marketsÿ and the network of financial institutions easing trade flows was further
extended with the establishment of new Hungarianÿ Polish and Romanian trading banks
in Western European centres and the opening of officesÿ mainly in Moscowÿ by several
Western banks°

lÿl/  Romania and Hungary now have operative regulations for joint-venture
enterprises with a minimum of 51 per cent participation of the Eastern European
partnerÿ and Poland was reported (during the trade negotiations with the United
States) to be contemplating a similar arrangement°

12/  The joint Sovietÿ Bulgarianÿ Hungarian and Polish passive balance with
industrial market economies amounted to $1o6 bi!lionÿ and negative balances are
likely to have been incurred also by the German Democratic Republic and Romania°
On the basis of data for the first II monthsÿ Czechoslovakia seems to have run a
small surplus with developed market economies°
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The USSR incurred an over-a!l deficit in 1972 of almost $690 millionÿ the
first since 1964ÿ composed of negative balances with other centrally planned
economies ($774 million) and developed market economies ($iÿ205 million) which
were not fully offset by a large surplus with developing countries ($iÿ293 million)°

!n Eastern Europeÿ most over-all trade balances were active by virtue of the
strong export performance andÿ in some casesÿ deliberate efforts to restrain
imports after deficits in previous years°   ÿcceptions were Romaniaÿ which ran a
small deficit on visible accountÿ and Poland with a record deficit of some
$400 millionÿ the bulk of which was incurred in transactions with developed market
economiesÿ in contrast to last year when Poland ran a surplus with non-socialist
trade partners and a very large deficit with the socialist countries°   The Polish
passive balanceÿ howeverÿ was in accordance with the plannersÿ intentions and
reflects the new willingness to utilize foreign borrowings to supplement the
country's resources in both the investment and cons1ÿption spheresÿ an even larger

deficitÿ of an estimated $800 mil!iomÿ appears to be anticipated for 1973o
Traditional over-al! commodity account surpluses were attained in the German
Democratic Republic ($360 million)ÿ Czechoslovakia ($230 million - perhaps against
intentionsÿ as the planned rate of import expansion was not realized)ÿ and also
in Bulgaria ($60 million)°

!n all countries of the group the rsÿe of expansion of the foreign trade sector
over the first two years of the i971ÿ1975 fire-year plan period exceeded the target
growth rates set in the medium-term planÿ which had appeared to indicate an
intended deceleration of trade growth compared with the preceding decade°  Rather
than slowing downÿ trade gÿowth has accelerated ÿ at least in value terms ÿ and
should continue to do so if the targets of the annual plan for 1973 are to be
achieved°

International coÿoperation policies

The activities of the centrally planned economies seem to reflect increasing
recognition of the importance of international coÿoperation as a major tool for
raising the efficiency of industrial production through the infusion of modern
technology and for expanding commodity exchange through wider use of comparative
cost principles°

The cautious attempt to streamline and improve all available channels of
international partnership was highlighted during the twentyÿsixth session of the
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance in July 1972 when Cuba became the first
Latin American amd first developing country to join the organization°  At the same
timeÿ the list of countries to which some CMEA member States have granted
preferential treatment was expandedÿ while draft agreements were signed with
Finlandÿ Chile and Iraq for the development of multilateral coÿoperaÿion im the
broad fields of productionÿ tradeÿ science and techno!ogyo

Even if it is not expected that these and other countries will actually join
CMEA in the short runÿ broader international coÿoperation on the part of socialist
countries members of the organization will probably ensue under the momentum gained



in 1971 when the Councilÿs Comprehensive Programme was approvedoIB!  With its
several platforms of actionÿ complete with specification of targetsÿ identification
of intermediate steps and related time-tablesÿ the Comprehensive Programme remains
the basic guideline for the centrally planned economiesÿ activities in the field.
Within its frameworkÿ the issues of plan co-ordination and of currency problems
received wide attention during 1972o

The establishment of suitable machinery for more effective co-ordination of
the next round of five-year plans (1976-1980) has been successfully
implemented, iÿ4/  The degree of harmonization to be reached in most productive
sectors seems to have substantially increased since the second half of the 1960sÿ
the last time this exercise was undertaken.  Though no specific targets have been
set as yetÿ the crucial questionsÿ especially those concerning the specialization
agreements in productionÿ have been identifiedÿ and more talks on these matters
may be on the agenda of the forthcoming twentyÿseventh session of the Council.

At the same timeÿ a serious investigation of policies for the improvement of
the CMEA monetary system was carried out by the CouncilWs organÿ in an effort to
implement one of the key provisions of the Comprehensive Programme which specified
the obligation of working out before the end of 1973 all the necessary conditions
and procedures to transform the CMEA collective currencyÿ the transferable roubleÿ
into a commonly accepted tender of payment and means of reserve accumulation among
the member countries°  In this areaÿ howeverÿ no palpable progress appears to have
been achievedÿ in spite of the recognition that the multilateralization of payments
among the member States would greatly enhance the further expansion and efficiency
of trade.  Failure in this field is bound also to have a negative impact on any
endeavour to include countries from outside the groupÿ particularly developing
countriesÿ in a multilateralized payments system.

The above circumstances may have been a factor of some importance in the
recent decision by Romania to join the International Monetary Fund and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development as the first centrally planned
economy since CzechoslovakiaVs membership was permitted to lapse in 1953o  Both
membershipsÿ which took effect in December 1972ÿ acquired a special significance
since they showed that the long-standing hesitations about the participation of
socialist countries in more flexible systems of trade and payments could be overcome
quite successfully without major reforms in the statutes of the existing
international bodiesÿ and without massive changes in the domestic policies of the
centrally planned economies concerned.  The several Articles of Agreement of the
Fund which socialist countries have in the past regarded as posing difficulties were
apparently bypassed.  These included such important issues as the supply of data on
the country's official holdings of gold and convertible currenciesÿ the transfer of
part of the countryts reserves to pay dues to the two agenciesÿ 15___/  andÿ very

13___/  See World Economic Surveyÿ 1971:  Current Economic Developments (United
Nations publicationÿ Sales No.: Eo72.11.Co2)ÿ p°  59.

14__/  Informatsia o deiatel'nosti Soveta Ekonomicheskoi Vzaimoÿomoshchi v 1972g
(Moscow)ÿ March 1973ÿ p. 2.

15__/  Romaniats quota in the Fund was set at 190 million SDRÿ while its
subscription to the capital of IBRD amounted to $162ol million.
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important indeedÿ the elimination of all restrictions on payments and transfers for
current international transactions°   On the other handÿ more serious difficulties
may have arisen in regard to the Fund's right to consult with members as to the
policy they should pursue to restore equilibrium in the balance of payments and to
withhold its credit line if agreement on appropriate policies is not achieved°  To
date no information is available on the terms granted to Romania in this respectÿ
probably some interim provisions were negotiatedÿ similar to those granted by
GATT to Romania 12 months agoÿ which specified the gradual elimination of
discriminatory and restrictive practices before the end of 1974o

What is most important is that mutual confidence has been established to the
point at which countries belonging to different institutional groupings can agree
on the terms of co-operationo   This is a development which many members of the
international coÿunity are likely to monitor closely.

Institutional chanÿes

The growing concern of the centrally planned economies with the attainment or
the preservation of domestic equilibrium during 1972 was also reflected on the
institutional side°  Hereÿ the need to match changing development priorities with
a suitable mechanism for efficient economic planning and management seems to have
returned to the forefront°

A cautious mood of change is sensed and the growing uneasiness with many
aspects of current planning techniques and policies appears to have been translated
into a tendency for constant retoolingo  A few years after the implementation of
the reforms adopted in the second half of the 1960sÿ each country appears to be
investigating anew how unused capacitiesÿ hidden potentialities and resources
could most effectively be activated by meansÿ among other aiternativesÿ of improved
management at all levels.   In a number of centrally planned economies the near
future will witness the gradual implementation of potentially far-reaching
institutional changes decided in 1972.  Not all of these measures will necessarily
survive the experimental stage and only a few bear upon the planning techniques of
tomorrow°   Howeverÿ more of these ad hoc measures are probably going to be tested
in the futureÿ together with a few comprehensive schemes of reform apparently
already under consideration°

The most important measures prepared during the year and introduced early in
1973 were the reforms of the industrial management systems in Poland and the USSRo
A common feature of the two reforms is the significance imparted to "industrial
associationsv' or "combinatesÿVÿ middle-level management units frequently of very
large sizeÿ which are to take over some of the former planning and management
functions of ministries in charge of the industrial branch as well as some of the
prerogatives of the production enterprises°  Both Polish and Soviet associations
are constructed on branch principlesÿ as horizontal super enterprisesÿ and both are
subject to Vÿcommercial accountabilityvÿ (khozraschet)ÿ i°e.ÿ they are commercial
rather than budgetary organizations°

The Polish reform is at this stage frankly experimental.  The rights and duties
of the management bodies of the associations are being elaborated at this timeÿ
they vary from case to caseÿ and will be embodied in a separate statute for each
unit°  A common element appears to be the limitation of the number of compulsory
plan indicators imposed upon these top management unitsÿ in particular the abolition
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of an absolute limit on the wage fund in favour of a more flexible scheme making
the wage fund dependent upon sales perfformanceÿ and the substitution of a measure
of value added for the previous gross production indicator as the prime indicator
of plan fulfilment°  Financial parametersÿ such as the availability of investment
funding from profits earnedÿ and interest rates as a rationing deviceÿ are being
pushed to the foreground as regulators of the association managersv disposition
powersÿ displacing decisions emanating from the ministry or planning agency°
The significance of establishing a predictable environment for their
decision-making - in the form of "rules of the game" which will remain stable
for a fixed number of years - is strongly stressed.  The association managers
will also have a certain amount of price-setting authorityÿ in most cases
internally in the relationship between a common marketing agency and the component
enterprisesÿ but in at least one instance - that of the cosmetics industry
also with respect to retail prices°   In some instances the possibility of
purchasing specified amounts of foreign currency for investment appears to be
included in the management board's authority°

The Polish experimentÿ which began to be implemented in January 1973 in some
35 pilot units reported to represent 20 per cent of the country's gross industrial
output and 30 per cent of its exportsÿ appears to indicate a desire to arrive at
a more flexible system of economic managementÿ in part by reducing the power
heretofore accorded to centralized directivesÿ in part by encouraging
self-regulating independence on the part of the new management units°   ifÿ at the
end of the present experimental periodÿ the entire industrial sector adopts similar
management principlesÿ a far-reaching impact is assured in an economy faced with
the dilemma of maintaining a good production performance while maintaining the
rapid expansion of consumer benefits°

A similar far-reaching impact may be expected from the Soviet industrial
reorganizationÿ adopted after extensive and apparently successful testing in
several pilot projects throughout the country involving both producer and consumer
goods and approved by the Soviet Government in April 1973 for gradual implementation
to be completed by the end of 1975o i_ÿ6/

This institutional reformÿ which seems to be as comprehensive as the one
approved in the mid-1960sÿ will subordinate the production units of a given branch
to a production association or a hierarchy of such institutions°   The associations
are middle-level management units established as enterprises based on khozraschet
and designed to mediate between the supervisory ministry and the production
enterprise°  The directors of the latter will become members of the corresponding
production association's board of directorsÿ whose chairman will relate directly
to the ministry°

The associations will take over many functions previously performed by the
ministriesÿ such as enterprise planningÿ quality controlÿ some export=import
decisions andÿ most importantÿ the task of accelerating the infusion of advanced
technologies into productive processes.   This objective will be made possible by
combining - for the first time - within the same production associationÿ industrial
research and development units together with producing enterprises°  Accordinglyÿ

16___/  Pravda (Moscow)ÿ 3 April 1973.
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the role of the industrial ministries will shift towards such wider problems as
long-term planning, investment policy for priority projectsÿ and capital-intensive
technological innovation°

On the other handÿ individual production units will become operating
divisions of the production associationsÿ which will assume much of the
decision-making power granted to factory managers in the 1965 reform°   The Soviet
associations willÿ howeverÿ have financial powers far greater than those granted
in the mid-1960s to individual enterprises°   In addition to the funds for local
investmentsÿ incentive payments and housing construction that used to be under
enterprise controlÿ the associations will be able to set up funds for the
development and introduction of new technologies which may be required for
expanding exports.

0n a more limited scaleÿ changes in planning techniques have also been
adopted in Bulgaria and Romania°   In Bulgariaÿ annual plan targets were replacedÿ
for the first timeÿ by a set of indicators directly obtained from the current
five-year plan (1971-1975)o 17/  In Romaniaÿ the 1973 annual plan was expressed
in terms of two sets of figures:  minimal and maximal.   The former represent the
highly aggregated objectives set by the planning commission and maintain a
mandatory characterÿ while the latter figuresÿ established at the enterprise levelÿ
include pledges by party organizationsÿ trade unionsÿ enterprise managers and
collectives of agricultural co-operatives to contribute to the acceleration of the
already high growth of the economy°  Associated with these measures is a new and
controversial system of incentives gradually introduced in the Romanian economy
in 1972 and early in 1973ÿ according to which workersÿ pay is to be tied closely
to the productive performance of the production unit in relation to plan
targets. 18___/

Another institutional change of some importance which occurred in the centrally
planned economies during the year under review is the nationalizationÿ in the
German Democratic Republicÿ of all the industrial enterprises which had remained
privately owned after the nationalization of the 1940s and 1950s. 19/  The measure
affected more than !iÿ000 enterprises which contributed 14 per cent of the total
gross value of industrial production of the country.  As a resultÿ the
nationalization of the German Democratic RepublicVs industrial sector was
virtually complete (99.4 per cent of total output for 1972).

China and other Asia

As far as can be judged on the basis of very scanty information availableÿ
the pace of economic development in the centrally planned economies of Asia slowed
down considerably in 1972 compared with the results achieved in the previous year°

17/  Rabotnichesko Delo (Sofia)ÿ 19 December 1972.

18/  Romania (Bucharest)ÿ 15 August 1972.

19___/  Die Wirtschaft (Berlin)ÿ 6 September 1972o
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As far as China is concernedÿ only limited official statistical information
is available.   It is reported that grain production in 1972 decreased by
2.5 per cent:  it was 240 million tons as against 246 million tons in the previous
year.  The decrease was brought about by a very severe drought and flooding in
many regions of the country,  Despite thisÿ most industrial crops (such as hempÿ
silkÿ sugar and tobacco) achieved increases of i0 to 40 per cent.  The output of
cotton was slightly below the 1971 figure°  These data make it seem probable that
agricultural production was somewhat below the 1971 level.

No data regarding the total production of industry or the net material
product of the country have been published°  Howeverÿ some judgement regarding
the results in industry may be formed on the basis of the following statistics.
Steel production increased by 9.5 per centÿ reaching a level of 23 million tonsÿ
while production of rolled steel was up by iO per cent and that of pig iron by
12 per cent.  The output of nitrogenous fertilizers increased by 23,4 per cent and
that of phosphate fertilizers by 10.9 per cent,  The output of crude oil went up
by 16 per cent and reached a level of almost 30 million tonsÿ while the production
of processed crude oil products increased by 5 per cent°  The textile and clothing
industry over-fulfilled its plan targets.

Although data for the whole year are not yet availableÿ it seems that the
growth of foreign trade accelerated considerablyÿ following the slowdown of the
year 1971.  The increase may be very roughly estimated at 6 to 8 per cent.
Especially high rates of expansion in Chinese exports to developed market
economies (estimated by British sources to be about 50 per cent over 1971) should
have eliminated the trade deficit with these countries and perhaps even brought a
small surplus.  ChinaWs trade with its foremost trade partnerÿ Japanÿ went up
from $0,9 billion to almost $i.i billion.  Trade with the Soviet Union almost
doubled compared with the previous year.  There was a considerable increase in
ChinaVs trade with other centrally planned economiesÿ too.  China-United States
tradeÿ starting from almost nilÿ showed a manifold increase.

A slowdown can be noted in the economic development of Mongolia - where
national income in 1972 increased by 3.5 per cent - owing mainly to unsatisfactory
results in agriculture.  Industrial production increased by 11.4 per centÿ a rate
considerably higher than the 8,1 per cent achieved in 1971.  The improvement in
living standards was rather slow:  the Der caÿreal income of the population
rose only by 2.8 per eentÿ and retail trade turnover by only 2oi per cent (as
against 7.4 per cent in 1971).  In foreign tradeÿ exports increased by 12 per cemt
and imports by almost 6 per cent.

The 1973 plan envisages a substantial acceleration of growth.  National income
and industrial output should both increase by ii per centÿ and agricultural output
by 14 per cent.  The planned target for foreign trade turnover is 6.8 per cent and
for retail tradeÿ 6.7 per cent, accompanied by an increase in--real
income of the population of 4 per cent.
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Table 22. alEastern Europe and USSR:   growth of national incomeÿ--
actual and plannedÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

ountry and group
Average annual rate

1966-1970 1971-1972 1971-1975
actual     actual   planned

Change from preceding year
1971      1972      1973

actual planned actual planned

o ..        ÿ. e          ...        . o a

7.0  7o7-8.5b/    7,0  7.7-8.5b/

7.3    6.7-7.0     7.3   6.6    7.3   7.9

4.8      6.8       5.6   6.2    4.0   6.0USSR  ......  7. i

4.5   4.6    5.4   5°7

7.0   5-6    5.0   4-5

8.2   6ol    9.0   7.9

12.9  12.0   i0°0  16.1

5.2   5.0    5.7   5.o

Albania  .....  9.0        .o°      9.2-10

Bulgaria  ....  8.7       7.0     7.7-8.5

Czechoslovakia         6.9        5.4        5,1

German Democratic
Republic             5.3        5.0        4.9

Hungary  .....  6.8       6.0     5.5-6.0

Poland  .....  6,0        8,6        7,0

Romania  .....  7.7       11.4       11-12

Eastern Europeÿ/.        6.5

Eastern Europe and
ussR ÿ/  ..... 7.0      5.4    6,7-6.8     6.0   6.3    4.9   6,6

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on national plans and plan fulfilment reports.

a/   National income producedÿ except for the USSR where the reference is to
national income domestically utilized for consumption and accumulation.

kl
o_./

Annual average for 1971-1975 plan.

Not including Albania.
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Table 23. a/
Eastern Europe and USSR:   growth of industrial outputs--

actual and plannedÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

Country and group
Average annual rate

1966-1970 1971-1972 1971-1975
actual     actual   planned

Change from precedinÿ year
1971 19_ÿÿ 1973

actual planned actual planned

Albania  .....  12.9      10.5       10-10.5    ° o.    12o5    .. o    10o4

Bulgaria  ....  11.3       9.0      9.2-9.9     9.6     7°7    8.3     9.9

Czechoslovakia         6°8        6.6       6.0-6°3     6.9     5.1    6.4     5°8

German Democratic

Republic            6.6       5.9        6.0       5.6     5.5    6.3     6°5

Htmgary  .....  6ol       5.3      5o7-6.0     5°0     5-6    5.6   5o5-6

Poland  .....  8.4      9.5        8.4      8.3     7o0   i0o8    9o7

Romania  .....  ii° 8       ii.6        11-12      ii. 5    11-12  ii.7    14.7

Eastern Europeb/.        7.9       7.9      7.5-7°8     7.6     6°8    8°2     8°6

USSR  ......  8.5      7.1       8°0      7.7    6.9   6.5    5.8

Eastern Europe and
USSR k/  ..... 8.3                7.3              7.9-8.0           7.7           6°9         7.0           6.6

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national plans and plan fulfilment reportsÿ
national statistical yearbooks and statistical bulletins.

a/    Gross value of output at constant pricesÿ except in the case of the
German Democratic Republic where the data refer to the value of commodity
production (i.e.ÿ gross output less work in progress).

b/   Not including Albania.
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Table 24° Eastern Europe and USSR:  growth of gross value of
agricultural outputÿ 1961-1975

(Percentage)

ountry and group

Average annual

Average annual change from preceding
rateÿ a/      five-year period    ChanEe from ÿrecedinÿ year

1961-1970 --  1966-1970  1971-1975 1971      1972      1973
actual        actual      planned  actual planned actual planned

Albania  .....

Bulgaria  ....  4.1

Czechoslovakia       2.6

German
Democratic
Republic            ioiÿ/

Hungary  .....  2.6

Poland  .....  2.5

Romania  .....  3.3

Eastern Europeÿ/.

USSR  ......

6.0J       5.8     8.4-9.2  .........  6.6

4.7      2,3-3.7  3.1    6.0   4.8    7.4

3°5       2°7    3.2    4°6   3.6    4°3

1o5     2.4   -1o1    °..   8.5    4.9J

3.0     2.8-3.0   9.6    2-3   5.0    1-2

2.9     3.6-3.9   3,7    4.6   8.1    2.1

4.2     6°3-8°3  18.4   21o0   9.0   20.0

3.5-4.0   5.4    7.1J 7.1    5.9

3.7-4.0   ioi         -4.6   12ÿ6

2.5        3.1

3.4       3.9

Eastern Europe and
USSR e_/  ..... 3.0         3.6     3.6-4.0   2.4    ...  -0.8   10.3

Sourceÿ   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national plansÿ plan fulfilment reportsÿ
and Statistical Yearbook of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistanceÿ 1972.

a/   Regression parameters from time series (1960-1970) on simple index
nmmbersÿ except for the German Democratic Republicÿ where annual data were not
available for the full period.

/  1961-1969.

c/   Average annual compound rate,

d/   Production and services of the agricultural sector and the food industry.

e_/   Not including Albania.

f_/   Not including German Democratic Republic.
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Table 25, Eastern Europe and USSR:  labour productivity
changes in industryÿ 1966-1975 a_/

(Percentage)

Country
Average annual rate

1966-1970 1971-1972 1971-1975
actual     actual   planned

Change from preceding year
1971      1972      1973

actual planned actual planned

Albania  ......  2.2        ..o        4.6

Bulgaria  .....  6.9        6.5        7.6

Czechoslovakia            5.3        6.1      5.4-5.7

German Democratic
Republic  ....  6.2         5°0         6.2

Hungary  ......  3.6       5.9     4.5-5.0

Poland  ......  4.9       5.4       5.4ÿ/

Romania  ......  7.3        6.5        7.3

USSR  .......  5.8        5.7        6.8

7°2  71 J  7°6 
6.4  4.5    5.8  4.s

4,9  $oO°--/   5.o  5,7°--I

5.3  5.0    6.5 5.5-6.0

4.9  5.7     6.0  6.3

6.3  8.5     7.1  9.1

6.3  6.1     5.2  5.1

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national statistical reports.

a_/   Labour productivity is measured as output per employee.

b_/   Annual average for 1971-1975 plan.

9_/   Relates only to enterprises under the authority of industrial ministries.

d/   Including construction.
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Table 26.  Eastern Europe and USSR:   changes in
gross fixed investmentÿ 1966-1975

(Percentage)

Country
Averaÿeannual rate

1966-1970 1971-1972 1971-1975
actual    actual   planned

Chamÿe from ÿrecedinÿ year
1971      1972      1973

actual planned actual planned

Albania  ......

Bulgaria  .....

Czechos!ovakia

9o 3£/    .o°   11.2-11.8a/   ooo

12.3a/    4.8      6-7      -0.8

7.2      7.0    6.2-6.5     5.7

o • .          •           s •

0b'
5 o0   8.3  6.8

German Democratic
Republic  ....  9.7        i. 5        5.2         0.0

Hungary  ......  8,4a-/     3.8     8. i-8.4      9.9

Poland  ......  8.1      14.4       8.3        7,7

Romania  ......  i0.9       i0.7        8.4        i0.8

USSR  .......  7.6      7.1      6.7       7°3

2.0   3.0   9,0

0.0   -2.0   3.0

9.6   21°5ÿ12°9

13.4   10.5  10.4

5.7    7.0   2.3

Source;  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national plans and plan fulfilment reportsÿ
national statistical yearbooks and statistical bulletins.

aJ
bJ
o_/

Average annual change from preceding five-year period.

Estimated.

State and co-operative sectors only.
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Table 27° Selected countries of Eastern Europe and USSR:   growth of
real income, retail trade turnover and total consumptionÿ

1966-1975

(Percentage)

A = Per capita real income
B = Real wage income per employed person
C = Retail trade turnover at constant prices
D = Total consumption at constant prices

Country
Average annual rate            Chanÿe from ÿrecedinÿ year

1966-1970 1971-1972 1971-1975   1971      1972      1973
actual     actual   planned a/ actual planned actual planned

Bulgaria
A  ........  6°0

C  ........  8°6

D  ........  8.2

4.5    4°6-5,,4     5°0   4°2    4°0   6°5
6.8      6o8 4j   6.9   5.5    6.7   7°4
5°2    8°4-9°      5°5   oo°    5°0   ÿo.

Czechoslovakia
B  ........  3.6

C  ........  6°3

D  ........  5.6z'

4.3    2°5-3°0 ÿ   4,2   4.5ÿ  4°4 2°3-2o7ÿ

5.3    5°1=5o4ÿ   5.5   5°5    5°2   °°o
6.1      4°9       6,3   6°2    6°0   o°,

German Democratic
Republic
A  ........  4.1

c  ........  4.5

D  ........  4.6

Poland
B  ........  2.0

C  ........  6.2

D  ........  5.5

USSR
A  .........  5.9

C  ........  8.2

Romania
A  ........  4.1

B  ........  3.7

C  ........  7.2

Hungary
A  ........  6.o

B  ........  3.4

C  ........  8.9

D  ........  6.0

4.0-4.5E/

4.9      4.1 f J    3°8   4°0    6.0   6°2
4.2         4 °0    4°0

4.8    4°6-4°9     6°o   5.0    3.5 4.5-5°0
2°5    3.0-3.4     3°0   3°0    2.0 2.0-2.5

5.3    6.0-6°4     7.5   7.0    3,1g/5 6.4
4°9       5        6,2   5.0gJ  3. --  5°0

6.0
6 ® O

ca. 8.2

9.8    7.0=7.4    13.5   8.0    6,5   6°8
1.8    3.5-4.2     2°2   °°o    1.4   3°8

7.7      o..      i0.0          6,3   7.3

4.1      5.5       4.5   5°2    3.7   4,5
6.9      7.2       6.8   6,9    6°9   5.0

3°ÿc/    5o5   3°2c/  61ÿh/ 6°6h/
7. -     8oi   o..   12     oo.

6.9        7.5    7°2  ca°9°0    9.1

Source:   Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on national plans and plan fulfilment reports,
national statistical yearbooks and statistical bulletins.

(Foot-notes on following page)
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(Foot-notes to table 27)

a!

b/
c/

d/

eJ
f/

h/

Average annuÿG change from preceding five-year period°

Estimated°

May be nominal°

Industrial construction only0

1967-1970o

Fund of consumer goods for sale.

Consumption by the population.

Nominal°

o
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Table 28°  Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR:
growth of foreign trade va!ueÿ by country groupÿ
1966-1970 and 1971 through 1973ÿ p!amned ai

(Percentage)

Country ÿd
partner group

Averaÿ annual rate
1966-1970   !971-1975ÿnned      1971

Exports  Imports  Exports  Imports  ÿports  Imports

Chÿrecedinÿ_zear
1972                 !973ÿ

Planned             Actual              ÿlanned
Exports  Imports  Exports  Imports  Eÿports  Imports

Total  ........  11o2

Centrally planned
economies  .....  12ÿ0

Developed market
economies  .....  6°6

Developing economies     15o3

German Democratic
Republic
Total  ........

Centrally planned
economies  .....

Developed market
economies  .....

Developing economies

Czechoslovakia
Total  ........  6°9

Centrally planned
economies  .....  5°9

Developed market
economies  .....  iio5

Developing economies      3°9

-D-

8°4    I0o5ÿ/   9°8     8°9    15o8

I0o5        I0o5ÿ!       9°2    18o0

13o6        iOol    !io0       13o3

ooo        12o4    15o9         ooo

-0oh*          8°2          5°2      3°2

17o9          11o2         13o0     28°5

7°3   =io2

6 o0     io9

6°8       6°3-6°7      10o2     8ÿ5

6°3       7o4-7oÿ    i0,o0     8°8

10o6  )               (8°0    10o9
)     ÿ o3ÿ   (

0o7" )                 ( 17o5    -2°7

} o7A!

7o 3el

2 o7K!

i0o62!  12o7h!  iOo2h-!       9°8

( Ii 3h/      h/o --      0 o 5:ÿ           o o o(
< -3o7k!             ooo

8°6

8°3

10o5                          o oo                    10o8             2°3                    12o5

i0o 5                       i0-!i                  llÿ 5             io 0           llo 2di

12 o8     8o8ÿ!

07

7°3

lloO         ÿo         9°7     6°6    12o4

8°5         ooo         7ÿ0    -3ol     oo o

o
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Table 28   (continued)

Couÿt ÿ end
partner group

Avera=ge annual, rate
1966-1970    !971-io75ÿ planned      197!

Exÿorts  Impox%s  Exports  Imports  Exports  Imports

Chanÿ!:ÿ_ÿve ar
1972

Plÿnned            Actual
Expoÿs  Imporoÿ  Exoorts  Imports

Developed market
economies  .....

-4
kÿ

Developing economies

Poland
Total  ........

Centrally planned
economies  .....

Developed market
economies  .....

Developing economies

Romania
Total  ........

Centrally planned
economies  .....

Deve!oped market
economies  .....

Developing economies

USSR
Total  ........  9°5

Centrally planned
economies  .....  8°5

Developed market
econoÿoes  .....  lOoO

Developing econonies     llo8

Centrally planned
economies  .....

Total  ........ 8°9    9°4

8o,0     9°2

12o3   10o8

5 o0      5°4*

7°0-8°5        8°0    19oÿ

I0oÿ/       13o5    20°6

(        )
loU     (-2o9   21o8 )(   ÿ.  ÿol     -3ol )

13-1ÿW   6 o7W

13_15el     6_7eÿ/

13U    ÿ°6ÿ:"

21,2    -2°8

22°3   -3ol

22o3A/  -1 o21-/

6 o,Y  l oU

!0o 3    8ÿ9

!io h    I0o 2

8°5    8=6

8°3       0,3*

9ÿ2    9°8    9°2   11o9

8o8A/ "ÿoU   ÿ.3    8.9

I0,0    13o9  I 15o5 20oi

[ -0°5     7°8

4°9   !6o3 17 ol   21 o5

18o2    10,4

19ol!/  ÿ7°5z-1

ml     8 6ml

10o8    12o5 lO-!l      13o 5    7o 3 20ÿ4 13o7           14o5           21o5           15o6

7°2       9.0 9.9      5 o8

15o8   16ÿ2

i9o4    14o7

21ÿ 6    8.8

-9°7    i9 o6 oÿ

8ÿ3

7ol

lion.

7o7

5°9-6°2        7°9     6°3

8o5dÿ        8°5    10o3

(!3o5    3°22°o:2°U    (
( 0°5    -3o2

2°5    18o4

2 o2    !7,7

-1o9   3Oo 5

8°2   -0°5

1973ÿ
lanned

Exports  Imports

7-8

12o9    20oi

7°9

(Source and foot-notes on fol!owing page)



(Source and foot-notes to table 28)

Sourceÿ    Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on national statisticsÿ plan and plan fulfilment
reports°

*  See foot-note a_/o

a/   Average annual rates were obtained as semilogarithmic regression trends.
Cases of poor fit (R2ÿ 0°5) are indicated by asterisks.   Growth rates are
calculated from current values of exports and importsÿ both foooboÿ except for
Hungarian imports ÿich are reported on a C.iofo basis°   In some casesÿ information

was available only on total trade turnover (i.eoÿ the sum of exports and imports)ÿ
these data are shown centred between the respective export and import colÿns.

b/   Mid-point of planned growth rangeÿ 9o9-11o2 per cent per annum°

c/    Implicit planned growth rates estimated from the residuals in the value
projections (ioe°ÿ total trade projected at the planned rate less components
projected at planned rates).   Obviously these estimatesÿ which are bound to reflect
any errors or differences in the interpretation of the underlying value dataÿ
should be treated with great caution.

dJ
e!

CMEA countries onlyo

Including Yugoslavia and Cuba.

/    Growth rate of total trade estimated as weighted average of components.

/    ÿVCapitalist economiesÿ ioeoÿ economic classes I and Iiÿ excluding
Yugoslavia and Cuba°

h_/    January through November 1972o

/    Estimated residually.

/   Ten developed market economiesÿ including Yugoslaviaÿ representing
83 per cent of Hungarian exports and 78 per cent of Hungarian imports in 1971.

k/   Twelve developing economiesÿ including Cubaÿ representing 60 per cent
of Hungarian exports and 74 per cent of Hungarian imports in 1971.

i/    Twenty-two developed market economiesÿ including Yugoslaviaÿ representing
96 per cent of Polish exports and 99 per cent of Polish imports in 1971.

m/    Twentyÿthree developing economiesÿ including Cubaÿ representing
80 per cent of Polish exports and 88 per cent of Polish imports in 1971o
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Chapter IV

RECENT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

In a year of marked contrastsÿ it is probable that the developing countries
maintained their over-all average rate of growth in 1972ÿ notwithstanding a
disappointing agricultural outturnÿ a record increase in import prices and a
great deal of uncertainty stemming from the international monetary situation°   As
indicated in the previous chaptersÿ this uncertainty did not prevent an upsurge
in demand in the more advanced countriesÿ raising imports not only of manufactured
goods but also of primary products.  This was reflected in the prices of most
commoditiesÿ and in most developing countries the export sector became the main
stimulus of growth.

Measured in United States dollarsÿ export prices rose more than import prices
in most developing countries and there was consequently a generally favourable
movement in the terms of tradeÿ though in most cases it was a small one°  The
rise in import prices had a direct impact on domestic costs and prices and
contributed to local inflationary pressures°   These were generally stronger in
1972 than in 1971ÿ especially in countries in which food crops were smaller and
also in some where earlier balance of payments strains had dictated a cut in
imports°   For the developing countries as a groupÿ imports expanded less than
exports in dollar terms and there was a sharp reduction in the over-all trade
deficit.   There was also an increase in net receipts from tourismÿ migrant labour
and other invisibles and in the inflow of capital°   Combined with the allocation
of SDR at the beginning of 1972ÿ these changes resulted in a considerable and
widely shared expansion in international liquidity°

Production and use of resources

Though preliminary returns indicate that the gross output of agriculture
was less in 1972 than in 1971ÿ vigorous expansion in most other sectors
stimulated by a rising external demand - sustained the over-all rate of growth
in the developing countries.   Except in the food branchÿ there was a substantial
increase in manufacturing productionÿ especially in the heavy industries°   The
composition of these increments in production plus a material rise in imports
(always heavily weighted by capital goods) and in government revenue (derived
in large measure directly or indirectly from foreign trade) would suggest that
fixed investment rose to a much greater extent than private consumption in 1972o

The regional pattern of growth was similar to that registered in the previous
interval:   preliminary data indicate that the expansion in production again
exceeded iO per cent in West Asia and 6 per cent in the developing countries of
the western hemisphereÿ while in southern and south-eastern Asia there was another
year of below-trend growth.   In Africaÿ thanks largely to the strengthening of
the demand for export productsÿ production recovered to near the longer term
trend after the sharp decline of 1971.  In the aggregate there was an estimated
5.4 per cent expansion  in production between 1971 and 1972 (see table 29).
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About a third of the developing countries for which estimates can be madeÿ
achieve an increase in production in eÿcess of the 6 per cent designated as an
over-all target for the 1970s in the International Development Strategy°  At the
other end of the scaleÿ half the countries failed to reach the 5 per cent growth
rate that had been set as an average target for the 1960sÿ   In about a fifth of
the totalÿ production lagged behind population growth and there was -thus a decline
in ÿer capita income°   This low-growth group included india and accounted for
about 40 per cent of the popula:tion of developing countriesÿ the high.ÿgrowth
groupÿ in which output increased by more than 6 per cent in 1972ÿ also included
some large countries ÿ Brazilÿ Mexico and Nigeriaÿ for exampleÿ as well as
Colombiaÿ Iran and the Republic of Korea ÿ but it accounted for less than a fourth
of the total developing country population°

Growth in the major petroleumooexporting countries (about 7°3 per cent) again
exceeded that in the rest of the developing countries (about 5,.1 per cent)°  But
the petroleum group ÿ which accounts for about a seventh of the overÿall production
of the developing countries ÿ presented a far from uniform picture°   It included
a number of countries at the upper end of the 1972 growth spectrum (Algeriaÿ
Iranÿ Qatar and Saudi Arabia)ÿ some in the middle range (I(uwaitÿ Nigeria and
Venezuela) and some at the lower end (Bahrainÿ Iraqÿ the Libyan Arab Republic and
Oman)°

A 28 per cent increase in petroleum production in Saudi Arabia brought
that country into top position among the developing countries with a 1972 output
abotÿ half of that of the United States and two thirds thaÿ of the Soviet Union.
(the world's major producers)°  Iran continued its high rate of eÿpan.sionÿ though
with an ii per cent increaseÿ it dropped back to second position among the
developing countriesÿ a high raze of activity ouZside the petroleum sector
(including a recovery in agriculture from the poor 1971 outturn) helped to give
the country an over-all rate of growth well above the longer-term average°  There

was also a recovery in agricultural production in Algeria whichÿ along with the
resumption of expansion in the petroleum sector (following the settlement of a
dispute with France that had resulted in a reduction in output in 1971) gave
the country a growth rate about four times the average for the 1960s°

Among the other members of the petroleum groÿ depletion of resources
accounted for slackening in growth in Bahrain and Oman and specific conservation
measures for a lower increase (3 per cent) in Kuwait and a mÿback in the Libyan
Arab Republic (20 per cent) and Venezuela (9 per cent)ÿ   The latter also reflects
the producing companiesÿ response to the widening of the discounts at which the
high-sulphur Venezuelan crude oil was being soldo  Though investment outside
the petroleum sector expanded in Venezuelaÿ a poor agricultural outturn held back
the over-all rate of growth to appreciably below the longer-term average°  Poor

cropsÿ especially of export cormmoditiesÿ also helped to moderate the rate of
growth in Nigeriaÿ where petroletm, productionÿ recovering rapidly after the civil
warÿ increased by 40 per cent in 1971 and almost 20 per cent in 1972ÿ raising
the country to fourth place in the deve!oping group°   In !raqÿ the position was
the reverse:   a sharp recovery in agriculture helped to moderate the effects of
a 37 per cent decline in petroleum production brought about by a dispute with
the main concessionary company over the country's nationalization measures°

The impact of changes in physical output of petroleum is not on employment
and wages in the industry itself or the activities associated direct]@ with it
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but rather on government ÿevenue and its uses°   !n 1972 -the increase in pricesÿ

royalbies and taxes was particularly high°   In the case of members of the
Organiz, ation of Petrolebm Exporting CourJtries (OPEC) -which include Indonesiaÿ
Nigeria, and. Venez, uela and the eight major producers in North Africa and West

Asisÿ I/ ÿ their combined output of oil was less than 5 per cent above the 1971 leÿTel
but their government receipts from concessionary compa1ÿies increased, by about a
fourth to an estimated J;15 billion°   Thusÿ despite a sharp reduction in gross
domestic product in 1972ÿ the Libyan Arab Republic was able to increase its
imports by about 40 per cent and its internationa! reserves by lO per cent to
about $3 billion°   It is probable that the group as a whole registered a large
expansion in fi:ÿed capital formation°

New petroleÿuÿ development played a major role in boosting the rate of growth
in Ecuador in 1972 ÿ production reached 3°5 million tons and exports began in.
August ÿ and to a less extentÿ Bolivia and Gabonÿ where other minerals also
contributed°  Botswana also experienced a year of rapid expansion based on mineral
deÿvelopment - diamonds and coal as well as copper and nickel ÿ plus an important
contribution from the traditional livestock industry°   Mauritania resumed its
longerÿterm growth rate after some slackeni_ng in 1971 when demand for its major
exportsÿ iron ore and copperÿ declined somewhatÿ and hereÿ tooÿ meat and fish
production was also higher in 1972o

In most of the other de°ÿreloping countries that recorded particularly large
increases in production in 1972 (see table 30) agriculture played a major roleo
There we, s a record sugar output in the 1972/73 season in the Dominican Republic
(1o3 million tons)ÿ Mauritius (0°7 million tons) and Swaziland (0°2 million tons)°
In Tunisiaÿ after four extremely poor agricultural years ÿ crops improved
dramatica!ly in 1970 and 1971 and there was another goodÿ though somewhat smailerÿ
harvest in 1972:   olive oil and citrus sales were at record levels andÿ at
0°8 million tonsÿ the wheaT, crop was more than double the average for the second
half of-the 1960so   These four countries also gained from the continued rapid
expansion in %ourismo   In the Dominican Republic the new ferro-nickel industry
also contributed°

In the Syrian Arab Republicÿ the 1972 wheat crop was of record size  (over
a million tons) and the cotton crop was also high°   In Senegal there was a sharp
recovery in ground-nut productionÿ the 1971/72 crop being the largest since 1968o
A good agricultural performance also contributed to a high over-all growth rate
in Malawi (cottonÿ tobacco and tea) and Southern Rhodesia (maize and cotton in
1971/72)o   There was a high rate of agricultural growth in Israel too (around
I0 per cent in 1971 and 1972) but the main stimulus came from industryÿ with
diamond cufcting and export reaching a new record°   The continued expansion in
industrial production was also the main contributor to economic growth in Brazi!ÿ
Hong Kong and Singaporeÿ a notable rise in manufactured exports was one of the
most significant developments in 1972o

Among the other developing countries that achieved a growth rate of
6 per cent or more in 1972ÿ miming expansion p_ayee the major role in Sierra Leoneÿ
where-there was also a marked improvement in agricultural performanceÿ and in

lJ    Abu Dhabiÿ Algeriaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ the Libyan Arab Republicÿ Qatar
and Saudi Arabia°
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Bolivia and Togo where agricultural returns were generally poor°  A strong export
performance contributed to rapid growth in Colombiaÿ Guatemalaÿ Mexicoÿ Panama and
the Republic of Korea°   In Colombiaÿ where the cerealsÿ sugarÿ coffee and cotton
crops were all goodÿ non-traditional exports increased by over a third and
investment was supported by a large inflow of capitalÿ cement production was up
7 per centÿ steelÿ ii per cent and electricityÿ i0 per cent°   In Mexico there was
a significant rise in the exports of manufacturesÿ and official policy was strongly
expansionary after the slowdown of !971ÿ hereÿ tooÿ there was a substantial rise
(around one eighth) in cementÿ steel and electricity output°   The Republic of Korea
also achieved a large increase in the exports of manufactured goodsÿ in this caseÿ
howeverÿ the support came from a better agricultural turnout than in 1971 rather
than from official policy which had moved towards disinflationary action°   In
Guatemala the exports were from the excellent 1971/72 crops and they were effected
at favourable prices°   High prices also helped in the case of Panama whichÿ like
Guatemalaÿ had a smaller agricultural output in 1972/73ÿ but the main support came
from an active public sector and an upsurge in construction°   Construction was also
a major expansionary factor in Lebanonÿ financed in part by a large inflow of capital
and backed up by a major upswing in agricultural production in 1971 and a further
small advance in 1972o

At the other end of the scale were not only the countries that curtailed
petroleÿmproduction but also a number in which disturbed political conditions had
a negative effect on the economy - Burundiÿ Rwanda and Ugamdaÿ for exsJnpleÿ and the
countries of Indochina.  In the Khmer Republicÿ the 1972/73 rice crop fell short of
2 million tons - 30 per cent below the average for the second half of the 1960s
accentuating the shortage of export supplies in the region°   In Uganda both the
coffee and the cotton crops were below recent levels of output°  In Dahomey crops
were better sustained but the low prices realized for palm products exerted a
negative effect on the economy°  In southern Asia the weather was again unfavourable

and Afghanistanÿ India and Nepal all registered their second successive reduction in
agricultural output. 2/  In Indiaÿ per capita food productionÿ which had been rising
steadily in the second half of the 1960sÿ dropped back below the average for the
first half of the 1960sÿ and the poor agricultural performance exercised a depressing
effect on the rest of the economy°  A decline in the output of tea and rubber ÿ by
between i and 2 per cent in each case ÿ and lower prices for these major exports and
also for coconut oil made it very difficult for Sri Lanka to pull out of its
depression:   the gross product probably rose little more than the 1o5 per cent
registered in 1971.  Unfavourable weather was responsible for some of the generally
poor agricultural results in the Caribbean area°   In Hondurasÿ banana production wasÿ
down by almost a fourth and maize production by almost an eighth°   In Barbados
and Jamaica the 1971/72 sugar crop was the smallest for many yearsÿ in Guÿranaÿ
agricultural production declined further to about a fifth below the per capita
average for the first half of the 1960s.   In Chileÿ a sharp reduction in agricultural
production added to the problems caused by various labour strikes and by lower
copper prices and management changes in the mining industryÿ and there was a marked
deceleration in growth°   In Uruguayÿ where agriculture had recovered somewhat in
1970 there was a steep decline in 1971 and a further deterioration in 1972ÿ
affecting most of the crops and spilling over into the economy in general°

2/  Emergency relief has been organized by the Food and Agriculture
Organiÿzation of the United Nations (FAO) and the World Food Programme (WFP) for
drought-stricken sections of Afghanistan and Nepalÿ and India has resumed its
importation of food grains°
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Fluctuations in agricultural performance also played a prominent part in
shaping the production record of the 60 per cent of the developing countries whose
1971-1972 groÿh lay in the middle range of 3-6 per cent°  There was a slowing
down in Thailandÿ for exampleÿ where the 1972/73 rice crop dropped to 12 million
tons ÿ well below the average for the second half of the 1960So  The rice crop
was also smaller in !ndonesiaÿ as were receipts from rubberÿ howeverÿ expansion

in industry - especially petroleum - prevented the overÿall rate of growth in
production from receding greatly°   To a less extentÿ poorer crops also induced
some slowing down in Nicaraguaÿ though this was largely offset by larger livestock
production and favourable export prices°

Among the countries in this middle group were some in which a favourable
agricultural outturn stimulated a higher rate of over=all growth than in 1971o
In Costa Ricaÿ for exampleÿ there were appreciable increases in sugarÿ beans
and bananasÿ and in Paraguay in tobaccoÿ cottonÿ meat and hides°  Recovery in
Guinea and a notable improvement in growth in Egyptÿ the Ivory Coast and }ÿrocco
also reflect better farm production°   In Egyptÿ increased acreage and more
assured water supply from the Aswan Dam yielded gains in most of the major crops
and there was an increase in industry tooÿ while the inflow of tourists climbed
towards the 1966 peak°   In the Ivory Coast a large 1971/72 cocoa crop was
followed by a much smaller one in 1972/73[, the 1972 gains were chiefly in coffee
and the various fruit crops into which agriculture had been diversifying in the
1960so   In lÿoroccoÿ the maize crop was smaller in 1972 but both wheat and barley
production registered records°

Smaller gains in agricultureÿ accompanied by favourable export pricesÿ
contributed to recovery or acceleration in over=all growth in several African
countries - Cameroonÿ Ethiopia and Ghanaÿ for exampleÿ where the earnings from
coffeeÿ cocoaÿ hides and timber were all higher = as well as in Bangladesh whereÿ
though -the rice harvest remained at about 15o5 million tons (well below the
average for the second half of the 1960s)ÿ there was a major improvement in jute°
On the other handÿ the failure of agriculture to keep up with the gro-w-th in
population exerted a negative influence on the economy of the Philippines and the
Sudan°

in some countries there appears to have been some acceleration in over-all

growth despite a decline in agricultural output.   In some cases this reflects a
carry-over into the export sector of relatively favourÿb!e crops in the 1971/72
season - as in E1 Salvador°  Price movements also helped in tbese cases as they
did in Argentina where there was also an increase in manufacturing activity°
Pakistan was recovering in 1972 from the setback occasioned by the disturbances
of the previous year.   In Angola and the Nigerÿ the stimulus in 1972 came from
mining activityÿ agriculture continuing to languish°

Altogetherÿ agricultural production in the developing countries declined by
an estimated 1o6 per cent between 1971 and 1972ÿ after having increased by a
similar proportion in the previous interval (see table 31).   In the case of food
productionÿ the gain in 1971 was somewhat smaller and the loss in 1972 somewhat
greater°  0nly a fifth of the developing countries achieved an increase in
agricultural production of more than 4 per cent - which is the International
Development Strategy target for the Second Development Decade - and double that
proportion registered a reduction°  Broad patterns are not easy to discern as
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the crop combination and the weather sequenceÿ both differed considerably                                                           ÿiÿ°ÿrom
country to country.  But some of the most favourabie results were reported in.
West Asia and around the ÿ4editerranean littoralÿ while some of the poorest came
from the Central America and Caribbean regionÿ from the band of countries skirting
the southern edge of the Sahara ÿ/ and from southern Asia°   The disappointing
performance in southern and south-eastern Asia isÿ indeedÿ the source of the most

serious concern:   it is a threat to a great concentration of populationÿ and it
]      "         Jhas occurred in the area where the ÿgreen revolutionÿ7 was fÿrthesÿ advanced and

at a time when poor crops in parts of China and the Soviet Union have placed a
considerable strain on world food reserves and the capacity to move large tonnages
over long distances°

The state of internal balance

With the unit value of manufactÿmes in international trade 8 per cent higher
in 1972 than in 1971 (in dollar terms) and two thirds of the developing countries
experiencing a decline in per capita food production (as against 44 per cent in
1971)ÿ it was more difficult than ever to maintain price stability in the developing
countries.  The proportion of developing countries in which the rise in the
consumer price index was less than the average annual increase in the 1960s
declined from 30 per cent in 1971 to 19 per cent in 1972ÿ there was a somewhat
steeper decline in the proportion of countries in which prices continued to rise
at more or less the longooterm rateÿ and the proportion in which prices rose
appreciably faster increased correspondinglyÿ from 40 per cent to 65 per cent°
There was an appreciable acceleration in the rate of price increase - that isÿ an
increase significantly greater between 1971 and 1972 than between 1970 and 1971 -
in almost two thirds of the developing countriesÿ and an appreciable deceleration
in less than a fourth (see table 32).

Better food supplies in the 1971/72 season helped to reduce or hold down
consumer prices in a number of countries in north-eastern Africa (Ethiopiaÿ the
Libyan Arab Republic and Somalia) and the Caribbean area (El Salvadorÿ Guatemala
and Guyana) as well as the Ivory Coast and the Syrian Arab Republic.  Butÿ as
indicated aboveÿ agricultural conditions in the Caribbean deterioratedÿ and in
1972 prices were rising at well above trend rates°   In the Ivory Coast and Somaliaÿ
supply conditions were also improved by a high level of imports in 1971o   Imports
played an even more important role in restraining prices in Chad and in Uganda
where the 1971 inflow was 60 per cent above the more or less stable figure of
the previous five years.

In most of the other countries in which retail prices in 1972 were less than
5 per cent above the 1971 averageÿ there was some acceleration in the course of
1972ÿ particularly in Costa Ricaÿ Haitiÿ Singapore and Thailand°  The exceptionsÿ

3/   An area of about 2.5 million square ki!ometres known as the Sahelo
countries affected - Chadÿ Maliÿ Mauritiusÿ the Nigerÿ Senegal and the Upper
Volta - are all associates of EECÿ and relief measures were organized through
the European Development Fund in March 1973o  At the same time an effort to
salvage the critical livestock industry was mounted by a joint task force of
FA0!WFP and the United Nations Development Prograÿeo

The
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in which prices declined or rose less during the yearÿ were mostly in Africa:
they were chiefly countries with good 1972/73 food crops amd a high level of
importsÿ as in the case of Gsÿonÿ Horocco and Nigeria°

Among the more inflationary countriesÿ very few succeeded in slowing down
the upward movement of prices in the course of 19723 they include Ecuador and
Peruÿ the Philippines and the Republic of Koreaÿ where the year-to-year increase
was also reducedÿ and also Boliviaÿ Cameroonÿ Kenyaÿ Sri Lanka and Zaire where
the rise in the average price level between 1971 and 1972 was appreciably greater
than it had been between 1970 and 1971o  Brazilÿ which had experienced an
inflation averaging 44 per cent a year in the 1960sÿ had reduced the rate to
19 per cent by 1970 and managed to hold it at around this figure in 1971 and
1972o   In Indiaÿ where the price rise had been moderated in 1970 and 1971ÿ the
increase was resoled at about 7 per cent a yearÿ  Among the other countries in
which there was a more or less contimlous rise in 1971 and 1972ÿ the rate was
well above the !ongerÿterm trendÿ as in Mauritiusÿ Hozambique and the United
Republic of Tanzamiaÿ Barbadosÿ the Dominican Repub!icÿ Paraguay and Trinidad and
Tobagoÿ and Israel and Lebanon°

For the remaining developing countriesÿ 1972 saw a deterioration in their
internal balance°  By contemporary standards it was modest in such cases as the
Congo and the Nigerÿ and Fijiÿ Hong Kongÿ Jordan and Pakistan°  It was more
severe in Ghana and the Sudanÿ where prices had been more or less stabilized
between 1969 and 1971o  Even more troublesome was the price rise in some of the
countries in which the longerÿterm trend, had been more inflationary - Colombiaÿ
for exampleÿ where retail prices jumped by about a sixth in the course of the
yearÿ and indonesiaÿ ÿThere food prices in the capital rose by about 45 per cent°
And. most serious of all was the acceleration in the already rapid increase in
prices in Argentinaÿ Chile and Uruguay°

In varying degreeÿ allowing for growth in activityÿ these price movements
are reflected in the changes registered in the money supply°  While most of the
countries in which production increased vigorously recorded a high or increased
volume of currency and demand deposits with the local banking systemÿ the
expansion in money supply was in many cases related more closely to the rise in
prices.  Thusÿ parallel to the genera! increase in inflationary pressuresÿ there
was a spurt in the money supply in most developing countries in 1972o   In all
but a sixth of the countries the increase exceeded i0 per centÿ in four out of ten
it was in excess of 20 per centÿ and in a sixth it was over 30 per cent°   Comparing
the trend in 1972 with that in 1971ÿ cases of acceleration in the growth in
money supply  outnumbered those of deceleration by more than two to one°  And
in almost half the developing countriesÿ the rÿe of expansion in 1972 was more
than double that of 1971 (see table 33)°

In more than 40 per cent of the developing countriesÿ all three of the major
sources of money ÿ government creditÿ private credit and foreign assets ÿ contributed
to the expansion°  On the wholeÿ the extension of credit to the private sector
was the most expansionary force:  it made the largest contribution in 40 per cent
of the countries and the second largest in another ÿ0 per cent°  The growth
in foreign assets was also a leading source of money - the most important in a
third of the countries and second in importance in almost as many°   In only a
tenth of the developing countries was there a contraction in private credit in
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1972 - in Burundiÿ Gambia and Rwandaÿ in Iraqÿ Saudi Arabia and the Syrian Arab
Republic and in Honduras°   Changes in foreign assets exerted a negative influence
in about a fourth of the developing countriesÿ chiefly in Africaÿ though it was
also a contractionary force in Argentimaÿ Chileÿ Jamaica and Sri Lankao   Official
borrowing from the banking system was also contractionary in about a fourth of
the developing countries ÿ notably in Brazilÿ Egyptÿ Nigeria and Tunisia - where
the inflation was in fact continued- but also in Mexicoÿ Senegalÿ Singapore and
Upper Volta as well as in several other countries where its contribution was much
smaller°

The state of external balance

Preliminary estimates indicate that the export earnings of the developing
countries exceeded $69 billion in 1972ÿ about a sixth more than in 1971o  Measured
in current dollarsÿ the expansion was about an eighth in Africaÿ a sixth in the
developing countries of the western hemisphere and almost a fifth in Asia°  Imports
registered a smaller increase - about a fifth in West Asiaÿ an eighth in the
western hemisphere and southern and south-eastern Asia and a tenth in Africa°  As
a resultÿ the trade balance was somewhat less passive than in 1971 in the case of
the developing countries of the western hemisphere and southern and south-eastern
Asia and somewhat more active in the other two regions°  The over-all deficit -
measuring exports foo0bo and imports Coi.fo - appears to have been substantially

reduced from the high figure of $3ol billion recorded in 1971 to about $1o3 billionÿ
one of the smallest on record°

About a sixth of the developing countries earned lessÿ in current United
States dol!arsÿ from their exports in 1972 than in 1971 (see table 34).   (The
corresponding proportion in the preceding interval was more than twice as great.)
The countries where earnings were lower in 1972 included those that had cut back
petroleum production (Iraq and the Libyan Arab Republic)ÿ some that had had poorer
harvests (Burma and Uruguayÿ for example)ÿ some that felt the impact of lower lauric
oil prices (the Philippinesÿ for exampleÿ and Sri Lankaÿ where the tea and rubber
markets were also depressed) and the war-torn countries of Indochinao

At the other end of the scale increases of more than a third were achieved
in the earnings of some of the sugar exporters (the Dominican Republic and
Mauritiusÿ for example).  Sugar exports doubled - to a record 2.5 billion tons
in the case of Brazilÿ though the upsurge in earnings also reflects gains in coffee
and several other primary commodities and also in sales of various manufactured
goods.  The range of exports also contributed to the steep rise in the foreign
exchange earnings of Paraguay and the Republic of Korea°  Records were established
in rice exports from Thailand (2ol million tons and at high prices)ÿ in olive oil
from Tunisia (supplemented by citrus and other farm products from the good harvestÿ
and by petroleum) and in phosphate exports from Jordan°  The recovery in ground-nut
production permitted a sharp swing in exports from Senegal - from a decline of
18 per cent in 1971 to a rise of over 30 per cent in 1972.  Some of the petroleum
producers also raised their export earnings by a third or more - Algeria and Saudi
Arabiaÿ for exampleÿ and even Indonesia where lumberÿ tobacco and coffee also
contributedÿ though the petroleum share was approaching half the $2 billion total.
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Other petroleum producers were in the group registering more modest gainsÿ
the export earnings of iranÿ Kuwait and Nigeria were between i0 and 20 per cent
above the 1971 levelÿ and those of Venezuela rose hardly at allo  Export increases
among coffee producers ranged from around 15 per cent (in Guatemala) to around a
fourth (Colombiaÿ Costa Rica and E1 Salvador)°   Cocoa producersÿ which enjoyed a
similar price riseÿ registered much the same sort of expansion in exports - the
Ivory Coastÿ i0 per cent and Ghanaÿ 22 per cent for example°   Among cotton producers
the range was widerÿ.  there was no more than a marginal expansion in the earnings
of Egyptÿ Pakistan and the Sudan but a gain of around a fourth in Mexico and
Nicaragua and almost a half in the Syrian Arab Republic°   The low prices of rubber
and palm oil militated against a significant increase in the export earnings of
Malaysiaÿ and low copper prices and transport difficulties held down earnings in
Zambia°

Price changes worked in the opposite direction in Argentina whereÿ despite
a poor agricultural outturn in 1972 - including a 15 per cent reduction in grains
and a further decline in edible oil-seeds - the favourable market for meat and wool
as well as wheat and maize raised export earnings above the 1971 level°  Hong Kong
and Singaporeÿ exporting manufactured goodsÿ increased their sales by a fifth and
a fourthÿ respectively°   There was an unusual increase ÿ of almost a fifth ÿ in
exports from Indiaÿ much of this was also in manufactures ÿ particularly textiles
and leather goods - but some of it represents aid shipments to Bangladesh°

The proportion of developing countries reducing their import expenditure in
1972 ÿ about a fifth ÿ was double the proportion eÿeriencing a reduction in export
receipts.  And the proportion greatly increasing their imports ÿ by more than a
sixthÿ for example ÿ was not much more than half the proportion enjoying a similar
rise in their exports.  Neverthelessÿ 45 per cent of the developing countries
enlarged their imports by more than i0 per cent between 1971 and 1972o

Some of the largest increases in imports were recorded by countries whose
export sector was also very active in 1972 ÿ Brazilÿ Jordanÿ Mauritiusÿ Senegalÿ
the Syrian Arab Republic and Tunisiaÿ for exampleÿ all increased their exports by
over 30 per cent and their imports by over 25 per cent.  And quite a number of
countries raised both exports and imports by 15 per cent or more ÿ Indonesiaÿ
Mexico and Thailandÿ for exampleÿ as well as Hong Kong and Singapore°  Some of the
petroleÿ exporters also registered major increases in imports - Iraqÿ Trinidad
and Tobago and Venezuela all registered an expansion of around a fifthÿ for
exampleÿ Algeriaÿ Iran and Saudi Arabiaÿ 30-40 per cent and Kuwait and the Libyan
Arab Republicÿ around a half.

In most casesÿ the 1972 rise was a continuation of the previous yearÿs trend°
In some casesÿ however ÿ Algeriaÿ Mexico and Thailandÿ for exampleÿ and also Guyanaÿ
Sierra Leone and Sri Lanka ÿ the expansion in imports in 1972 followed a reduction
in 1971.  But the opposite sequence was more commonÿ   in more than a fourth of the
developing countries imports expenditure was cut back in 1972 after an upswing
in !971ÿ which had been a very steep one in the case of Argentina° Boliviaÿ Colombiaÿ
Ecuador and Nicaraguaÿ as well as Angolaÿ Egyptÿ Ghamaÿ ÿzambiqueÿ the Sudan and
Ugandaÿ and the Khmer Republic°   Restraining policies were in effect in 1972 in most
of these countries and also in the Philippines where the rise in imports in 1971
had been more moderate and in Hondurasÿ Pakistan and Uruguay where imports had been
curtailed in 1971 as wello
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With import expenditure rising less rapidly than export earningsÿ the
over-all trade deficit of the developing countriesÿ which had almost doubled
Oetween 1970 and 1971ÿ was sharply reduced°  The change was similar in all the
major regions:   the deficit was reduced in the western hemisphere (by $0o41 billionÿ
measuring exports fooobo and imports Coiofo) and in southern and south-eastern

Asia (by $0°22 billion) and the surplus was increased in Africa (by $0°44 billion)
and in West Asia (by $0°75 billion)°   The 78 developing countries that report their
international reserves actually moved from a combined deficit of about $0°6 billion
in 1971 to a combined surplus of double that amount in 1972,  This surplus was
offsetÿ howeverÿ by the deficit that accrued in the rest of the developing world -
chiefly the dependent territories - where imports exceeded exports by about
$2°5 billionÿ 4 per cent more than in 1971 (see table 35)°

Among the reserve-reporting countries there was a notable contrast between

the eight petroleum exporters and the rest°  The former ran a trade surplus of
$8,9 billion in 1972 (down $0°25 billion from 1971); the latter were in deficit to
the extent of $7°6 billion (about $2°2 billion less than in 1971)o

The trade surplus of the petroleum-exporting countries was used chiefly to
finance the transfer of profits by the foreign-owned mining and refining compaÿ_ies
that produced the bulk of the exports ÿ 4/ but also to make investments in and pay
subventions to other developing countries and to purchase long.-term securities and

short-term assets on the principal capital markets,   T?lough no firm figures are yet
availableÿ it is probable that all five of these flows were gremter in 1972 than
in 1971o

The other developing countries probably reduced their over-all current account
deficit less than their merchandise deficit°   Though here again little information
is available from balance of payments statements for 1972ÿ other evidence suggests
there was a sizable increase in net receipts from tourism and from remittances of
citizens working abroadÿ but an even greater increase in net payments of interestÿ
dividendsÿ royalties and managerial fees° 4--/  This deficit was financed by an inflow
of donationsÿ loans and direct investment of at least the same magnitude as in

1971o 5_/

Both groups of countries thus added substantially to their international
reserves in 1972ÿ the former by over ÿ2 billion (much less than in 1971) the latter
by almost $4 billion (over twice as much as in 1971)o  The gain was common to all
the major regionsÿ but the bulk of it was registered in the western hemisphere and
West Asiaÿ each adding $2,4 billion to their reserves°  This was considerably more

4/  Preliminary data from the United States of America indicate that receipts
of investment income and managerial fees and royalties from the developing countries
increased by $640 million (about 11 per cent) between 1971 and 1972ÿ a decline of
$155 million from the western hemisphere having been outweighed by a rise of
$795 million from Africa and Asia°

5--/  The outflow from the United States ($6°8 billion in 1972) was fractionally
less than in 1971.   Governnÿnt lending and private direct investment were both
substantially (20-25 per cent) lowerÿ but there were offsetting increases in bank
lending and official donations°
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than in 1971ÿ especially in Latin _America where no less than six coÿtries increased
their reserves by 60 per cent or more (see table 36)°

The biggest gain was recorded by Brazil where the inflow of capital doubled
the official reserves - to $4 billion - and added appreciably to the difficulty of
containing inflationary pressures°   The Government sought to discourage foreign
borrowing by prescribing longer tenor and raising the effective interest rates
towards the domestic level by requiring borrowers to deposit in non-interest-bearing
accounts a fourth of the cruzeiro equivalent of any external loano  Official
reserves also doubled in Ecuador during 1972ÿ in the wake of new petroleum
deve!opment°

In West Asiaÿ the principal gain was registered in Saudi Arabia where reserves
reached $2°5 billion by the end, of 1972 and continued their rapid growth in the early
months of 1973o   On a smaller scale there was also a rapid rise (around 60 per cent
in the course of 1972) in Irÿu and Israel whose reserves reached $i billion and
$1o25 billionÿ respectivelyÿ early in 1973o

A majority of African countries improved their external liquidity in 1972ÿ
but the gains were generally small in absolute terms°  Perhaps the most significant
were in Moroccoÿ Tunisia and the United Republic of Tanzania°  There was a notable
recovery in Ghana but at the end of the yearÿ official reserves had not regained
the 1966 level°   In the Libyan Arab Republicÿ whose reserves are equal to those of
all other countries in the regionÿ there was a rise to $3 billion in mid-!972 and
then ÿ with imports soaring and petroleum production curtailed ÿ a gradual decline°

In southern and southÿeastern Asiaÿ there was a marked recovery in the
international liquidity of Pakistan and the Philippines in the wake of strenuous
efforts to improve the external balance°  After two years of declining reserves
Thailand also staged a recoveryÿ its foreign exchange holdings passing the
$i billion mark early in 1973o  Despite difficulties with its exports Malaysia
also reached $I billion in its official reserves.

In the first two years of the Second Development Decade the international
liquidity of the developing countries rose 63 per cent in terms of current United
Stsÿes dollarsÿ 47 per cent in terms of SDRo  In the petroleumÿexporting countries
the expansion was mainly in 1971ÿ in the other developing countries mainly in 1972o

Though tota! developing country reserves increased by 30 per cent in the
course of 1972 (26 per cent in the eight major oil exporting countries and
33 per cent in the rest of the developing group)ÿ about a fourth of the developing
countries had to draw down their reserves to meet external liabilities°  The
reduction was 5 per cent or less in Algeriaÿ the Congoÿ Indiaÿ the Ivory Coast and
Nepalÿ but it was around 40 per cent in -the case of Cameroonÿ Chileÿ Hali and
Zambia°

In Zambia and several other countries - Burmaÿ Chadÿ Egypt and Nigeriaÿ for
example - reserves at the end of 1972 were below not only the previous yearVs level
but ÿLso the level of the early 1960So  And some of the countries that had managed
to increase their external liquidity in 1972 were still left with a smaller reserve
than they had had 10 years earlierÿ this was the case in Argentinaÿ in Ghanaÿ Senegal
and the Sudan and in Pakistan and Sri Lankao  In relation to import expendituresÿ
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moreoverÿ official reserves were lower in 1972 than at the beginning of the 1960s
in Argentina and Jamaicaÿ in a third of the developing countries of Asia and half
those of Africa°

On the averageÿ developing country reserves at the end of 1972 were sufficient
to finance about seven monthsÿ imports at current ratesÿ compared, with 4°3 monthsÿ
I0 years earlier°   in the oil-exporting countriesÿ the figure had risen from six
monthsÿ to 12 monthsÿ importsÿ in the other developing countries from four monthsÿ
to six monthsÿ    In about a fifth of all developing countries at the beginning of
1973ÿ howeverÿ official reserves - including gold holdings and position at IMF as
well as holdings of SDR and usable foreign exchange - were not sufficient to finance
more than two monthsÿ imports at current rates.   Thusÿ allowing for the fact that
financing capacity depends on export prospectsÿ on the schedule of debt service and
on access to external creditÿ a number of developing countries remained extremely
illiquido

The number of developing countries that were net drawers on IMF was the
sÿe (19) in 1972 as in 1971o  In Africa the borrowers were outnumbered by the
repayers in both years°  West Asia swung from net borrowing to net repayment° the
Syrian Arab Republic being the only net borrower in 1972o  In southern and
south-eastern Asiaÿ the swing was in the opposite directionÿ sizable net drawings
being made by Bangladesh and Pakistan°  The western hemisphere was a net borrowing
region in both yearsÿ   Chi!eÿ Peru and Uruguay were among the major recipients in
1972 but it was a large advance to Argentina ($284 million net) that contributed
most to swing the developing countries as a whole from net repayment of $58 million
in 1971 to net drawing of $315 million in 1972o

Thusÿ notwithstanding the generally favourable trading results of 1972 and
the large flow of privÿbe capital to some developing countriesÿ it is clear that
many continue to have a precarious external balance°  An upsurge in imports (induced
by development investment or drawn in by inflation and an overvalued exchange rate)
or a decline in export earnings (consequent on a fall in demand for a feÿ important
commodities or a reduction in price) or a rise in debt service claims (as a result
of the maturing of short- and medium-term credits) can still bring about a payments
crisis in many of the developing countries.

Out look

The prospects for the developing countries for 1973/74 depend even more than
usual on the weather and on the response of farmers°   Of the 32 reports received by
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations in December 1972ÿ under
the VVearly warning systemÿ of the food situationÿ three fourths indicated poor
harvests or uncertain crop conditions and more than half indicated actual shortage
of food.  With world grain stocks at a very low level and the rising demand for meat
putting increased strain on supplies of feed-stuffsÿ prices are likely to remain
firm.   This will provide a favourab!e situation for exporters of cereals and
oilcakeÿ but pose sericcs problems for importers that are short of foreign exchange°

Relatively low stocks point to strong markets in a number of other
commodities - sugarÿ coffee and cocoaÿ fishmealÿ woo]. and cottonÿ for example -

and this should ensure that the expected continuation of the economic upswing in
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the developed market economies will be fully reflected in demand for the exports of
the developing countries°  The demand for metals is also likely to be greater than
in 1972ÿ though its impact on trade will be moderated to some extent by the planned
release of some $1o7 billion of supplies from the United Statesÿ  strategic
stockpile°  The expansion in mine and smelter capacity in recent years should enable
requirements to be metÿ even though the growth in demand is likely to be more
general than usual - Europeÿ Japan and North America experiencing a similar cyclical
upsurge°

Capacity to meet requirements for energy sources is also quite adequate but
the market situation is likely to remain extremely tightÿ  Some petroleum-producing
countriesÿ not being under any pressure to enlarge their export earningsÿ are
practising a conservative policy in respect of developed deposits.  And OPEC is able
to exercise great influence over the volume of oil entering international trade.
In the importing countries demand is being affected by the continuing rundown of
coal mining capacity in Western Europeÿ by the desire to avoid the use of
high-sulphur fuels and by a new and strong awareness of some of the social costs
of energy productionÿ manifested in a reluctance to exploit domestic deposits when
this could result in environmentÿl damageÿ or to flood valleys for hydroelectric
purposes or to site nuclear generating facilities close to centres of demand.

While exports and export prices are likely to be well maintained in 1973ÿ
import prices - strongly influenced by the inflation that still characterizes most
of the more advanced economies - are also likely to continue to rise°  Movements in
the terms of trade will doubtless differ as much as usual from country to country°
For the developing countries as a wholeÿ howeverÿ prospects seem favourableÿin the
last quarter of 1972ÿ the import price indices of minerals were an eighth above the
corresponding 1971 level and those of agricultural products were a fifth higherÿ
and market prices were still rising rapidly. 6/

On the wholeÿ the enlargement of EECÿ which took effect at the beginning of
1973ÿ should prove to be a positive influence on the exports of the developing
countries.  Though some countries are losing preferential entry to the United
Kingdom marketÿ transitional arrangements have been made for cases - such as sugar
in which dependence on that market was particularly great.  While a number of
developing countries are seeking ÿassociation7v with the enlarged Communityÿ there
is little evidence to suggest that countries not so associated will not share in the
growth in demand° 7/  While the enlargement of the Common Market is unlikely to prove

6/  Comparing average market quotations in United States dollars for
internationally traded commodities in the first quarter of 1973 with those of a
year earlierÿ there were increases of up to 5 per cent in abacaÿ cotton and juteÿ
5ÿi0 per cent in sugarÿ teaÿ tin and petroleumÿ i0-20 per cent in robusta coffeeÿ
beefÿ coconut oil and zincÿ 20-30 per cent in palm oil and copperÿ 30-40 per cent
in arabica coffeeÿ 40ÿ50 per cent in ground-nutsÿ 50ÿ60 per cent in wheatÿ riceÿ
cocoaÿ rubberÿ linseed oilÿ copra and palm kernelsÿ and over i00 per cent in wool
and hides.  The world commodity price index computed by the Economist in London in
mid-April 1973 was 57 per cent above the corresponding 1972 figure°

/  Between 1960-1962 and 1969-1971 the average annual rate of increase in
EEC imports (in current prices) was 5°7 per cent from Latin Americaÿ 6.6 per cent
from the associated countriesÿ and 8°4 per cent from the developing coÿJtries as a
whole°
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as expansionary as the integration of the six original members proved to be in the
1960sÿ it is expected to stimulate growthÿ especially in the United Kingdom which
has been a far from dynamic market for the developing countries in recent years.
The effect of integration should thus be to accelerate the increase in demand for
most imports.  The increase will not be uniformÿ howeverÿ and for temperate farm
products and for manufactured goodsÿ the longerwrun effect will depend on how
outward-looking the new Community becomes°

Though no information is yet available on the extent of development assistance
or other resource transfers in 1972ÿ commitments data of 1971 suggest that no great
change was likely.  Nor can any be foreseen for 1973:  the slow increase of recent
years seems likely to continue.

This should not affect imports very significantly°  These may well expand more
in 1973 than they did in 1972.  Not only are food purchases likely to be greater
but the increase in international reserves of recent years and buoyant export sales
should make it possible for most developing countries to expand their imports in
support of a higher rate of growth°
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Table 29° Developing coumtries:   growth of total
productionÿ 1961-1972 a/

(Percentage)

Country group
Average annual

rateÿ

1961-1970

Change from preceding year

1971          1972b/

Developing countriesÿ total  .....  5°5

Western hemisphere  ........  5.6

Africa  ..............  4.8

West Asia  .............  8ol

Southern and south-eastern Asia o         5°0

5.2           5°4

6.3         6ÿ4

3oB         4°5

10.4          10° 8

3.4              3°3

Sourceÿ   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics and Yearbook of National Accounts Statisticsÿ
Economic Commission for Africaÿ ÿSummaries of economic dataÿVÿ Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far Eastÿ ÿVEconomic Survey of Asia and the Far Eastÿ 1972ÿ Part
Twoÿv (preliminary version) (E/CN.II/L.350/B)ÿ Economic Commission for Latin Americaÿ
V'Economic Survey of Latin Americaÿ 1972ÿ Summaryw (preliminary version)
(E/CN°I2/954)ÿ and national sources.

a/  Measured at constant market prices.

b/  Preliminary°
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Table 30. Selected developing countries: indicated changes in gross domestic product,~ 1972
(Percentage)

CountriesQ! whose rates of growth were

I
\0
f\)
I

More than 10
per cent

Saudi Arabia
Tunisia
Iran
Syrian Arab

Republic
Qatar
Hong Kong
Brazil
Algeria
Botswana
Gabon
Mauritius
Senegal

Between 8.0
and

9.9 per cent

Israel
Ecuador
Dominican

Republic
Malawi
Mauritania
Singapore
Southern

Rhodesia
Swaziland

Between 6.0
and

7.9 per cent

Lebanon
Republic of

Korea
Nigeria
Togo
Panama
Colombia
Mexico
Bolivia
Guatemala
Sie rra Leone

Between 5.0
and

5.9 per cent

Peru
Indonesia
Haiti
Congo
Costa Rica
Egypt
Ethiopia
Fiji
Gambia
Kenya
Kuwait
Morocco
Namibia
Nicaragua
Somalia
Sudan
Upper Volta
Zambia

Between 3.0
and

4.9 per cent

Paraguay
Philippines
Chad
El Salvador
Ivory Coast
Thailand
Pakistan
Argentina
Ghana
Guinea
Malaysia
Mozambique
United Republic

of Tanzania
Zaire
Bangladesh
Cameroon
Venezuela
Trinidad and

Tobago
Burma
Angola
Jordan
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Niger

Less than
2.9

per cent

Afghanistan
Oman
Honduras
Mali
Nepal
Republic of

Viet-Nam
Rwanda
India
Chile
Bahrain
Jamaica
Laos
Burundi
Dahomey
Uganda
Uruguay
Sri Lanka

Negative

Central
African
Hepublic

Guyana
Iraq
Barbados
Khmer

R;:public
Libyan Arab

Republic

(Source and foot~notes on following page)



(Source and foot-notes to table 30)

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on data from Statistical Office of the United
Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin  of Statisticsÿ Economic Commission for Asia and the
Far Eastÿ "Economic Survey of Asia and the Far Eastÿ 1972ÿ Part Two" (preliminary
version) (E/CNoI!/Lo350/B) ÿ Economic Commission for Africaÿ "Summaries of economic
data'ÿ Economic Commission for Latin Americaÿ "Economic Survey of Latin Americaÿ
1972ÿ Summary" (preliminary version) (E/CN.12/954)ÿ United States of Americaÿ
Department of Commerceÿ Foreign Economic Trends (Washingtonÿ D.C. )ÿ United States
of Americaÿ Department of Stateÿ Agency for International Development Data Book
(Washingtonÿ D.Co) ÿ and other national sources o

a/   Based on preliminary official estimates of the national accounts or
"indicators" derived from official or semi-official statistics of product ion ÿ
trade and transport°  Where indicators ÿ¢ere usedÿ changes in gross domestic
product reflect changes ÿ in real terms ÿ in the output of all the items of goods
and services for which data were obtainableÿ combined with weights derived from
national accounts of 19710  The indicated changes are necessarily tentativeÿ
being prepared in March 1973 and based in some cases on less than a full yearÿs
figure for some of the components of the gross domestic product.

b_/   Countries are arraÿiged in descending order of rates of growth°
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Table 31°  Selected developing countries:   growth of agricultural
productionÿ 1961-1972

(Percentage)

Group and country
Average annualÿ/

rateÿ
1961-1970

Total       Food c_/

Chanÿe from Dreceding ,year
1971           1972 bi

Total   Food c__!   Total   Food €

Western hemisDhere  .... 2.9      3°7 3°2    1.5     -0.8   -1.5

Argentina  .......

Bolivia  ........

Brazil  .........

Chile  .........

Colombia  ........

Guyana  ........

Haiti  .........

Honduras  ........

Jamaica  ........

Mexico  ........

Africa  .........

Algeria  ........

Angola  ........

Burundi  ........

Cameroon  .......

Dahomey  ........

Egypt  .........

Ethiopia  .......

Ghana  .........

Guinea  ........

Ivory Coast  ......

Nicaragua  .......

Panama  .........

Paraguay  .......

Peru  .........

Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay  ........

Venezuela  .......

Costa Rica  ......

Dominican Republic
Ecuador  ........

E1 Salvador  ......

Guatemala  .......

4.3      6.2
1.3      1.9
3.6      3°3
4.0       4.1
4,1       3.7

0.7       O°l
-o.2      -o.9

4,6     3°4
-i.0      o.3

4,0       4.5

5.4        4,9
3.4     4.8
2.7       1.2

1,5      io!
1.4      -0.3

1.4      1.3
4.2       3.8

1.9      1.9

-i. 2      -0.7

3.3      1.8
2.0      1.9
3.0      3.1
1.5      1.2

1.6       2.1
2.5      2.3
1.2          1.0

2.1          2.2
3.6     4.6

3.0      3,0

1.2          i°0
3.1      4.3
2,8      2.1
2.5      2.8

-4.4   -2.6     -4.6   -5.3

1.9    1.9     -0.9   -0.9
6.2    1.4      3.0    3°5
0.8    1.6    -15.8  -17o 1

1.6    5.3      5.4    2.9

6.0    4.9      4.6    6.1
5.6    6.9      8.0    7.8
2.9    4.4     -1.5    0.7

14. o    9.3     -1.5  -lO. o

13o5    7.7     -5.7   -3.9

4.8    4.8     -3.8   -3.8

2.1    1.0      1.1    5.9
6.3    5.6     -7.8   -9.1

3.4    4.6      2.2    2.2
4.5    4.1     -2.2   -2.8

9.2    4°4    -16.2   -8.7
3.8    3.0     -1.5   -1.5

-16.8  -16.0     13.2   12.3
-0.9    0.9     -3.8   -3.4
-6.2   -4.2      7ol    5.2

-19,4  -17.5     -3.5   -4.3
-      -      -2.8   -2.8

3,3    4.2      0.8    0.8

-8.0   -8.0      3.2    3.2

2.5    0.9     -5.0   -3.5
3.9    3,1     -3.1   -1.6

3.9    2.3      0.8    0.8
2.5    2.5      2.5    2.5

3.4    5,0      3.3    2.5
-      -       0,8    0.9

7.3    7.3      0.9    0.9
2.4    2.4      2,4    2.3

i0.I   10,5      2,6    1.9

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 31 (continued)

Group and country
Average  annualÿ/

rate
1961-1970

Total       Food c_/

Chanÿe from preceding
1971           1972 b/

Total   Food c_/   Total   Food c_/

Africa (continued)

Kenya  ..........  3.2

Liberia  .........  3.0

Libyan Arab Republic        4.2
Madagascar  .......  3.6

Malawi  .........  3.5

Tunisia  ..........  0.I

Uganda  .........  3.2

United Republic              2.4
of Tanzania  ......

Upper Volta  .......  0.6

Zaire  .........  i. 8

Zambia  .........  0.6

West Asia  ......... 4.2

Iran  ..........  4.0

Iraq  ..........  2.2

Israel  .........  5.7

Jordan  .........  2.0

Leb anon  .........  3.9

Syrian Arab Republic        3.0

Senegal  ..........  0.7

Sierra Leone  ......  1.5

Southern ÿhodesia  ....  1.3
Sudan  ..........  4.0

Togo  ..........  1.5

Mali  ..........  i. 5

Morocco  .........  2.4

Niger  ..........  3.1

Nigeria  .........  i. 6

Rwanda  .........  3.6

2.5
0.6
2°4
3.0

3°7

o°6
2.5
3ol
1.6
3.7

-0.9

1o5
3.3
2°9
1.6

-0.4

3.4
2.5

0.2
2°6
1.2

4.1

4.0
1.9
5.2
2.4
4.9
6°8

-4.0   -5oo      5.5    5.0
-4.4    1.9      2.9    6.1
15.8   16.4    -ll. o  -11.6
0.8    3.O     -0.8     -

12.5   24.3      6.4    4.8

-1o8   -1.9     ÿ3.6   -4.9

9.1    9.0      4.0    4.6
1.8    1.9    -16.5  -16.7

5.9    6.7      0.8    0.8
2.o    2.o      i°3    1.3

28.8   28.7    -35ol  -36.1
1.8    2.7     15.2   15.2

13.9   19.7      9.0   i0.3
-    2.5     0.8   O.8

2.4    2.3     -1.6   -1.5

18.1   19.4     -5.8   -6.5
-2.4   -0.8       -    -1.7

0.9       -          -        -

-        -          1.0       -

-7.3         -8.0                0.8             -

45.6        50.3               3.7          4.8

-4.1   -4.9      9.9   10.7

-lO. 5  -ll. 3     lO. 5   ll. 3

-5.4   -6.3      7.8    8.7
10.9   11.8      9.3    8.9
35.5   35.5      7.O    6.9
12.0   !l.6      1.4    2.1
3.4    2.6     10.2   15.2

Southern and
south-eastern Asia 3.2

Bangladesh  .......  i. 1ÿ/

Burma  ..........  i. 0

India  .........  2.6

Indonesia  ........  2.2

Khmer Republic  .....  3. i

3.1

o.7!!
1.0

3.8
2.2
4.6

0.8      -       -4.7    -5.5

-8.8   -6.1      1.o   -1.9

-2.9   -2.9       -      -

0.8   -0.8     -8.7   -9.5

3.9    3.1     -2.3   -3.9
-22.8  -26.9    -21.0  -23.0

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 31 (continued)

Group and country
Average annualÿ/

rateÿ
1961=1970

Total       Food 9_/

Change from Dreceding year
1971           1972 b/

Total   Food c/   Total   Food c/

Southern and south-eastern

Asia (continued)

Malaysia  .......  5°6

Pakistan  .......  6°0

Philippines  ......  3.7

Republic of Korea o    .    4.2
RePublic of Viet-Nam       0.6
Sri Lanka  .......  3°3

Thailand  .......  4.3

Total  ......  2.8

4°7        7,7  13.9      2°3   8.2
5ol       -0.6  =5o0      -0o6    -

3.9        3°0   3.7      1o5   2,2
3.9         -   =0.8       3.0   0.8

Ioi         8.9   8°5      =1°8  -1,7

3.6         3.1   7.8      -5.5  -9o9
4.3         3.5   2°8      -9°2 -12.7

3ol        1.6   0.8      -1.6  =2.4

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nationsÿ Monthly Bulletin of Agriculture Economics and Statistics (Rome)ÿ
and information supplied by the United States Department of Agriculture.

a/  Average of year-to-year changes with the larger of each pair of figures
as denominator.

b_/  Preliminary.

c_/  Food includes all the edible products which contribute energy to the
human diet regardless of the extent to which they are actually used for food in
the country or region where produced:  cerealsÿ starchy rootsÿ sugarÿ pulsesÿ
edible oil cropsÿ nutsÿ fruitsÿ vegetablesÿ cocoa and livestock products.

d_/ 1964-1970.
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Table 32°   Selected developing countries:   changes in
consumer pricesÿ 1961ÿ1972

Countryÿ/
Average annual rate

of increaseÿ
1961-1970 b/

Percentage change
From preceding ÿear   In latest
1971      1972 cJ    12 months

A°  Countries whose rate of inflation was 5 per cent or less in 1972ÿ/

i°  Experiencing less inflation in 1972 than in 1971ÿ/

Uganda  .........  4.5

Nigeria  .........  4.4

Haiti  ..........  2,7

Ethiopia  ........  5.2

Malawi  .........  5°1

15o7     4.3
13.5     3°7
10o3     3.2
o°5     -6°1

8°1      3°9

9.4
-i° 8

7.3
-2°3

2.9

Somalia  ........  4.4

Syrian Arab Republic       2.0
Tunisia  ........  2°8

Chad  ..........  4.9

Egÿypt  .........  3.6

o°4    -3°8

4°9      1.0
5°7      2°2
6°0      2.9
3°7      2°4

-2°3

3.2
3.6
0.2

2.5

Burundi  ........  2°6

Venezuela  .......  io0

Zambia  .........  4°2

B. 9      2.7
3.3     2.2
6.1      5.o

3°6
3°8
5.0

2.  Experiencing a similar rate of inflation in 1971 and 1972ÿ/

Morocco  ........  2°3

Southern Rhodesia          2ol
Gabon  .........  3°5

Singapore  .......  i.i

4.2      3°7
3.1     2°9
3.4     3.6
1o9      2on

2°6
4.0
2°5
5.8

3°  Experiencing a higher rate of inflation in 1972 than in 1971ÿ/

Netherlands Antilles       1.2
Guatemala  .......  0°9

Malaysia  ........  0.9

Senegal  ........  2.5

Ivory Coast  .......  3°7

3.3      4°2
-0°5      0°5
1°5      2°6
2°6     3°7

-0.8      0°4

4°0
i°i

3°6
2.6
2°0

E1 Salvador  ......  0°7

Costa Rica  .....  2.5
Thailand  ........  2.0

Guyana  .........  2°3

Libyan Arab Republic .     6°4
Sierra Leone  ......  4.1

0o4      1o7
3.0     4.7
2.0      4.o
2.1      ÿ.5

-2°7      0.8
-2°3     3°1

5.1
6.9
6.4
7.1
5.0
4.3

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 32 (continued)

Countrya/
Average annual rate

of increaseÿ

1961-1970 b/

Percentage chanÿe
From preceding zear    In latest
1971       1972 c/    12 months

Bo  Countries whose rate of inflation was more than 5 per cent in 1972ÿ/

1,  Experiencing less inflation in 1972 than in 1971ÿ/

Iÿmer Republic  .....  4°4

Mozambique  .......  2.9

Brazil  .........  44.0

Jamaica  ........  4ol

72°0    25°2       32°2
15.6      7°3        7°0
21ol     17o9         7o 5
6°6     5°7       9.3

2°  Experiemcing a similar rate of inflation in 1971 and 1972ÿ/

Republic of Korea           13o2
Ecuador  ........  4°4

Madagascar  .......  3°7

Peru  ..........  9.5

Israel  .........  5°6

Mauritania  .......  4°5

12o 4     11o 8        9.0
8°4     7°9       6,9
5.4     5°7       4°3
6,9     7 o2        4.3

12.0     12o 9       12o 3
7.6      8.6       10o3

3.  Experiencing a higher rate of inflation in 1972 than in 1971ÿ/

Iraq  ..........  2°2

Cameroon  ........  3.6

Kenya  .........  1.8

Indonesia  .......  135.7

Mexico  .........  2.6

3°6      5.2        8°3
4.1      6ol        4°9
3°8      5°8        4.1
4°4      6°5       25°8
3.3      5.6        8.o

Iram  ..........  1.7

Fiji  ..........  2°8

Honduras  ........  2.6

Bolivia  ........  5°5

Hong Kong  .......  2.9

4 o1      6o 5        7 °7
6.5      9ol       13.2
2°3      5,2        6°7
3°6     6°5      23,6
3°2      6ol        9°2

India  .........  7.2

Pakistan  ........  3°9

Lebanon  ........  1,9

Sri Lanka  ........  2°9

Panama  .........  1.2

3.3     6.3       6.6
4.7      8.0        10.8
1o6      5°o        5.3
2°7      6°4         4°0
1o8      5°6        6°8

Jordan  .........  4°7

Paraguay  ........  3.6

Barbados  ........  2,4

Mauritius  .......  1o9

4.2      8.2       12o5
5°0      9°2        9°5
7°5     11.8        10o4
0°3      5°4        1.7

Colombia  .......  11.2                    9.1

Niger  .........  4.3                  4.3

Congo  .........  4.1                    4ol

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 32 (continued)

countryJ
Average annua! rate

of increaseÿ
1961-1970 k/

Percentage change
From preceding year     In latest
1971       1972 c/      12 months

0 Experiencina a hi£her rate of inflation in 1972
than in 1971 (continued)

Trinidad and Tobago          3°0
Republic of Viet-Nam       21o0
United Republic

of Tanzania  .....  2oi

Dominican Republic          1.8
Zaire  .........  18o6

3.5      9°3         8.0
18o3     24°5        27°0

3°7     9.9       7°4
2°3     8°7        8ol
5°0    15o0       10o2

Sudan  .........  4.3

Ghana  .........  7°7

Philippines  ......  4°5
Argentina  .......  21o0

Laos  .........  21o0

1.3     11o9        24°5
2°9     14o0        17o5
3ol     19o8         iioi

34°°[     58°4        64°3
io3     25ol        28°4

Uruguay  ........  12ol

Chile  .........  26°0

23°9     67.6        82°7
20ol     78°0       163.4

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Statistical Office of the United Nations,
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, and. International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo)o

a/  Countries are arranged in descending order of the absolute difference
between the change between 1971 and 1972ÿ and the change between 1970 and 1971.

hJ 1962-1970 for Cameroonÿ Mauritania and Mozambiqueÿ
1963-1970 for Gabonÿ
1964-1970 for Ethiopiaÿ
1965-1970 for Libyan Arab Republic and Zaireÿ
1966-1970 for Burundiÿ
1967-1970 for Lebanonÿ
1968-1970 for Jordanÿ
!969=1970 for MalsTÿio

c/  Preliminary°

d/  Based on a comparison of year-to=year change in annual averages.
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Table 33.  Developing countries:  distribution of changes
in money supplyÿ a/ 1972

Change in money
supply from

preceding year
(percentage)

Number
of

countries

Countriesÿ* in whichÿ in relation to the trend during
the preceding year, the trend registered

durinÿ 1972 represents
Continuation   Deceleration   Acceleration   Reversal

Decline

Less than 6

15o 0-19.9

i0° 0-14o 9

6.0-9°9

4 Burundi
Togo
Rwanda
Sri Lanka

Democratic
Yemen

Chad
Upper Volta

Zambia

Niger
Malawi
Cameroon

Nepal

Jordan

17 India
Ivory Coast
Thailand

Libyan Arab
Republic

Jamaica
Ccsta Rica
Lebanon
Dahomey
United

Republic of
Tanzania

Congo
Honduras
Iraq
Senegal
Nigeria
Afghanistan
Madagascar

Ethiopia

14 Tunisia Venezuela
Dominican

Republic
Morocco
Sierra Leone
Mexico
Egypt
Kenya
Paraguay
Haiti
Mauritania
Sudan
Guatemala

Zaire

(Table continued on following page)
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Table 33 (continued)

Change in money   Number
supply from        of

preceding year   countries
(percentage)

Countriesÿj in whichÿ in relation to the trend during
the preceding yearÿ the trend registered

during 1972 represents
Continuation   Deceleration   Acceleration   Reversal

20°0-29°9         17 Brazil          Republic of    Pakistan        Panama
Indonesia          Viet-Nam      Bolivia

Trinidad and   Guyana
Tobago        Philippines

Ecuador

E1 Salvador
Singapore
Syrian Arab

Republic
Saudi Arabia
Nicaragua
Malaysia
Uganda

30°0 and over        12 Israel           Chile            Argentina       Gambia
Kuwait
Iran
Algeria
Uruguay
Gabon
Republic of

Korea
Mauritius
Ghana

Total          73            6          17                41            9

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D°C.)o

a/  Money supply is measured by the liabilities of the monetary system to
the do--mestic private sector in respect of currency and demand deposits°

b/  Countries are listed in ascending order of the degree of acceleration
as mea--sured by the difference between the percentage increase in 1971 and the
percentage increase in 1972o
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Table 34.  Developing countries:  distribution of changes in foreign tradeÿÿ/ 1972ÿ/

Change in
foreign trade               Nuÿoer
from preceding                of

coÿu%ries

(percentage)     Exports        imports

Countries-c/ in whichÿ  in relation 1o the ehaage in the preceding intervalÿ the change between
1971 and 1972 represents

Cont irluat i on  .................  De-geleÿBa%i on  .............  ÿ[ ecel er%J%ÿi oÿn-  .............  -Revÿis al
<port s         Imports      L<port s         Imports      Exports         I]ÿport s      Exports         ImDor% s

Decline               12              15 niie                         Sri Lanka     Honduras                     Uruguay
Zÿer                          Uruguay                                         Pakistan
Republic                     Democratic

Yemen

Iraq
Libyan Arab
Republic

Burma
Guadeloupe
Kenya
Philippines
Janÿica

Uganda
'Kbxaer

Republic
Ghana
Angola
Sudan
Ecuador
Coloÿo ia
Egypt
Argentina
Niearagua
Bolivia
Mozambique

O
$9
I

increase of
less than 5            7              Ii Venezuela

Haiti
Sudan

Nigeria
Somalia
Kemga
israel
Unit ed
Repubiic
of
Tanzania

Dominican
Republic

Ethiopia
Philippines
Haiti
Jamaica

Egypt Pakistan
Csÿeroon

Peru

Demoeratie
Yemen

5°0-9.9           m0          19 United
Republic
of
Tanzania

Trinidad
and
Tobago

Guatemala   Honduras Republic
of Korea

Peru
El Salvador
India
Paraguay
Panama
Costa Rica

Liberia

Israel          Hot@ Korÿ    ÿigeria         Barbados
!r an            Zs£ibia       Lialaw i          indoue sis
_°anemia          Venezuela                     Hadags scsaÿ

(Table continued on following page )
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Guyana
India

Liberia
Ivory

Coast

Sit.spore
Morocco
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[ÿlaysia
Cameroon

Argentina
Malaysia
Barbados
Ivory

Coast
Bolivia
Zambia

Uganda
Guatemÿ!a
Sierra Leone
Angola
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Guyana
Sierra
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Table 34 (continued)

Change in
foreign trade
from preceding

year
(percentage)

Numb e r
of

countries

Export s        Import s

!
Countriesÿ/ in whichÿ in relation to the change in the preceding interval, the change beÿ.Teen

1971 and 1972 represents
Continuation                Deceleration                Acceleration                  Reversal

Exports        Imports      Exports        Irÿports      Exports        Imports      Exports        Imports

20.0-29.9                       iI                            i0 Brazil       Kÿait         Iraq         Hong Kong      Jordaa       E1 Salvador   Mexico
Trinidad                                   Singapore     Malawi       Costa Rica    Guadeloupe
and                                        Mexico         Chile        Colorabia
Tobago                                    Mozambique     Senegal      Ghana

Nica.raÿa     Burma

Ethiopia

30,0 and over       i$

O
KN
I

Saudi Arabia                Indonesia      Syrian       Jordan         Algeria
Thailand        Arab        Semegal
Tunisia         Republic   Syrisÿ Arab
Republic       Saudi         Republic
of Korea       ÿrsbiÿ     Mauritius

Ecuador        Iran         Algeria
Somalia        Tunisia
Dominican!     Libyan
Republic       Arab

Martinique     Repÿolic
Brazil         ÿ%uritius
Republic of   Kuwait
Viet-ÿaÿ1      Republic of

Morocco         Viet-Nam

Total               71             71            7              6           ii             22           23             22           30             21

Source:   Centre for Deve!opment Planningÿ Projections ÿ%d Policies of the United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on Statistical Office of the
United Nations, Mont _hlÿ Bullet_in of SSaÿisÿicsÿ International Monetarÿj Fund, Interna.ÿ.ional. ÿins,ÿicial Stg.ÿisÿ_ics (Washington, Do Co ), and
nat iona.]ÿ sourcesÿ

.,"  ÿ.ÿorts are priced f.o.bo and iÿports c.i.f,

b /  ÿelimiuaiD'.

c,."  Co\uTtries are listed in aseendins order of acceleration as measured by the difference betÿ,ÿeeu the percentage increase between 1970 and
1971 and the percentage increase between 1971 and 1972.



Table 35.  Developing countries:  balance of trade and changes in international liquidity, 1970-1972

(Millions of dollars)

Country group Balance of tradeÿ/
1970   1971   1972ÿ/

Net change in
reserves b/

1970  1971 -- 197-2c-J

Net change in other
balance of payments items

1970   1971   1972 ÿ/

Developing countries, total°

Countries reporting reserves
Petroleum exporters d/
Others  ...........

Other countries  ........

bÿO

-1,724 =3,089 -1,274

389   -636  1,271
6,319  9,115  8,862

-5,930 -9,751 =7,591

-2,113 -2,453 -2,545

ooo        ooo        ooo

2,467 4,917 5,964
738 3,226 2,066

iÿ729 1,691 3,898

°ÿo        ooo        ooo

Qoo          ÿoo

2,078  5,553
-5,581 =5,$89
7,659 11,442

ooo          ooo

4,693
-6,796
11,489

Western hemisphere, total°

Countries reporting reserves
Venezuela  .........

Others e_/  .........

Others  ...........

1,480 -2,910 -2,501

-438 -1,841 =1,213
664    827    372

-1,102 -2,668 -1,585

-1,042 -1,069 -1,288

1,175   945 2,390
88   501   210

1,087   444 2,180

ooo        ooo        ooo

1,613  2,786  3,403
-576   -326   -162

2,189  3,112  3,765

ooo          ooÿ          ooo

Africa, total  .........

Countries reporting reserves
Petroleum exporters f_/
Others g_/  .........

Others  ...........

1,547   399   839
1,846    836  1,136
1,745  1,907  1,561

101 -1,071   -425

-299   -437   -297

1,102 1,319   443     -744    483
690 1,451   192   -1,055   -456
4i2  -132   251      311    939

=693
=1,369

676

West Asia, total  .......  3,023   5,216   5,966

Countries reporting reserves
Petroleum exporters h_/
Others i/  .........

Others  ...........  510      600      661

2,513  4,616  5,305
3,910  6,381  6,929

-1,397 -1,765  -!,624

a o o

31
-40
71

o o

1,91o 2,358
1,274 1,664

636  694

=2,482
=3,950
1,468

o o o

-2,7o6
-5,107
2,401

-2,947
-5,265
2,318

Southern and south-eastern Asia,
tota!  ............  -4,814  -5,794  -5,578

Countries reporting reservesÿ/ -3,532  -4,247  -3,957
Other countries  .......  -iÿ282      547      621

159         743         773           3,691       4,990       4,730



(Source and foot-notes to table 35)

Source:  Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Seeretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ DoCo)ÿ Statistical Office of the United Nationsÿ
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics9 and national sources°

a/  Exportsÿ f.o.b, minus importsÿ Coi.f.

b/  Goldÿ SDRÿ convertible foreign exchange and reserve positions in the
International Monetary Fund.

c_/  Preliminary.

d/  African petroleum exportersÿ West Asian petroleum exportersÿ and Venezuela.

e/  Argentinaÿ Barbadosÿ Boliviaÿ Brazilÿ Chileÿ Colombiaÿ Costa Ricaÿ
Dominican Republicÿ Ecuadorÿ E1 Salvadorÿ Guatemalaÿ Guyanaÿ Haitiÿ Hondurasÿ
Jamaicaÿ Mexicoÿ Nicaraguaÿ Panamaÿ Paraguayÿ Peruÿ Trinidad and Tobago and
Uruguay.

f/  Algeriaÿ Libyan Arab Republic and Nigeria.

g/  Burundiÿ Cameroonÿ Central African Republicÿ Chadÿ Congoÿ Dahomeyÿ Egyptÿ
Ethiopiaÿ Gabonÿ Ghanaÿ Ivory Coastÿ Kenyaÿ Madagascarÿ Maliÿ Mauritaniaÿ
Mauritiusÿ Moroccoÿ Nigerÿ Rwandaÿ Senegalÿ Sierra Leoneÿ Sudanÿ Togoÿ Tunisiaÿ
Ugandaÿ United Republic of Tanzaniaÿ Upper Voltaÿ Zaire and Zambiaÿ and IMF
special drawing rights and reserve positions only of all other IMF member countries
in Africa.

h/  Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwait and Saudi Arabia°

i/  Israelÿ Jordanÿ Lebanonÿ Democratic Yemen, and Syrian Arab Republicÿ
and IMF special drawing rights and reserve positions only of Oman and Yemen.

j/  Afghanistanÿ Burma, Indiaÿ Indonesiaÿ Malaysiaÿ Nepalÿ Pakistanÿ
Philippinesÿ Republic of Koreaÿ Republic of Viet-Namÿ Singaporeÿ Sri Lanka,
Thailandÿ and IMF special drawing rights and reserve positions only of
Bangladeshÿ Fijiÿ Khmer Republicÿ Laos and Western Samoa°
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Table 36°   Selected developing countries:   changes in
international liquidity, 1961-1972

Group and countryÿ/

b/
International reservesg--

end 1972
As percentage

Millions
of reserves at

of
End       End ÿ.

dollars     1971     1960ÿ/

b/
International reservesg--

end of yearÿ
as percentage of imports

in Dreceding year c/

1961    1972

Total of countries
listed  ..........

Oil-producing countriesÿ/
Others  ..........

28ÿ663    130     307

10,148    126     556
18ÿ515    133     256

36     58

48     104
33     47

Western hemisphere
Total  ........... 9,684   147    343

Venezuela  ........

Others  ..........

Argentina  ........

Bolivia  .........

Brazil .    ÿ  .......

Chile  ..........

Colombia  .........

465    160      89
6o    ll0     891

39917    224   iÿ135
135     61     122
B25    160     183

Costa Rica  ........

Dominican Republic  ....
Ecuador  .........

E1 Salvador  .......

Guat emal a  ........

40   139    293
59    104     228

143    222     351
82    127     25O

135    144     250

Guyana  ..........

Haiti  ..........

Honduras  .........

Jamaica  .........

Mexico  ..........

Nicaragua  ........

Panama  ..........

Paraguay  .........

Peru  ...........

Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay  .........

31    119    207
18    171     360
35    166     265

159     89     229
iÿ046    ii0     237

70    119     594
665    140   1,923
31    149   6,698

273    114     359
58    84    248

205    113    ii0

Asia
Total  ..........

Oil-producing countriesÿ/
Others  ..........

129989   131    332

4,621    156     661
8,368    120     260

(Table continued on following page)
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iÿ732    114     284
7,952    157     360

32     57

49     75
30      54

31     25
i0     35
32     106
14      14
27     37

6      ii
9     16
33     47
20     33
4o      45

18     24
i0     32
17      18
35     29
35     43

18     33
21     168
6     38

30     37
9      9

88      92

37     62

65     114
34     49



Table 36 (continued)

Group and country-a/

International reserves b_/

end 1972
As percentageMillions
of reserves at

of
End       End _.

dollars      1971      1960ÿ/

b!
International reservesÿ--

end of yearÿ
as percentage of imports

in preceding year c/

1961    1972

Asia (continued)

Afghanistan  .......

Burma  ..........

Democratic Yemen  ....

India  ..........

Iran  ..........

56     93     112
62     86      51
67    104     129

iÿ169     97     174
960    157     522

49     74
37     37
18     43
29      48
73     51

!raq  ..........

Israel  .........

Jordan  .........

Kuwait  .........

Lebanon  .........

785   131    305
iÿ222    166     574

271    107     584
363    126     504
675    123     489

56     113
56       68
43     126
35     54
52     I01

Malaysia  ........

Nepal  ..........

Pakistan  ........

Philippines  .......

Republic of Korea  ....

292   109    135
2ÿ512    173   iÿ358

654    ii0     569
58    116      57

126    143     450
iÿ052    120     284

Africa
Total  ..........

Oil-producing countriesÿ/
Others  .........

5ÿ990    108     231

3ÿ796    105     485
2ÿ194    112     121

Algeria  .........

Burundi  ......

Cameroon  ........

Central African Republic
Chad  ..........

486     96     133
19    105     167
44     59     227
2    636     324

i0    90     82

Congo  ..........

Dahomey  .........

Egypt  ..........

Ethiopia  ........

Gabon  ..........

i0     95     204
28   115    319

149     93      56
93    136     176
23     91     245

(Table continued on following page)
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Republic of Viet-Nam     o
Saudi Arabia  ......

Singapore  ........

Sri Lanka  ........

Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand  ........

995    lli     211
105    97    436
273    i5i      86
551    144     434
740    130     471

38     69
64     175
42      30
8     42

6o      3i

73     59
102     312

9     23
22      17
9     29

ioo      82

39     55

39     ii0
39     29

25     4O
34      62
24      i7
-        5

32     15

4      ii
36     34
30     17
66       49
34      22



Table 36 (continued)

Group and country-a/

b!
International reservesÿ--

end 1972
As percentageMillions
of reserves at

of
End       End  o

dollars     1971     1960ÿ/

b!
International reserves ÿ--

end of yearÿ
as percentage of imports

in Dreceding year c/

1961    1972

Africa (continued)

Ghana  ..........

Ivory Coast  .......

Kenya  ..........

Libyan Arab Republic
Madagas car  .......

107   225     39         53     25
87     97     256          20      22

204    119     390          19      36
2ÿ925    ii0   3ÿ550           51     411

52    113     106          47      24

Malawi  .........

Mali  ..........

Maurit ani a  .......

Mauritius  ........

Morocco  .........

36    114     144          56      33
3     52      30          29       6

12    335     203          20      18
70    136     410          24      84

237    136     115          45      34

Niger  ..........

Nigeria  ........

Rwanda  .........

Senegal  .........

Sierra Leone  ......

Somalia  .........

Sudan  ..........

Togo  ..........

Tunisia  .........

Uganda  .........

United Republic of
Tanzania  .......

Upper Volta  ......

Zaire  ..........

Zambia  .........

40    120     530          40      69
385    89     89         65     26
6    83    153        83     19

38    128      49          49      17
47    121     342          19      41

31    120     275          57      5o
36    128      21          84      ii
36    88    488        28     47

223    150     261          39      64
44     78     108          25      26

120    198     195          31      31
47    109     390          43      85

178    121     283          16      29
162     57      81          81      26

Source:   Centre for Development Planningÿ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariatÿ based on International Monetary Fundÿ International
Financial Statistics (Washingtonÿ D.C.)ÿ and national sources°

(Foot-notes on following page)
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(Foot-notes to table 36)

a_/  The list represents all the countries for which relevant data are
available.

b/  Goldÿ convertible foreign exchangeÿ special drawing rights and reserve
positÿon in the International ÿdonetary Fund°

c/  Valued C.iofo

d/  1961 for Nepalÿ 1962 for Dahomeyÿ Ivory Coastÿ Madagascarÿ Maliÿ Mauritaniaÿ
Nigerÿ Senegalÿ Togo and Upper Voltaÿ 1964 for Burlludi and Rwandaÿ 1965 for
Democratic Yemenÿ Malawi and Zambiaÿ 1966 for Kenya and United Republic of Tanzania.

e_/  Algeriaÿ Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwaitÿ Libyan Arab Republicÿ Nigeriaÿ Saudi Arabia
and Venezuela.

f/  Iranÿ Iraqÿ Kuwait and Saudi Arabia°

g_/  Algeriaÿ Libyan Arab Republicÿ Nigeria.
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